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Heterogeneous media play a key role in the analysis and computation of groundwater 
flows. Due to their underlying locally strongly varying permeability fields the discretisa­
tion of these problems often leads to highly ill-conditioned large sparse systems. These 
are hard to solve iteratively and it is essential to find good preconditioners. Domain 
decomposition methods with linear interpolation however often perform poorly when 
the variation of the coefficients inside the subdomains is large.
For the modeling of these problems lognormal random fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
type are often used to capture the heterogeneity of the medium and to deal with un­
certainties between the finite number of measure points of the fields. In this thesis we 
therefore first of all analyse these fields and derive bounds of the probability distribu­
tions of maxima of global and local field ratios using Poisson clumping heuristics. We 
then prove that these ratios characterise the dependence of upper bounds of the condi­
tion numbers of the unpreconditioned and linear-interpolation based additive Schwarz 
preconditioned systems on the permeability.
To reduce this dependence we introduce a new coarsening operator based on multi­
scale finite elements (MsFE). The significance of the choice of the boundary conditions 
for the construction of the MsFE-basis functions to achieve good convergence rates is 
discussed in detail. By considering conjugate gradient iteration numbers and computa­
tion times for ID, 2D and 3D domains and two-media problems as well as realisations 
of random permeability fields we show that the new coarsening operator outperforms 
linear interpolation in most cases. We prove that the new preconditioner is in fact the 
exact inverse of the stiffness matrix for ID problems and that the same is true for a 
skeleton-based extension of it for higher-dimensional problems. A complexity analysis 
of the different methods, that are considered in this thesis, finally try to assist in the 
choice of the right preconditioner for a given problem.
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” Water is not a luxury. Actually, lack of water is more costly”
— Michael Okema, political scientist, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, 2004 —
1.1 T he subject o f the thesis
Water is the basis of all life and groundwater the biggest and most important occur­
rence of fresh water on earth. As this resource is very scarce in many countries and as 
conflicts about water are sadly starting to become reality, it seems the duty of scientists 
of various disciplines to learn more about it.
Mathematicians often study processes in continuum physics and engineering with the 
help of models based on partial differential equations (PDEs). The flow of water un­
derground can then for example be described by the first order system
p a ~ l v  +  Vu =  0,
„  « (L1) V .v =  0,
which has to be solved for a (vector) velocity v and a (scalar) pressure u on an (open) 
domain f i c R d. The scalar coefficients p and a(x), x  G Q, are called the dynamic vis­
cosity of the fluid and, respectively, the permeability of the underlying porous medium. 
(In many models a  will in fact be a full tensor, but we do not consider that case here.) 
System (1.1) has to be solved subject to boundary conditions
u = uq  on T/} and v .v  — 0  on T/v, (1 -2 )
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where Yd  and Yn  form a non-overlapping decomposition of T, the boundary of fi, and 
where k'(x) denotes the outward unit normal from f i a t x G  Yjy. The first of these two 
boundary conditions is often also referred to as a Dirichlet, the second as a Neumann 
boundary condition.
System (1.1, 1 .2 ) can be discretised in many different ways. A good discretisation 
however should have a unique solution, which is “close” to the exact solution of (1 .1 , 
1 .2 ) in terms of local and global errors and which should display some physical aspects 
of the underlying problem. For undergroundwater flow problems, this often means that 
mass should be conserved locally, i.e. we assume a balance of the amount of water that 
flows in and out of a small fixed region. This can be achieved for example by searching 
solution vectors U and V in two different approximation spaces for u and v, in a so 
called mixed finite element method, which leads to the discrete system
W{a) B  
B t  0
(1.3)
Here W (a) is now the mass matrix arising from the discretisation of the operator 
v i— ► /io:“1v, B t  is the discrete divergence operator, B  its transpose and G the
forcing term coming from the inhomogeneous Dirichlet condition applied to u. This
system is in saddle point form and the system matrix therefore indefinite, i.e. it has 
negative and positive eigenvalues. In this thesis we will be motivated by the fact that 
in 2D system (1.3) can be decoupled into separate equations determining V  and U and 
moreover that the equation for V is closely related to the discretisation of the problem
—V./io ; - 1  V u =  /  on Q (1.4)
by standard finite elements (see Scheichl [116]).
We will return to the mixed finite element case in Chapter 7, but for most of the thesis 
will concentrate on a discretisation of
-V ./x -1aV u  = f  on O (1.5)
subject to suitable boundary conditions and using standard finite elements.
The discretisation of system (1.5) leads to a linear system of the form
A(a)x =  y, (1.6)
2
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where A (a ) is a (sparse) symmetric positive definite matrix with entries that depend 
on the permeability a.
System (1.6) can be very hard to solve especially if the flow is through some strongly 
heterogeneous rock formations. These pose among others the following three problems:
(i) In heterogeneous media the permeability a  can vary strongly over short distances. 
Changes of this coefficient by a factor of 109  or more on Cl are quite common in 
standard rock formations.
(ii) It is difficult to capture the heterogeneity of the medium. If one does so, the 
problem therefore has to be discretised on a very fine mesh, which means that 
the system matrix A(a) in (1.6) is typically of size ranging from 105  x 105  to 
1 0 9  x 1 0 9.
(iii) The permeability can only be measured at a relatively small number of points. 
Away from these points however we have to deal with a significant uncertainty 
of a.
Problems (ii) and (iii) can be tackled by modeling the permeability field a  as a sto­
chastic spatial field, i.e. we identify one random variable with every point x E f i .  The 
dependence of pairs of these random variables at points x ,y  G is described by a so 
called covariance function E (x, y ) . The strength of this dependence is expressed by 
a parameter A, the correlation length of the field, where large A (relative to the size 
of Cl) mean strongly correlated (smooth) fields, while small A mean weakly correlated 
(rough) fields. We then solve system (1.6) for multiple realisations of the random field 
and compute statistical properties of u (or u and v when solving system (1 .1 ,1 .2 )) using 
some Monte Carlo method.
Due to the large size of the system matrix, A (a ), it is (especially for three dimensional 
domains Cl) difficult to solve system (1.6) directly even by exploiting the sparsity pat­
tern of the matrix in sophisticated direct methods. Typically then Krylov subspace 
methods, like conjugate gradients (eg, see Appendix B), are used to solve it. It can be 
shown that for strongly heterogeneous fields (see (i)) A(a) is extremely ill-conditioned, 
i.e. its condition number k (A(a)) is large. In fact k (A(a)) can in the worst case 
depend linearly on the maximum ratio of a  on Cl, which may be of order 109  or more 
for typical permeability fields of rock formations. As we will show theoretically and 
by numerical results this can cause the iterative method to converge very slowly for 
problems with strongly heterogeneous fields.
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However if we multiply (1.6) by a matrix M  1, then the solution of the resulting system
M ~ 1A (a)x = M ~ l y, (1.7)
is still a solution of (1.6). The matrix M ~ l is called a preconditioner of the system. 
However the convergence of the iterative method applied to the new system (1.7) now 
depends on k (M ~1A(a)) instead of k, (A(a)). We therefore ideally want to choose 
M ~l in such a way that
• k (M ~1A(a)) = 0 ( 1 ) ,
• z M _1x is cheap to compute for any vector x.
The second condition is necessary, as this matrix-vector multiplication has to be per­
formed in each iteration step of the Krylov method. Preconditioners which satisfy both 
these conditions are often very hard to find but essential, if we want to solve large sys­
tems in practice.
In this thesis we focus on preconditioners that are based on a decomposition of the 
domain Q into nonoverlapping subdomains Qj,  j  = 1,...,p. We then extend each sub- 
domain Qj  to an overlapping subdomain Qj  and solve a local problem on it. Further­
more we formulate and solve a problem on the coarse grid consisting of the subdomains 
Q j . To compute approximations of the values on the fine grid from the solution on the 
coarse grid in one subdomain Qj,  the classical approach is to interpolate linearly be­
tween the values at the corner nodes of Qj. We will examine the dependence of this 
preconditioner on the permeability field a.
Next we will introduce another finite element space on the coarse grid, the so called 
space of multiscale finite elements (MsFEs). The functions in this space differ from the 
functions used for linear interpolation in that they depend on the underlying perme­
ability field. Using the MsFE-basis functions in the coarse grid solves, a new domain 
decomposition preconditioner will be introduced and details of its performance will be 
given by theory and extensive numerical results for one-, two- and three-dimensional 
domains Q for two media problems and for random permeability fields. We will study 
how its behaviour depends on the variance of the underlying field, the location of 
extreme values of the coefficients and the overlap between the subdomains Qj.
4
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1.2 The m ain achievem ents o f th e thesis
The main achievements of this thesis include the following.
(i) Condition number estimates for the stiffness matrices arising from the ground­
water flow problem axe given. It is shown that the problem can be very ill- 
conditioned for heterogeneous media.
(ii) For the condition numbers of these stiffness matrices expectation number es­
timates in the general random field case (using simple norm inequalities) and 
estimates for the probability distribution of the condition number for fields of 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type (using Poisson clumping heuristics) are derived. It is 
shown that these axe shaxp in the ID case and of high quality for higher dimen­
sions.
(iii) Additive Schwarz preconditioners with linear coarsening for groundwater flow 
problems are studied. It is proved that a sharp upper bound of the condition 
number of the system preconditioned with them only depends on ratios of per­
meability values within the subdomains compared to global ratios in the un­
preconditioned case. This can mean a clear improvement for fields with strong 
covariance, i.e. for fields in which points distanced far apart are correlated, and 
can therefore reduce the number of conjugate gradient iterations significantly.
(iv) However the problem can still be very ill-conditioned for fields with strong vari­
ance and/or short correlation length. Therefore a new coarsening technique based 
on multiscale finite elements is developed. Several boundary conditions for the 
construction of the coarse grid basis functions (used for the new preconditioners) 
are discussed and compared.
(v) By considering some simple model problems we develop bounds for the condition 
numbers of preconditioned stiffness matrices when applying additive Schwarz 
preconditioners with MsFE-coarsening. Some ideas for general fields are given. 
The significance of how the location of the extreme values of the coefficients affects 
the convergence of the method is researched.
(vi) It is shown that the new preconditioner is the exact inverse of the stiffness matrix 
in the ID case. The same is also proved for an extended version of it in higher 
dimensional cases and non-overlapping subdomains.
(vii) Additive Schwarz preconditioners without coarse grid, with linear and with mul­
tiscale coarsening are compared. The theory is then supported by extensive
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numerical experiments in ID, 2D and 3D for random fields of general and of 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type, as well as for two media problems.
(viii) The newly developed preconditioner is applied to a mixed finite element formu­
lation of the groundwater flow problem. Numerical results in 2D axe given.
1.3 The structure o f the thesis
This thesis consists of six main chapters which try to focus on different aspects of the 
analysis of the iterative solution of groundwater flow problems. Each chapter contains 
a preamble with a motivation of the subsequent ideas and concludes with a summary 
in which we try to set the new results and observations into perspective with the rest 
of the thesis. This structure will hopefully help the reader to see the overall picture of 
the work and should also allow the use of this thesis for later reference.
C h ap te r  2 introduces the problem considered, a second-order partial differential equa­
tion with strongly varying coefficients. Its meaning in groundwater flow applications 
as well as a weak formulation axe given. We then derive and describe for 2D problems 
a mixed formulation of the problem using first order Raviart-Thomas finite elements. 
Using a divergence free reduction we can separate velocity and pressure, which will 
enable us later to use the preconditioners, which axe developed in Chapters 5 to 7, for 
this problem.
To model the underlying permeability fields for groundwater flow it is quite common 
to use random fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. Their properties axe discussed in 
C h a p te r  3. We then find upper bounds for the expectation of the maxima of gen­
eral random fields based on simple norm inequalities as well as approximations for 
the probability distributions of maxima for random fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type 
based on Poisson clumping heuristics. These theoretical bounds axe used in Chapters 4 
and 5 to get estimates for the unpreconditioned and preconditioned stiffness matrices 
for Poisson’s equation with underlying random permeability fields.
C h a p te r  4 shows why the problems considered axe ill-conditioned for strongly vaxying 
permeability fields. We give estimates in the deterministic as well as in the random 
media case based on the results from Chapter 3.
In C h ap te r  5 we introduce additive Schwaxz preconditioners without coaxse grid as 
well as with linear coarsening. We find new bounds which show the dependence of the 
condition number of the stiffness matrix preconditioned using this domain decomposi­
tion method. Furthermore we give numerical results which show the strong increase of 
these condition numbers with increasing variance of the underlying permeability field. 
C h a p te r  6  deals with exactly this problem by introducing a new coarsening operator
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based on multiscale finite elements. The importance of good boundary conditions for 
the construction of the multiscale basis functions is discussed and supported by a long 
series of numerical results. By considering some simple model problems we give a full 
convergence analysis for certain special cases and ideas of an analysis for general fields 
and general overlap. We show why for one-dimensional problems this preconditioner 
and for higher dimensional problems an extension of it delivers an exact inverse of the 
stiffness matrix.
Having discussed the theoretical properties of the additive Schwarz preconditioners 
without coarse grid, as well as with linear and multiscale coarsening, we then compare 
their quality in terms of the condition numbers of the preconditioned stiffness matrices 
as well as their effects on computation times, when used in iterative solvers in C h ap te r 
7. Numerical experiments are performed for a two media case as well as for random 
fields in ID, 2D and 3D. The preconditioners are finally applied to mixed formulations 
of the groundwater flow problem.
In A ppend ix  A some basic results from Linear Algebra on eigenvalues and eigenvec­
tors for preconditioned and unpreconditioned systems are given. A ppendix  B explains 
the most important aspects of the iterative method used for our numerical tests, the 
conjugate gradient method, and shows the importance of small condition numbers of 
the system matrix for a fast convergence of the method. Throughout the thesis we try 
to stick with a fairly standard notation, which is summarised in A ppendix  C to help 




”If all the world’s water fit into a bathtub, the portion of it that could be used 
sustainably in any given year would barely fill a teaspoon
— World Resources Institute, 1993 —
” In questions of science, the authority of a thousand is not worth the humble 
reasoning of a single individual.”
— Galileo Galilei (Italian natural Philosopher, Astronomer and Mathemati­
cian who made fundamental contributions to the development of the sci­
entific method and to the sciences of motion, astronomy and strength of 
materials. 1564-1642) —
2.1 D erivation o f G roundwater Flow equations
Groundwater is and will become even more in the next few decades a scarce and highly 
important resource. It has been extracted intensively in some regions (India, Cali­
fornia, etc.) and this has lead to a lowering of the water table, beyond the reach of 
existing wells. This means that better technology, but also better mathematical mod­
els to compute the movement of groundwater have become very essential to guarantee 
sufficient supply of fresh water for an increasing population, especially in developing 
regions. Conflicts between countries about water might otherwise soon become reality. 
Groundwater is flowing in so called aquifers, underground layers of water-bearing rock
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or permeable mixtures of unconsolidated materials (sand, gravel, etc.). It flows between 
porous spaces and can naturally be recharged through the surface. It is estimated that 
the amount of water underground exceeds that of fresh water on the surface by fifty 
times.
Flow models for groundwater can also be used for pollution modeling, for example to 
simulate the transport of radionuclides in flowing groundwater. Furthermore they help 
to understand the underground flow of oil and other natural resources, to be able to 
recover as much of them as possible at the lowest possible cost. This is important as for 
example drilling one hole for the recovery of oil offshore costs many million US Dollars.
Before giving any technical details, this section will serve to set the scene and will 
derive the underlying PDE model for the groundwater flow problem considered.
A literature review describing the use of groundwater flow models can be found in 
Prickett [109]. The fundamental groundwater physics are described by Bennett [10], 
who covers definitions and general concepts (Part I), Darcy’s law (Part II) and applica­
tions of Darcy’s law (Part III). Mercer and Faust give a good idea of how groundwater 
flow can be described with the help of mathematical models in their three paper series 
giving a general overview (Mercer and Faust [100]), introducing mathematical models 
(Mercer and Faust [101]) and possible applications (Mercer and Faust [102]). Fluid 
flow models are mainly based on two fundamental principles, the conservation of mass 
and the conservation of momentum.
The first classical equation governing this application is Darcy’s law (see Darcy [34]). 
This law was first formulated by Henry Darcy after obtaining data from experiments 
on the flow of water through sand beds. Further details on Darcy’s law can also be 
found in Bennett [10], Freeze and Cherry [57], Hubbert [77] and Wang and Anderson 
[131]. It expresses the conservation of momentum and is analogous to Fourier’s law in 
the field of heat conduction, Ohm’s law in the field of electrical networks, or Fick’s law 
in diffusion theory.
For this equation let a  denote the intrinsic permeability (units of ra2  or Darcy, where 
1 Darcy «  10- 1 2 m2). The intrinsic permeability is generally a tensor, but we will only 
consider the scalar valued case in this thesis. Furthermore let v be the specific discharge 
or Darcy velocity, ur the residual pressure and p the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
Darcy’s law is then given by
v — {a/p) V u R. (2.1)
In the following we will assume for simplicity that p  — 1. The actual pressure is 
UR ~ P9%i where z is the flu id  height, p is the density and g is the acceleration due to
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gravity.
From this equation, we can see among others:
• If there is no change in (hydraulic) pressure, no flow occurs.
• If change in pressure occurs, the flow is from areas with high pressure to areas 
with low pressure.
• The greater the pressure gradient, the stronger the flow.
In practice one can show that Darcy’s law delivers good results for slow, viscous flows, 
i.e. for flow regimes with Reynold’s number Re < 1.
Next to Darcy’s law for steady-state conditions, continuity requires that the amount 
of water that flows into a representative elemental volume equals the amount flowing 
out of it. Let us therefore also assume the following:
• Water is incompressible. (Otherwise it could be compressed and stored in the 
elemental volume. Then mass would still be conserved, but volume would not.)
•  The elemental volume contains no sources or sinks, i.e. no water is allowed to be 
added or removed within the elemental volume.
Let us now consider an elemental cube with sides of length A x, A y  and A z. Its volume 
is therefore given by V  := A xA yA z. For the mass balance we now sum the results 
from each component direction. Therefore vy for example represents the volume rate of 
flow per unit area through the left face of the cube. The discharge through the left and 
right faces is then given by the product of the flow rate per unit area times the area 
A x  A  z of these faces. At the right face the discharge differs by (dvy/d y ) Ay. The net 
discharge rate in the ^/-direction is then given by (dvy/dy) A y  (A xA z) =  (dvy/dy) AV . 
Similarly the net change in the discharge rate in the ^-direction is (dvx/dx) A V , the net 
change in the discharge rate in the ^-direction is (dvz/dz) A V . For mass conservation 
the sum of these three net changes now has to equal 0. Dividing by A V  we obtain the 
continuity equation for steady state conditions
, . dvr dvv dvz
div(v)=a7 + ^ + a7 = 0' (2-2)
Assuming fi =  1  and combining steady state equation (2 .2 ) with Darcy’s law (2 .1 )
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finally leads to the Laplace equation
div (q:(x )V u r (x )) = 0 for x  € Cl, (2.3)
with suitable boundary conditions, that will be discussed in the next paragraph, and 
under the following assumptions:
(i) The aquifer material is incompressible.
(ii) The water is of constant density.
(iii) The external pressure on the aquifer is constant.
(iv) The groundwater is flowing slowly (Reynold’s number less than 1).
(v) The hydraulic permeability a  is an isotropic scalar.
For ease of notation we now replace u r  by u  in equations (2.1) and (2.3). This equation 
is a second order elliptic partial differential equation.
Boundary conditions for the problem can for example be of the form
£u +  £ (a'Vu) .1/  = g on T, (2-4)
where v  denotes the outwards pointing normal to the boundary T and £, £ € M. Com­
bining (2.3) and (2.4) gives a boundary value problem. If £ is zero, the boundary 
condition is said to be of Dirichlet type; if £ is zero, the boundary condition is said to 
be of Neumann type. A third possibility is £ 7  ^0 and £ =  0 on one part and £ 7  ^0 and 
£ =  0 on the other part of the boundary. In this case we talk of mixed boundary con­
ditions. If both £ 7  ^0 and £ /  0  the problem has so called Robin boundary conditions.
As a simple model problem, we can for example consider the unit square Q =  (0 , l ) 2  in 
two and the unit cube D =  (0, l ) 3  in three dimensions. Possible boundary conditions 
for a 2D model problem are given in Figure 2-1.
More generally we assume that the boundary r  of ft can be split into two parts Td  
(on which Dirichlet conditions hold, i.e. £ ^  0 and £ =  0) and Tjv (on which Neumann 
conditions hold, i.e. £ 7  ^0 and £ =  0), such that T — T& U T]y and T£> D — 0. 
Replacing the zero right hand side of (2.3) by a more general function / ,  we next con­
sider the following problem.
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V m.i/ = 0
Vu.i/ — 0
Figure 2-1: Boundary conditions for the groundwater flow problem on (0,1) x (0,1) 
(Showing in grey scale possible variations of the permeability a , which we will discuss 
in more detail in Chapter 3)
—div (aVu(x)) = /(x ) for x GE Q, (2.8)
with
and
■u(x) = g(x) for x 6  T£>
aV ^ x ).! / = 0  for x G TN  ■
(2.9)
(2 .10)
By discussing this problem, we treat a whole class of groundwater problems, as they 
are special cases of it.
In the following we will consider the problem (2.8, 2.9, 2.10), but some of the theory 
will be presented in the case of the simpler Dirichlet problem:
—div (aV«(x)) = /(x) for x G  0 ,
with
w(x) = 0  for x € r ,  
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2.2 H 1 finite elem ent approxim ation
2.2 .1  W eak form ulation
If the solution u of the boundary value problem (2.8, 2.9, 2.10) is sufficiently smooth, 
it is known as a classical solution. For a problem of this form on a convex domain 
Q with pure Dirichlet boundary conditions, u is a classical solution only if it has 
a second derivative that is continuous on the whole of the open domain f2 , i.e. if 
u 6 C2(Q) n C°(Q), where O := f lU T . If however for example a  and/or /  are/is not 
continuous on the whole of fl, there can not exist a classical solution to the problem. 
This situation can arise for perfectly reasonable mathematical problems and it is often 
important to find an alternative formulation of the problem that is less restrictive in 
terms of the admissible data, the so called weak formulation.
Let us therefore define the spaces
H \ n )  := j u  : n  -  M | u, ^  G L 2( f 2 ) | ,
as well as
Vg {u : —> R | d G ^ ( D ) ,  v — g on .
Next define the bilinear form
the semi-norm
M HHQ),a = J  a  (x ) V u(x).V u(x)dx
n
and
Then the weak formulation of (2.8,2.9,2.10) is given by:
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Find u e V g such that {u,v)H Q  =  L(v), Mv E V. (2.16)
• t n t ' = <
2.2 .2  G alerkin fin ite  e lem en t approxim ation
Next we would like to find an approximation Uh of u for the boundary value problem 
(2.8, 2.9, 2.10), resp. its weak formulation (2.16) in a finite dimensional subspace of V. 
Let therefore fl denote the closure of domain Q.
D e fin it io n  2.1
(i) A  simplical triangulation T  (f2) is a partitioning of O G Mn into closed intervals 
(in ID), triangles (in 2D), resp. tetrahedra (in 3D), such that
•  ^  =  U tGTT>
either empty
or a common ver te x  of t and r'
or (for n > 2) a common edge o f r  and r'
or (for n = 3) a common face o f r  and t '  
for all t  t '  E T  (Q).
The r  G T  are called elements. Let hT be the diameter of t  E T , let 
h := maxrG7 - h(r) and let pT be the diameter o f the largest circle (or ball for 
n = 2) contained within r . Furthermore denote T h (H) instead o f T  (Q) if 
we study the assymptotics for h —► 0 .
(ii) A  family of triangulations {T ^fl)}  is called (shape) regular, if  there exists a 
constant C (independent o f h) such that
—  < C . (2.17)
Pt
(Hi) A  family of finite element subdivisions is called quasi-uniform  if  it
is regular and if  there is a constant C\ (independent of h), such that for all 
r  E T h(fl) we have hT > C\h.
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(iv) A  fin ite  e lem en t in Mn is a triple (r, V, £) where
• r  is a closed subset of Mn with a non empty interior and a Lipschitz-
continuous boundary.
• V is a space o f real-valued functions defined over the set r.
• £  is a finite set o f linearly independent linear forms pi, 1  < i < n, defined
over the space V  (in order to avoid ambiguities, the form pi need to be 
defined over a larger space). By definition, it is assumed that the set £  is 
unisolvent in the following sense: given any real scalars Si, 1  < i < n, there 
exists a unique function <f> G V which satisfies
Pi(<f>) =  Si, 1 <  i <  n. (2-18)
Consequently there exist functions fa G P, 1 < i < n, which satisfy
fa cPi) =  1 < j < n .  (2.19)
Therefore we have
n
V 0 6 p ,  = (2.20)
1= 1
(v) The linear forms pi, 1 < i < n, are called the degrees o f  freedom  of the finite 
element. The functions fa, 1 < i < n are called the basis functions of the finite 
element.
Assume now that we have a family of meshes satisfying (i) to (v).
Let us then introduce the finite dimensional subspaces
G C(Q) | Vh\T linear Vr G T h(Q) and v = 0 on Tp j
and
Vg := ju/j G C(fl) | Vh\T linear Vr G T h{Q) and v = g on T# j  .
If Afh(Q) is the set of nodes x -1 of the triangulation T h(Cl) (including all nodes on the 
boundary T), then a basis of is given by the so called hat functions [fa : x ^1 G Afh(Cl)}, 
where fa is defined to be piecewise linear with respect to this mesh and for which
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fa(x.j) := 5ij, where 8{j denotes the Kronecker delta. 
Hence the approximate weak form  of (2.16) is given by:
We can then write
U h=  £  U^ i ’ (2.23)
x^GA/^Q)
with coefficients Ui G R, where values of Ui are known at the nodes on T£>.
Substituting this into the approximate weak form (2.22), we get, since fa G V h for 
all i with Xi G J\fh(Q),
£  (<1>i,4’j )HHa),a Vi =  L(4>i ) ,  ^ e ^ h( Q ) \ r D (2.24)
x^GA^ft)
or equivalently
(^*» ^ ')/fi(fi),a  ^  =  L  (fy )  — ( ^ ’ (^)3)H1(n),a9 ( x i )  » (2.25)
xfGA/’^ n ) x'lGA/'/l(0)nrD
for all j  such that G A/’/l(Q )\rd-
Setting Aij (fa , ^ j)#  i(Q) a and /* := L(fa), this leads to the linear system
AU =  f, (2.26)
where A = A(a) is the so called stiffness matrix arid f  is the so called load vector of
the discretised system. Here A{j := (fa,(j)j)Hi(n) a *s on^  nonzero, if x^ and x^ are
nodes of the same element.
Because of the strong fine scale variations of the underlying medium, one often has
to choose the maximum element diameter h very small with respect to the size of
the domain to resolve these structures sufficiently. This means that, especially for 
the three dimensional problems, systems (2.26) with several million unknowns are not 
uncommon. This however means that it is very expensive and in many cases impossible
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to solve the problem directly. Iterative methods axe therefore essential and will be 
discussed in detail in the following chapters.
2.3 M ixed finite elem ent approxim ation
2.3 .1  M ixed  form ulation
In many applications the velocity v =  aV«, where we assume again that the perme­
ability il =  1 and where a  denotes the permeability, is of greater interest than the 
pressure u. One therefore often has to investigate the saddle point problem arising 
from (2.8) to (2.10), in the unknowns u (pressure) and v (velocity).
With ft C one can now introduce the function space
H (div, ft) := {w G (L2 (ft))d : div(w) G L2 (ft)} (2.27)
and the inner product
(v > w )h (div,n) := J  (v -w +  div(v ) • div(w)) dx. (2.28)
The space L2(fi) is equipped with its usual inner product
(u ’ s ) l 2(q) =  J  u(x)s(x)dx (2.29)
and with the induced norm j| • llz,2(n) *
We can then formulate (2.8, 2.9, 2.10) as a saddle point problem in the two distinct 
spaces
7Z Ho^n (div, O) =  {v G H  (div, Q) \ v.i/ = 0 on
and S  := L2 (ft).
Let us therefore consider the (groundwater flow) system (as in (1.1)):
a -1v + V « = 0 , (2.30)
div (v) = 0, (2-31)
subject to (2.9,2.10).
Multiplying equation (2.30) by an arbitrary function r  G 7Z and equation (2.31) by an
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arbitrary function s G 5  and using
(v “ >r ) i 2(n) = -  («>div(r))lj(n) +  (j, r .v )L^ D],
where {g -^) l 2{t D) we obtain the weak form of (2.30, 2.31), given by
r.o
Find a solution (v,u) £ 71 x S  satisfying
( a r lv , r ) i2(n) - (d iv ( r ) ,u ) i2(s!) =  (g, r.i/)i2 (ro ), Vr 6 ft, (2.34)
(d iv (v ),s)t2(!!) = 0 , Vs P 5. (2.35)
It can be shown that this problem has a unique solution (see Raviart and Thomas 
[111] and Brezzi and Fortin [19]).
To find a finite element discretisation for this mixed formulation, we now choose finite­
dimensional subspaces TZh C H  and Sh C S  and then try to solve the following problem.
Find a solution (yh:uh) £ ^ h  x <Sh satisfying
( a ^ v / i . r * ) ^ ^  - ( d iv ( r h) ,u h)L m  = (g,rh. v )L2{Td), Vrh £ K h, (2.38) 
(div (v*), sh)L2(n) = 0, Wsh £ S h. (2.39)
Let us now introduce the bilinear forms
w(v, r) := («_1v , r ) L2(fi) and 6(r,s) := -  (div(r) ,s )La(n) 
as well as the linear functional
G(r) := <P,r.i/)i2(rD).
Then (2.38, 2.39) can be written:
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Find a solution (v^u/j) £ IZh x satisfying
w(vfc,r^) +b(rh,u h) 
b(vh ,sh)
= G (rh), Vrh £ U h, 
— 0, Vsh £ Sh-
(2.40)
(2.41)
It was shown by Brezzi and Fortin [19] that this problem has a unique solution if
If we now choose bases {iq, ...,rnT.} for IZh and {si, ...sns} for Sh, where nr denotes the 
dimension of 7Zh and where ng denotes the dimension of Sh and expressing
in terms of these bases, the weak formulation (2.40, 2.41), then reduces to the indefinite 
linear equation system
Here the mass matrix W ( a ) is given by W i j ( a ) := w(r{,rj), the discrete gradient B  
by B ij := b(rl: Sj) and the vector G by Gi G fa).
2.3 .2  R aviart-T hom as d iscretisa tion
Let us now restrict to two dimensional domains f2 and to the lowest order Raviart- 
Thomas space IZh■ This finite element space was introduced by Raviaxt and Thomas 
in two dimensions (see Raviaxt and Thomas [111]) and then extended to three dimen­
sions by Nedelec (see Nedelec [104]).
We define the space IZh to consist of all vector-valued functions Th £ 71, such that for 
all t £ T h(Cl), there exist scalars cT, dT and er , such that
After this choice for 7Zh, we also have to choose Sh- To guarantee existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of system (2.42) (and with div (7Zh) = Sh) we can therefore 
choose Sh as the space of piecewise constant functions on Q, with the basis chosen to






Vx £ T. (2.43)
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be the characteristic functions of each r  G T h(ft).
2.4 D ivergence free reduction
Let us now come back to system (2.42) and let U be the vector of pressures and V 
the vector of velocities at the freedoms in 7Zh and Sh- We would like to reduce the 
indefinite coupled system (2.42) to a smaller symmetric positive definite system to be 
able to apply simple Krylov space methods as well as the preconditioners that we will 
develop in Chapters 4 to 6. The following method has been discussed by Scheichl 
[116, 117]. Earlier work on divergence-free elements was done by Thomasset [125, 126], 
Hecht [70, 71], Griffiths [61], Nedelec [105], Mack [94] and Ye and Anderson [133].
Let again nr be the dimension of IZh and ns be the dimension of Sh- As shown 
by Brezzi and Fortin [19], the saddle point system (2.42) has got a unique solution 
(V, U) G Mnr x for all G G Mnr. Furthermore since the right hand side of (2.42) is 
(G t ,0 t )T, V  G ker (£ T), the kernel of B T.
The decoupling procedure consists of the following four steps:
S tep  1: Find a basis { z i, ..., z ° } of ker (B T) (as B T has full rank, n = nr — n s).
S tep  2: With this basis, the solution V can be written
V  =  £ ^  =  .ZTV , (2.44)
3 =1
for some V  G Mn, with Z  being the h x nr matrix with rows z f ,  ...z T- Furthermore
since Z B  — (B TZ T)T — 0, we get after multiplying the first row of the system (2.42)
O
by Z, that V  is a solution of the spd system
n
o o o
A Y  = G, (2.45)
with
A  := Z W Z T and G := ZG . (2.46)
Solving this decoupled spd system (2.45) is therefore equivalent to solving the coupled
indefinite system (2.42). If we axe only interested in the velocity V, then our compu­
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tations axe already finished here.
S tep  3: If we are also interested in the pressure U, we also compute a complementary
basis {zo,...,z„r }, such that span (z i,...,zo ,...,znr) =
S tep  4: Given this basis, let Z' be the matrix with rows z°, ...,znr. Multiplying 
the first row of blocks of system (2.42) by Z7, we see that U is the solution of the 
system
(Z 'B ) U =  Z' (G -  W V ) . (2.47)
To find a basis {zi, ...,z °} of ker (B T), note that by the definition of B, this is equiv­
alent to finding a basis V i,..., vo of the finite element space
V := {rft € K h : b (rh, sh) = 0 for all sh <E S h} .
In 2D a construction of this basis in the lowest order case was given by Cliffe et al. [31] 
and Scheichl [116]. In the latter reference, also higher order Raviart-Thomas elements 
in 2D and the lowest order case in 3D were studied.
We will discuss the construction of the basis of ker (B T) in some more detail for a 
simple model problem on a unit square domain Q = (0, l )2 with two Dirichlet bound­
aries and two Neumann boundaries in Section 7.5. Furthermore we will then give some 
numerical results for various permeability fields.
O
To conclude this chapter we merely mention that for this reduction the matrix A{a) in 




where A(a) is a certain symmetric positive definite minor of the stiffness matrix cor­
responding to the approximation of the bilinear form (</>, if)) \— ► (a _1V 0, V ^) using 
continuous piecewise linear elements and [CT (a) £>(«)] is a low-dimensional border.
(For a proof of this statement see Scheichl [116], Proposition 4.2.) Using bordered 
matrix techniques we only have to solve systems with the coefficient matrix A(a) (see 
also Section 7.5).
Furthermore, it can be shown that system (2.45) is in most cases significantly smaller 
than the original mixed system (2.42). Probably the main advantage of the reduction
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however is, that A (a ) in (2.48) is of the same form as the system matrix in (2.26). We 
can therefore use the same sort of preconditioners to solve this system iteratively, e.g. 
the domain decomposition preconditioners that will be discussed in Chapters 5 to 7. 
A 2D example for this mixed formulation as well as several numerical results for the 
additive Schwarz preconditioned groundwater flow problem are given in Section 7.5.
A more general discussion of Raviart-Thomas elements can be found in Brezzi and 
Fortin [19].
2.5 Sum m ary
The main focus of this short chapter was on describing the class of groundwater flow 
problems that we consider in this thesis. We first derived the second order partial 
differential equation (2.3) based on Darcy flow and the conservation of mass. We then 
gave the weak form of problem (2.16) and its Galerkin approximation (2.22). In real 
world problems the permeability can vary by a factor of 109 or more on the domain, 
since for example the permeability of gravel ~  10-3cm2, the permeability of sandstone 
~  10_1°cm2 and the permeability of granite ~  10-16cm2 (see Kuchling [86]). This can 
make the problem very ill-conditioned, as it will be shown in Chapter 4.
We then turned to the problem of finding the velocity v =  - qV w, rather than the 
pressure u. Therefore we considered the saddle point problem (2.30, 2.31) for which we 
derived the mixed weak formulation (2.34, 2.35) with solution (v,u) G i/o,iv(div, D) x 
L*2, (D). Its approximate formulation in finite dimensional subspaces CZ (div, 0) 
and Sh C 1/2(0) was given. Using this mixed formulation we derived the linear system 
(2.42), which is indefinite and therefore makes a direct application of any of the powerful 
classical methods for positive definite systems difficult. We therefore ideally would like 
to reduce this system to a positive definite system. Exactly this was done in Section 
2.4.
For this reduction Raviart-Thomas elements were defined. We then decoupled the 
velocity from the pressure, which leads to system (2.45). Apart from being smaller 
than the original saddle point system
’ W (a) B  
B t  0
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2.5. Sum m ary
and symmetric positive definite, we can also apply all the preconditioners that will be 
developed in Chapters 4 to 6 easily to the new system
A (a)V  =
A{a) C (a ) 
CT{a) D(a)
V = G, (2.50)
and therefore can profit from the improved performance of our new domain decompo­
sition method for groundwater flow problems. We will come back to this formulation 
of the problem in Section 7.5, where we will apply the domain decomposition precon­
ditioners with different coarsening techniques to it.
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Chapter
Random fields and maximum estimates
” In a world as crazy as this one, it ought to be easy to find something that 
happens solely by chance. It isn't.”
— Kevin McKeen, ’’The Orderly Pursuit of Pure Disorder” , 1981 —
” Arguments derived from probabilities are idle.”
— Plato (Ancient Greek Philosopher, 427 BC-347 BC) —
3.1 Introduction
Random fields have been studied for over 100 years now. Elementary texts on general 
probability theory have been written by Ross [113], Hoel et al. [72], Grimmett and 
Welsh [62] and Stirzaker [124]. Higher level texts include Billingsley [11], Breiman 
[18], Kallenberg [82] and Shiryayev [119]. A good overview of general random fields 
was given in Vanmarcke [129], which also forms the basis of the following introduction. 
Gaussian random fields are discussed in more detail by Adler [4], Dudley [46], Hawkes 
[69], Levy [88], Qualls and Watanabe [110] and Rozanov [114]. Publications on ideas 
about the distributions, etc. of maxima of Gaussian processes include Adler [3], Aldous 
[5], Kac and Slepian [81], Leadbetter et al. [87], Lindgren [90] and Pickands [108]. We 
will come back to this in more detail in Subsection 3.4.
In the analysis of the convergence rate of the unpreconditioned and preconditioned
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systems for groundwater flow problems, we will have to deal repeatedly with maxima 
of Gaussian random fields (as they will be defined in Definition 3.2). It would therefore 
be of special interest to find good estimates for the expectation of the maxima of our 
fields or even better for the probability distributions of these maxima.
Using theoretical bounds for the expectation of the maxima of the underlying ran­
dom fields, we will then be able to give estimates for the condition number and for the 
average number of conjugate gradient iterations of the unpreconditioned and domain 
decomposition preconditioned systems (see Chapters 4 and 5). Using the probability 
distributions (and the results from Appendix B) we will even be able to give estimates 
on how many cg-iterations it will take in 90%, 95%, etc. of the cases to obtain a certain 
accuracy of the solution of the system. We will therefore be able to give a full stochastic 
analysis of our preconditioner.
But let us start with the basics and first of all describe how the field a is determined. 
For simplicity consider one single random variable X  with probability density function 
f ( X ) .  The expectation of a function g (X ) is then defined by
+oo
E \ g ( X ) ] ~  J  g(x)f(x)dx,  (3.1)
— OO
provided this integral exists. (For the integral to exist, the product of the functions 
g{X)  and f ( X )  must be “absolutely integrable” , that is: E[|p(A)|] must be finite.)
If now g(X)  =  X n, the n-th moment of X  is defined as the expectation of g and the 
first moment is the mean or expectation of X
m  := m x  '= E [X] (3.2)
The variance is then defined by
a2 := a2x  := Var [X] := E \{X  -  m f  1 =  E [X2] - m (3.3)
The expectation operation is linear and can therefore be interchanged with other linear 
operations such as summation, integration and differentiation.
After having recalled these standard definitions, remember that the probability density
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function of a Gaussian random variable Z  is
i 1 1 / \21 1 / 2  —  771
/(2) := 7 2 T*exp X  5 j J ’ for ' 00 - 2 - +0°- (3-4)
and it is determ ined completely by its mean m  := E [Z] and variance a2 := E[{Z —
E[Z})2}.
D efin it io n  3.1
Let Z  be a Gaussian random variable. Then we call the random variable Y  defined by
Y  := exp(Z ), (3.5)
a lognormal Gaussian random variable.
If Z  is a  Gaussian random  variable w ith m ean m  and variance cr2, the probability 
density function of Y  exp (Z) is
yo
where m y  denotes the m edian of Y , i.e. the value yo of Y , such th a t f  fy{y)dy  =  0.5.
— OC
T he mean value of the  lognormal random  variable Y  — ez  is then  given by (see Van- 
marcke [129], p. 53ff.)
E[Y) = E[ez ) — exp +  Tj0”2} ' (^-^)
It has got the  k-th moment
E[Tfc] =  E[efcZ] =  exp jfcm  + ^ k 2o21 (3.8)
and the variance
Oy — (exp{<r2} — l )  exp{277i +  cr2}. (3.9)
Furtherm ore we know, for a function depending on several random variables, th a t  the
expectation of a function g (Z \, ..., Zm) of several random  variables Z \ , ..., Zm  is
oo oo




provided the multiple integral remains finite.
This can now be generalised to an infinite dimensional setting:
D e fin it io n  3.2
Consider an open domain fl G R d and let each point x e Q b e  associated with a random 
variable Z(x).  We then call Z a random field on fl. This Geld is said to be Gaussian, 
if  and only if  for each n G N and each x i , . . . ,x n € fl, the set of random variables 
Z (x i) ,. . . ,Z(xn) is Gaussian. It can then be speciGed by its mean m(x) := E[Z(x)] 
and covariance function,
£(x ,y) := E[(Z(x) -  m(x))(Z(y) -  m(y))), x , y e O .  (3.11)
The coefficient a  in the second order partial differential equation (2.8, 2.9, 2.10) will 
be taken to be a lognormal random field, i.e.
a(x) := exp{Z(x)}, (3.12)
where Z(x)  is a Gaussian random field, with further properties defined as follows.
We are mainly interested in statistically homogeneous isotropic Gaussian random fields 
of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type, which are defined as Gaussian random fields with constant 
mean m(x) =  0 for all x € Q and having the covariance function
£(x, y) := a2 exp{- ||x -  y ||2 /A}, (3.13)
for positive constants a and A, where A is called the correlation length and represents 
the length scale over which the field is correlated. Note that a2 is the variance of Z(x) 
for all x 6  0.
Expanding the covariance (3.11), we get
E(x, y) := E[Z(x)Z(y)] -  E[Z(x)]E[Z(y)]. (3.14)
Thus, since E[Z(x)] =  0 for all x, and using (3.13), we have
£(x ,y) :=E[Z(x)Z(y)] = u2 exp{- | | x - y | | 2 /A}. (3.15)
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Increasing the correlation length A therefore increases the ” smoothness” of the field, 
i.e. the field changes less over a short distance as the following figures show, where the 
absolute values of the field depend on the variance:
(a) Correlation length A = Ih (b) Correlation length A = 5h
(c) Correlation length A = 10h (d) Correlation length A = 20h
(e) Correlation length A = 50h (f) Correlation length A = lOO/i
Figure 3-1: Dependence of the Gaussian random field on the correlation length A (on 
the unit square and for h = 1/128)
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Experiments show (see Dagan and Neumann [33]) that the exponential covariance func­
tion (3.13) describes fields occurring in groundwater problems well enough, so that 
(3.12) is a useful model for the permeability. Detailed discussions about the modeling 
of these fields and their use in groundwater flow models are given for example by Bras 
and Rodriguez-Iturbe [17], Ababou [2] and Haxter [68].
One of the oldest and also hardest problems in the study of random fields is the deter­
mination of the probability
sup (Z(x)) < b
.xGfi
(3.16)
for a chosen value b and a random field Z , with a specific covariance function.
It is a fact, that, even today, there is no explicit formula for this simple probability 
in the general Gaussian situation, although such formulae exist for fields with some 
special covariance functions. However it is possible to find simple estimates for the 
general case without talcing into consideration the specific covariance function of a field 
and also (significantly more precise) estimates for the isotropic Gaussian random fields 
with covariance of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type, i.e. with covariance function
s (x<y) := cr2 exp {— ||y — x ||2 /A} . (3.17)
We will return to this topic after the following section.
3.2 G eneration o f random  fields
After having defined the fields that will be used for the numerical experiments in the 
next chapters, it is now important to find ways to generate these fields as accurately 
as possible, but also in a computationally cheap way. The latter is significant, as the 
computations have to be performed on a large number of realisations of the field in the 
context of Monte Carlo methods.
In practice we replace the lognormal random field a  on each element r  G T h{Vt) by the 
constant value a T := n  f a.\r\ J t
With this simplification in mind several successful methods for the generation of zero- 
mean Gaussian random fields with given covariance function E have been proposed. 
Let Z(x) again denote a random field with mean 0 and covariance function E(x, y), 
x ,y  G Q.
Then fix a finite subset X  =  {x i,...,x n} C Q of n points x* for which we want 
to sample the Gaussian random field Z. We now want to compute a vector Z :=
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(Z (x i) , Z  (xn))T of Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and covariance E at 
these points. Having made this choice, the following three methods among others have 
been very popular in the last few decades.
• Cholesky decom position m ethod: Let us introduce the covariance matrix C, 
which is defined in the following way:
Definition 3.3
I f  E[Z] =  0, the covariance matrix C of Z is the symmetric n x n matrix with 
elements Cj}c(Z) := E [Z (xj) Z  (x^)] (provided they all exist). In other words
C{Z) := E [ZTZ] .
This is equivalent to the evaluation of the covariance function E at pairs of points 
x j and Xfc, j, k =  1 , n.
(For arbitrary Z define C(Z) to be the matrix E (Z — E [Z])T (Z — E [Z]) .)
By its definition it follows directly that C(Z) is symmetric. Furthermore it was 
shown for example in Feller [56], Volume II, pages 81-82, that the covariance 
matrix of any non-degenerate probability distribution is positive definite.
We can therefore find the Cholesky factorization of the covariance matrix C{Z) 
and use it for the computation of Z (see Ripley [112], Section 4.5 and Cressie 
[32], Section 3.6) such that
c  =  l l t ,
where L  is a lower triangular matrix. Knowing L, Z can now be generated by
Z =  Le, (3.18)
where e := (e i,..., tn)T is a vector of n independent and identically distributed 
(iid.) random variables ei in N (0,1), i.e. normally distributed with mean 0 and 
variance 1. It is easy to see that
E [Z] =  E [Le\ = LE [e] =  0,
Var [Z] =  Var [Le] = LVar [c] LT = C.
This method is simple and exact, but we have to compute the Cholesky factor­
ization of a dense n  x n  matrix. With standard modern personal computers this 
is only possible for matrices of size up to approximately n x n «  10,000 x 10,000.
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Incomplete Cholesky allows us to deal with larger problems, however the error 
analysis gets quite complex.
• T urning  bands m ethod: This algorithm involves the generation of a number 
of one-dimensional fields along lines radiating from a coordinate origin. These 
are then projected (as described in detail for example by Manatoglou and Wilson 
[96]) and combined at arbitrary points in space, which then leads to a sequence 
of discrete values or realisations of the field. With a clever choice of these lines, 
the method is computationally efficient by converting one dimensional problems 
to a higher dimensional field (see also Matheron [98], Brooker [21], Christakos 
[30], Manatoglou [95], Ripley [112], Tompson et al. [127] and Cressie [32]).
• C ircu lan t em bedding: This method was developed and analysed among others 
by Davis and Harte [35], Dembo et al. [36], Dietrich and Newsam [38], Harter 
[68], Wood and Chan [132] and Chan [26].
Let us first of all consider the one-dimensional case and suppose, we need to find 
a realisation of an isotropic random field at n equally spaced points on the unit 
interval [0,1], i.e. Z := (Z  (0), Z  (1 /n ) ,..., Z  ((n — 1 )/ri))T . Since the field is 
isotropic, the covariance E now only depends on the distance of two points. The 
covariance matrix is then given by
■ £(0) = (i) ■
c  = = (i) £(0) .•• =(”?)
s f i r ) = (”5*) •.. £(0) .
The idea of the circulant embedding approach can in essence be described in the 
following two steps:
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R andom  field genera tion  by circu lan t em bedding  (ID ):
(i) Choose m  := 29 for some integer g , such that 29 > 2 (n — 1). 
Embed C(Z) i n a m x m  circulant covariance matrix T, i.e. a matrix 
of which the columns are circular shifts of the first column.
(ii) Use the fast Fourier transform twice in the way that we will de­
scribe below to create a random vector Y  =  (Yo? E l,..., Ym_ i)T of 
m  variables Yj which are iid. with mean 0 and covariance E, de­
noted by Nm (0, C(Y)). We can then extract a vector Z of length 
n from this vector with the desired properties, i.e. being a sample 
of the Gaussian random field at points {0,1 /n ,..., (n — 1 )/n).
D etails of s tep  (i):
Let
' e
e ( V ) .
Then define the symmetric circulant matrix G by










Note that if m  > 2 (n — 1), the n x n top left hand submatrix of G is equal to 
C. For the construction of the vector Z, we need G to be nonnegative definite. If 
this is not the case, increase g by 1. Repeat this until G is nonnegative definite 
(which, as one can prove, is the case for large enough g for strongly decaying 
covariance functions E).
D etails of s tep  (ii):
Now assume that we have chosen g large enough so that G is nonnegative defi­
nite. A standard result (see Brockwell and Davis [20]) shows that G — QAQ*, 
where A := diag {Aq, ..., Am_i} is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of G, Q :=
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{Qjk : 0 < j, /c < m — 1} with
Qj,k ■= m  1/2 exP
^ 27r ijk ^
is a unitary Fourier matrix, Q* its transpose and i — yj— 1.
Now let e := (eo, ...,em_ i)T be a vector of m  iid. distributed values e* in N( 0 , 1) 
and define Y  := QKl/2Q*e. We can then show (similarly as for the Cholesky 
factorization method) that Y  is Nm (0, C(Y)). A subvector Z of Y  of length n 
then is Nn (0, C'(Z)). The problem here however is, that m  can be very large, 
i.e. in many cases of interest m  > 215. Thus we have to find a way to compute 
Y  := QKl/2Q*e quickly and with minimal storage. This can for example be done 
in the following way:
(i) Find the eigenvalues Ao, A i,..., Am_i of G using a discrete Fourier transform 
of the sequence {7o,7i? •••>7m-i}, be.
At = y ]  7jexp , k = 0 ,1 ,...,m -  1. (3.22)
j=o \  m  /
(ii) Simulate Q*e and determine (at the same time) W  := h l/2Q*e.
(iii) Calculate Z := {Z(0), Z ( l /n ) , ..., Z((n — 1 ) /n)}T , where
Z := ( W j / m 1/2) exp , k = 0,...,n  -  1. (3.23)
Essential here is, that (3.22) and (3.23) can be computed very efficiently using 
the fast Fourier transform (see for example Brockwell and Davis [20] and Numer­
ical Analysis Group Limited [107]), provided that m  is highly composite (e.g. if 
m  = 29 for some integer g).
Harter [68] and Chan [26] also give similar algorithms for higher dimensional 
fields and vector-valued Gaussian random fields. They show that this method 
is computationally significantly cheaper than direct methods like the Cholesky 
factorization for large n and that it uses less storage than them.
We use the circulant embedding technique for our numerical experiments. The tests 
in ID and 2D were performed with the ’’Gaussian” library, written by Boris Kozintsev
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as part of his Ph.D. (see Kozintsev [84, 85]), which proved more accurate than other 
codes for our problem. For fields in 3D we use the ’’RandomField”-library in R (see 
Venables et al. [130]).
3.3 M axim a for general random  fields
In the proofs that axe given in this section a few theorems on random variables are of 
particular importance and we therefore would like to quote them in this report. They 
can also be found for example in (Adler [4], page 9).
T h eo r em  3.4
(H older’s inequality) Let Z  and Y  be random variables, and p, q such that p > 1,
q > 1, 1 +  1 =  1. Then, provided the right hand side is finite
E[\ZY\] < (E[\Z\p])1/p (E [|y |9])1/g . (3.24)
When p = q = 2 this is known as the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
T h eo r em  3.5
(Jensen’s inequality) Let Z  be a random variable and 'ip a convex function on an
interval I  C (—oo, oo). That is, for any A G (0,1) and u ,v  G I, u < v,
ip(u +  A(u — u )) < ip{u) +  \(*p(v) — ip(u)). (3.25)
Then, if  the range o f Z  is in I  and both E[|Z|] and E[|'0(^)|] are finite
ip{E[Z]) < E[ip(Z)}. (3.26)
Recall that by 3.12, a(x) := exp (Z(x)}. Let us approximate at the moment a  by a 
piecewise constant function, which is given on each grid element r  by
a T := Q;(mr ) =  exp{Z(mr )}, (3.27)
where m r is the centroid of r.
This simplification is reasonable, if we choose the triangulation fine enough. Let us 
now discuss how to find maxima and minima of such a random field a  without taking
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its covariance into consideration. We therefore assume that the uniform triangulation 
T h(Q) is of size h, and that is the number of elements r  in Cl. Our aim now is to 
find bounds for the expectation of the maximum of the vector a , which we define to 
consist of the values a T for all r  G T h{Cl).
In the following lemmata of this subsection we always assume Z(x), x G fi, to be 
Gaussian with mean 0 independent of x and we consider fields a  without considering 
their specific covariance function.
We now would like to find a general bound for the maximum value of such a vec­
tor. The following bounds axe new results and based on simple norm inequalities. 
They work for general random fields, but can therefore be quite pessimistic for random 
fields with strong covariance.
L em m a  3.6
For any p > 1 we have E[maxrGT/l(Q)(o:r )] < exp{|p<r2}{#7^}1/?>.
Proof:
Since a T is a positive valued random variable, we get
E fm a x ^ h ^ )  (c*r )] =  E[||a||oo] <  E [||a ||p] =  E [ { £ reT'>(fi)(Q:r)p} 1/p
where we have used the vector norm inequality Hxf^ < ||x||p for an n-dimensional 
vector x and any p-norm.
If p = 1, the result follows directly, as then
Ef max (aT)| =  E
r£Th(Cl)
_r€Tfc(n)
=  {#Tn*} • E \aT\ = {#Tnft} • exp{i«72}.
Otherwise, using Holder’s inequality (see Theorem 3.4) for p > 1:
l/p




{E [l]}^  = { J 2  E [(aT ]}1/p-
Terh(n)
( a T)P = exp{p ■ Z ( m T)},
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and note that p • Z(m r ) is a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance p2a2. 
Therefore an application of (3.7) implies that
1  J 2 _ 2 -E[(c*T)p] =  exp{-p a },
and so it follows that
E[max K ) ] < {  Y, m<*TrViilp = { £  exP { ^ 2}}1/P
rG rer^Q) reTh(Q) (3.28)
= exp{ipa2} - { # r fi'‘}1/'>.
□
The best choice of p is found in the following lemma.
L em m a  3.7
E[ max (a-)] < *  T - (3 2g)
TtTh(n) I exp{^<r2}{#7^}, otherwise.
Proof:
As E[maxreT/l(Q)(aT)] < exp{±pa2} { # T £ j 1^ ,  we therefore try to minimise the func­
tion f(p) := exp{\pa2}{# T £ } l/p for p > 1.
Differentiating yields
f ' ip) = exp{ipa2} {# ^n } 1/pln(#T ^) + ^ a 2 exp{ip<r2}{#7$ }1/p.
From this we see that f ' {p) =  0 if and only if
- 4 - M # 7 f i )  +  ^ 2 =  0, (3.30)p z
which is equivalent to
p2 =  4 ’M # 3 n ) .  (3.31)crz
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We therefore get the local extremum for
p* =  (3.32)
As /"(p*) > 0, this is a local minimum of /(p) over pGM.  However in this application,
p is constrained to satisfy p > 1. If p* > 1 then, since f (p) —> oo for p —> oo, p* is a
global minimiser of /(p ) over p G [l,oo]. When p* < 1, we have
/ ( l )  =  min /(p), (3.33)
p€[l,oo]
and the result follows. □
As we will see later, we do not only need estimates for the maxima of the entries of 
such vectors a ,  but also for their minima. A general bound can be found in a similar 
way, using the following Lemma.
L em m a  3.8













where a  1 := ( —
OLr  j  r e T / i ( ^ )
mmT € T h { (ar )
r 1




r € T h (Q)
When p > 1, we can use Holder’s inequality (see Theorem 3.4) to obtain
-| \  i  Ip
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where -  +  -  =  1.p Q
Hence
E
m in T€Tfc(Q) (<*T)






For p — 1, (3.37) follows directly from (3.36). 
Now recalling (3.27), we see that
(a ^ )  = e x P{_ P ' Z(mT)}-
Since — p • Z(m T) is a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance p2cr2, we get 
from (3.7)
E =  e x p { -p V } ,
and so, from (3.38), 
1E
minreT'l(n)(aT) <{ E Er e T h(Q)
j.i/?
=  { 2^ e x P { ^ P 2(j2} } 1/P =  eyiT>{\pv2} ■ { # 7 q  } 1/p-
(3.39)
reTh(n)
Now recall that we are interested in a lower bound for E 
this recall Jensen’s inequality (Theorem 3.5).
Since 4>{x) := l j x  is convex on (0, oo), we get
(E[Z])-1 < E [Z-1] . 
Put Z  := minr€j-h(fy(aT) and this yields
minrGT/i(f2) (aT) • To obtain
(3.40)
E[ min (ar )l >
r€Th(Cl )
E
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L em m a  3.9
E[ min (^ ) ]  > ”he» *  £  {3.42)
reTh(Q) 1 exp{—i<j2} (^7 ^ ) x, otherwise.
Proof:
We now have to maximise the function g(p) := exp{—^ p<j 2}{# T q }_1/p, where p > 1. 
Let f(p) := exp{^pa2}{#T ^}^P .
Clearly g(p) — 0 if and only if f '(—p) — 0 and from Lemma 3.7 this holds (for p > 1) 
if and only if p — p* = (\/2 / a) y j\n (# T £ ) . The result then follows as in Lemma 3.7.
□
In the next chapter we will see that the condition number of the stiffness matrices that 
we consider depends linearly on |m ax TG7-h('^)(Q;r ) |  /
Using a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain
E
maxreTh{Cl)(aT)
< E max (aT) 
T£Th(Q)
1 /2




Bounds for the right hand side of (3.43) are obtained in the next Lemma.
. (3.43)
L em m a  3.10  
We have
E[( max (or ))2] < exp{2po2}{# T £ } l/p, 
r € T h(n)
E[( min (aT) ) -2] <  exp{2pa2} { # T ^ } 1/pr^Th{Q)
and therefore








Using the fact, that aT > 0 is a positive valued random variable for all r  € T h(Q), we
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get:
E [( max K ) ) 2] =  E [|la ll^ o] =  e [II«2Noo] < E [||<*2|W =  E reTh(n) { £  (a")2’’}17’’
T € T h (Cl)
(3.47)
For p > 1 it follows, from Holder’s inequality (Theorem 3.4), that
E [( ^  I Er£Th(n) £  («T)2p
r e T h(Q)
\  1/P
Using (3.47) directly for p = 1, we have
KT€Th(n)
i  Ip
E[( max (<*T))2] < £  E K ^ )2*]
«**<»> \ ^ (a)
(3.48)
for all 1 < p < oo.
Now by (3.27), we get
(ar )2p = exp{2p • Z ( m T)j,
and 2p • Z ( m T) is a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance 4p2a2. 
Therefore, again by (3.7), E[(ar )2p] =  exp{2p2cr2} and (3.48) implies
E[( max (cV))2] < {  £  E[(aT)2”]}1/»
T£THa) tM * )
= { £  exp{2p2<72}}1/’’ =  exp{2pa2} ■ { # 7 $ }1/p.
r£Th (fi)
In an equivalent way, we show (see (3.39)):
(3.49)




m a x r G T 'l ( f i ) ( Q:T)E
minrGT/l(fi)(Q'r )




T £ T h (Q)
- 2 1/2
(3.51)
<  exp{2p<72 } { # T sJ } 1/P.
□
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Here we have to minimise the function h{p) := exp{2pu2} (#7^  ) 1//p, where p > 1.
In a very similar way as in Lemma 3.7 and in Lemma 3.9 inequality (3.52) follows. □
3.4 M axim a for G aussian random  fields w ith  covariance 
of O rnstein-U hlenbeck typ e
As the numerical results in the next section will show the results of the previous sec­
tion like Lemma 3.6, 3.8 and 3.10 (based mainly on norm inequalities) can be very 
pessimistic for fields with strong covariance. Despite long research in estimates for 
maxima of fields of this type, there is no closed formula for fields for domains of dimen­
sion d > 1 for neither the expectation nor the probability distribution of the maximum 
value. However David Aldous (see Aldous [5]) developed estimates that deliver very 
good estimates for probability distributions of the maxima of fields with certain covari­
ance functions (as also shown in the next section).
We here want to focus on the heuristics developed for fields with covariance of Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck type and want to apply them to our problem.
The heuristics are based on the study of random mechanisms governing the positioning 
of random sets in a domain f2, so called covering processes (see Hall [67]). These sets 
are then identified as the areas of the random field, for which the field values exceed 
some (large) value b. For large enough b these regions become small islands (see Figure 
3-2). Their size will depend, among other things, on the correlation length A.
For details on Poisson clumping heuristics we refer the reader to Aldous [5]. We only 
want to give the results that are of importance for our estimates. Let us therefore first 
of all define the following.
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D e fin it io n  3.12
Consider a unit volume (i.e. a unit interval in ID, a unit square in 2D, resp. a unit 
cube in 3D). The Poisson d istr ibu tion  assigns probabilities to the number of points 
of a set o f s identically and independently distributed points that lie in a fixed subset 
S  o f this unit volume. Its probability density function is given by
f ( . m) =  for j  = 0,1,2, . . . ,  s, (3.53)
where p is a parameter indicating the average number of points in the unit volume, the 
so called in ten s ity  or process rate, and where |«S| denotes the Lebesgue measure of 
<5 (as defined in Dudley [47], Subsection 3.5). In other words, this probability density 
function gives us the probability, that j  of the s points lie in S.
D e fin it io n  3.13
Let C C M.d be a (random) set, which we obtain by picking sets from a list B \,...,Bk  
with probabilities Pi,...,Pk- A m osaic S  is then constructed by the following three 
step process:
(i) Set down points y according to a Poisson point process with process rate p per 
unit volume.
(ii) For each y  pick a random subset Cy distributed as C, independent for different x.
(Hi) Finally set S  := (J (y + Cy ), where y  + Cy := {y +  c : c G Cy }
Call the y ’s the centers and the sets y  + Cy the clum ps o f the mosaic.
A mosaic S  is called sparse, if  it only covers a ’’small” portion of M.d in the sense that
p : = P [ x € ( S ] ,  for x  E Rd fixed,
is ’’small”.
Having defined Poisson distributions and (sparse) mosaics, we now would like to focus 
on the supremum
Mq, := supZ(x) (3.54)
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of a random field Z  on a domain Q C Md.
Fix therefore some ’’high” level 5, where ’’high” means that only a small proportion of 
the field values is larger than b. (The numerical results in the next section show, that 
the heuristics do in fact a very good job, if 90% or more of the field values are smaller 
than b.)
Having fixed b consider the random set Sb := {x : Z(x.) > 6} next. Assume that this set 
resembles a mosaic process with some clump rate fi. Figure 3-2 displays Sb for various 
levels b.
m
(a) b =  0.0 (b) b = 3.0
(c) b =  6.0 (d) b = 9.0
Figure 3-2: Clumps for several values of b for a field a  of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type with 
A = 10h and a2 = 8 (Plots of log(o:), where Sb is plotted in black)
Denote \Sb\ the volume of Sb. Then it was shown in Aldous [5], Section J.5, that
P[Mn < 6 ]« e x p { -W |n|}, (3.55)
where
:=
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(since by the definition of the clump rate fibE [|<S{,|] =  P [x £ <Sj>] =  P [.Z(x) >6]).
As in Aldous [5] here means ”is approximately equal” in a heuristic, rather vague 
sense. To any heuristic conclusion like (3.55) there corresponds a formal assertion as 
given in more detail in Aldous [5]. Similarly will denote in the following ’’approx­
imately less or equal” in this heuristic sense.
We now have to find a way to compute fib and therefore E [|«S&|].
There exists no formula for fib for general covariance. For isotropic Gaussian processes 
however it was shown by Aldous [5], Section J18:
Let
fo(b) := (27r)-d/2<T-1 exp | - i d 6 2/ a 2|  , b £ R, (3.57)
i.e. the (multivariate, d-dimensional) Gaussian probability density function (with mean 
0, variance a2 and no correlation) for a vector b  := (6, ...,6)T £ M.d (compare (3.4)). 
To obtain numerical values for P [Mq, < b] (as defined in (3.54)) for isotropic random 
fields it is shown by Aldous [5], pages 205-207, that if 0 < q < 2 and 0 < r < oo are 
parameters and Z(x), with x £ is a stationary mean-zero Gaussian random field 
with covariance of the form
E [Z(x)Z(y)] := 1 — r ||y — x||g as ||y -  x||2 -> 0,
the clump rate is given by
Pb =  Kd,qrd/qb2d/q~l fo {b) , for b large, (3.58)
where fo is defined as in (3.57), 0 < K ^ q < oo only depends on the dimension d of the 
domain and the parameter q.
In our case, with covariance of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type, we get
E [Z (x) Z (y)] := exp { -  ||y -  x||2 /A} «  1 — ||y -  x||2 /A as ||y -  x ||2 -+ 0,
and therefore q «  1 and r ~  1/A (where A again is the correlation length of the random 
field).
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As shown by Aldous [5],
Kd,2 = 7r- 2 d? for d > 1 and K \t\ =  1. (3.59)
Sadly this are the only values for which Kd,q is known explicitly.
However this means that in our one dimensional example we get \ =  1.
So for all other values of d and q, only bounds for p^ are known. Those can be found 
for example using Slepians inequality (as discussed in some detail by Leadbetter et al. 
[87]), which we would like to quote here without proof:
L e m m a  3.14
Let Z  and Z  be Gaussian processes with mean zero and same variance. Suppose there 




> sup Z(x)  > b
x£fi
for all b, and Q with diam (O) < 8. (3.60)
Using this lemma we can then prove the following lemma.
L e m m a  3.15
For a lognormal held a on fl e R d and with fo as dehned in (3.57), we obtain for d = 1
sup (o;(x)) < exp {6} 
.x€f2
inf (a(x)) > exp {-&}xGS2
exp {—/o(&) • A 1b\Q\}
and for d = 2
e x p { - /0(6)-A-263 |n |} < P sup (o:(x)) < exp {6}
.xEfi
inf (o:(x)) > exp {—6}
2l3< exp < —fo(b) • A b M 1 
T ' r




Let pb,z denote the clump rate of Z  and pb % denote the clump rate of Z. Then as
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Vb,z = PE[|5b| bJ and H ,z  =  P E[f f  > inequality (3.60) implies
Vb,z > Vb,z- (3-63)
Now let x  =: (aq,. . . ,  xd) ,y  =: (j/i,. . . ,  yd) £ ^ d and Zr (x) be the field with covariance
E [Zr (x)Zr (y)J := 1 -  r  |yt -  X i|^  . (3.64)
As shown in Aldous [5], the clump rate of this particular sparse mosaic is given by
n , z T =  (6), (3.65)
where fo is defined as in (3.57).
Remember that E [Zi(0)Zi(t)] := 1 — ||t||^, that E[Z(0)Z(t)] := 1 — ||tH2  and that 
E[Zd-i/2(0)Zd-i/2(t)] := 1 — d r1/2 ||t||g. Furthermore we know by simple norm in­
equalities
||t||9 > ||t||2 > gT1/(2<7) ||t ||g for 0 < q < 2. (3.66)
Using these inequalities we get
E [Zi(0)Z!(t)] < E [Z(0)Z(t)\ < E {Zd- 1/2(0)Zd- U2(t)} . (3.67)
Slepian’s inequality combined with (3.56) and (3.65) then leads to
< r^ (K hq)d < K di, < ( K ltg)d, (3.68)
and in particular for q = 1
< K dti < 1. (3.69)
This gives us upper and lower bounds for the parameters K d,q and therefore for fib and 
the probability distribution of the maxima.
Now let Mq := sup (Z(x)), tuq := inf (Z(x)), Mq := sup (a(x)) and := inf (a(x)). 
x G n  x e f i  x Gq  x e f i
Then we know since Z  is a Gaussian random field with zero mean, that
P[Mn < 6 ] = P [ m n > - 6 ] .  (3.70)
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Furthermore, we know since a(x) := exp{Z(x)}, that
P [Mn < b] =  P Mn <  exp {6}j
and
(3.71)
(3.72)P [mn > -b ] = F  [mn > exp { - b}], 
i.e. combining (3.70), (3.71) and (3.72)
P [Mn < b] = P [mn > -b ] = F  Mn < exp {5}J  = P [mn > exp {-6}]. (3.73)
Now denote again fo(b) := (27r)~d^ 2a~1 exp {— db2/(2cr2)}.
By (3.58) we know fib — Kd,qrd/qb2d/g~l fo (b) , for b large, where for lognormal random 
fields with covariance of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type q — 1 and r =  1/A.
Then we obtain for d = 1 using (3.59) and (3.73)
P [Mn < b] — P [mn > -b]
Mn < exp {6}j
— P [mn > exp {-6}]
« exp {— fib |n|}
= exp {-fo(b) • A_16|0|}  . 
and for d = 2 using (3.69) and (3.73)
exp {—fo(b) ■ \~2b3 |0 |} < P [Mn < b]
= P [mn > -b]
- P Mn < exp {6}j 
= P [mn > exp {-6}]
< exp |  -f0 (b) • X~2b3 •
This finishes the proof.




This means that we have got an (as we will see by the numerical results in the next 
section) close approximation for the probability distribution of the maxima of fields
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of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type in the one dimensional case and close upper and lower 
bounds for it in higher dimensional cases. (To see how close in practice, please consider 
Table 3.3.) In all dimensions these bounds are significantly more accurate than using 
the bounds for general random fields (which do not take possible covariances into 
consideration) for our particular fields (as also shown by the numerical results in the 
following section). Similar bounds can also be found for Gaussian random fields with 
some other covariance functions.
3.5 N um erical R esults
It is now interesting to compare the quality of these estimates with the numerical val­
ues, that we obtain for fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. This is done by finding the 
maxima of a large number of realisations of the field and computing the probability 
distribution of the maximum for this set of realisations. These numerically obtained 
values are then compared with the general expectation estimates from Section 3.3 (i.e. 
ignoring the covariance function), as well as with the improved results obtained using 
the Poisson clumping heuristics (see Section 3.4).
In the following table let P := P < exp {6}J, i.e. the probability that the maxi­
mum of a given lognormal field of given variance a and correlation length A is less or 
equal to a given value exp {6}. The table now contains the values exp {6}, such that 
P =  y%, where y is chosen to be 95, 99 and 99.9.
We get in the one-dimensional case using 100,000 realisations of a field on = (0,1), 
with N  = 511, h = 1/N  and A =  10h the following table, where ’’Estimated” means 
the value of exp(6) predicted by the theory in Section 3.4, whereas ’’Computed” means 
the result of the simulation experiments.
Var. a 2 P = 95% P = 99% P = 99.9%
E stim ated C om puted E stim ated C om puted E stim ated C om puted
1 4.59 x 101 3.47 x 101 7.06 x 101 5.37 x 101 1.21 x 102 9.20 x 101
2 2.25 x 102 1.49 x 102 4.12 x 102 2.76 x 102 8.79 x 102 5.91 x 102
4 2.11 x 103 1.22 x 103 4.99 x 103 2.93 x 103 1.46 x 104 8.46 x 103
8 5.04 x 104 2.30 x 104 1.70 x 105 8.01 x 104 7.73 x 105 3.77 x 105
16 4.46 x 106 1.49 x 106 2.49 x 107 8.80 x 107 2.13 x 108 6.91 x 107
32 2.54 x 109 5.42 x 108 2.88 x 1010 6.12 x 109 5.98 x 1011 1.07 x 1011
Table 3.1: Estimates based on Poisson clumping heuristics for ft — (0,1), N  = 511, 
h — 1/N  and A =  10h (based on (3.74))
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This shows that the theoretically expected values for this case are pretty good and 
get only slightly worse for increasing variance a2 . The main reason for these (small) 
errors lies in the fact, that the field for the numerical experiments was discretised, i.e. 
assumed to be piecewise constant on each fine grid element. By doing this, possible 
maxima are slightly averaged out. We can therefore expect that the bounds would be 
even better, if we considered the exact field in our numerical experiments as well. How­
ever the numerical experiments here show that the error by the discretisation seems to 
be small enough to be neglected.
Now let us consider the two dimensional case and let us first of all check the qual­
ity of the bounds that we derived for general random fields (’’Theoretical bound”, see 
Section 3.3). Consider therefore 10,000 realisations of fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type 
with =  (0, l)2, cr2 =  4 and h =  1/32 and various values for A and compare the nu­
merically obtained values for E 
for these values (see Table 3.2).
m a x r € T h(Q) (<*T) with the theoretical upper bounds
A N um . ob ta ined  E [maxTCf} (cU)] T heor. bound  for E [maxrCji (cU)]
1/16 2.39 • 102 2.46 • 103
1/8 1.33 • 102 2.46 • 103
1/4 6.31 • 101 2.46 • 103
1/2 4.50 • 101 2.46 • 103
Table 3.2: General estimates for different correlation lengths in 2D for <r2 = 4 and 
h =  1/32
We see that the bounds are acceptable for fields of short correlation length. However 
they are not very accurate, when smoother fields, i.e. fields with large correlation 
length with respect to the size of the domain, are chosen as these bounds do not take 
the covariance of the fields into consideration.
Next we would like to find out how good the (upper and lower) bounds, that we de­
rived for fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type in Section 3.4, perform in practice in 2D. 
Consider therefore 1,000 fields with $7 =  (0, l )2, h =  1/32 and A = 1/32. We then 
compare the numerically obtained values exp j&j such that P Mq < exp j& jj =  P, 
for P =  0.9, 0.925, 0.95, 0.975, 0.99 and 0.999, with the theoretically obtained lower 
bounds exp {b} and upper bounds exp {£?} (based on inequality (3.75), see Table 3.3).
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The upper and lower bounds here axe not very fax apaxt and therefore represent the 
true behaviour of the probability distribution of the maxima very well. The significance 
of the correlation length on this behaviour is very well represented in the bounds and 
we can use the bounds for the probability distributions of the condition numbers of the 
unpreconditioned and preconditioned stiffness matrices in the next few chapters to get 
good practical estimates for the convergence rates of our solvers.
A P rob . P T heore tical lower 
bound  exp{b}
N um erical value
exp < b \
T heore tical u p p er 
bound  exp {B}
1/16 90% 4.46 102 4.57 102 5.80 102
92.5% 5.01 102 5.33 102 6.48 102
95% 5.86 102 6.41 102 7.51 102
97.5% 7.53 102 8.73 102 9.56 102
99% 1.03 103 1.19 103 1.29 103
99.9% 2.21 103 2.51 103 2.57 103
1/8 90% 2.50 102 2.59 102 3.37 102
92.5% 2.85 102 3.02 102 3.82 102
95% 3.41 102 3.68 102 4.51 102
97.5% 4.53 102 4.99 102 5.89 102
99% 6.40 102 7.89 102 8.18 102
99.9% 1.39 103 1.68 103 1.72 103
1/4 90% 1.25 102 1.28 102 1.80 102
92.5% 1.47 102 1.62 102 2.08 102
95% 1.82 102 2.19 102 2.53 102
97.5% 2.54 102 3.02 102 3.43 102
99% 3.77 102 4.50 102 4.95 102
99.9% 8.84 102 1.09 103 1.11 103
1/2 90% 4.94 101 5.13 101 8.24 101
92.5% 6.27 101 6.69 101 9.96 101
95% 8.38 101 9.05 101 1.27 102
97.5% 1.28 102 1.54 102 1.83 102
99% 2.05 102 2.53 102 2.81 102
99.9% 5.40 102 6.91 102 6.96 102
Table 3.3: Theoretical and computed probability distributions for a2 = 4 and h =  1/32 
(based on (3.75))
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3.6 Sum m ary
For general random fields as well as random fields with weak correlation, simple expec­
tation bounds for their maxima and minima were found by norm inequalities. These 
bounds however proved to be over-pessimistic for fields with large correlation length. 
Although no general theory is available for such fields, recent ideas on Poisson clump­
ing heuristics were used to get significantly better theoretical approximations for the 
probability distributions of the field maxima of one-dimensional fields and good upper 
and lower bounds for the probability distributions for higher dimensional fields.
The same is not only true for the maxima and minima themselves, but also for the max­
ima of local and global ratios of the field, as it will be shown and used in the following 
chapters. These bounds make it possible to give good predictions on the condition 
numbers of the stiffness matrices A (a) for groundwater flow problems (see Chapter 
4), as well as of systems, that were preconditioned using domain decomposition (see 
Chapters 5 and 6).
Using these matrices in an iterative method like conjugate gradients, resp. precondi­
tioned conjugate gradients, it is shown in Appendix B, that the number of iterations 
depend directly on these condition numbers and is proportional to V K(A(a^ — jn the
y'/c(j4(a))+ l
unpreconditioned case and to V K(M~ ^(Q)) 1 jf preconditioned with a matrix M -1 . 
y  y / K ( M ~ i A ( a ) ) + 1 ^
The maxima estimates therefore also help to allow accurate predictions on the number 
of iterations the solver will need in average, as well as worst case analysis in 90%, 95%, 
etc. of the fields. Therefore the computational effort can be predicted in advance, which 





”Facts are meaningless. You could use facts to prove anything that’s even 
remotely true!”
— Homer Simpson (Fictional character from the animated television series 
’’The Simpsons” , created by Matt Groening) —
4.1 Convergence estim ates for the unpreconditioned sys­
tem
Let A (a ) be the stiffness matrix (see (2.26)) with
(4.1)
T:TCsupp(<fo)nsupp(<£j )
where fa and fa are the basis functions (as defined in Subsection 2.2.2), chosen from 
the given subspace, i.e. in our case the subspace of piecewise linear functions, on a 
uniform triangulation of = (0,1) x (0,1) (see Figure 4-1).





Figure 4-1: Grid with basis function fa 
For each element t C Cl define
aT := a  ( m r ) , (4.2)
where mr is the centroid of r.
(Realise that if the triangulation T h(Cl) is chosen fine enough with respect to the 
smoothness of the permeability field a , then aT «  ^  f T&.)
Then the matrix A is a function of the set of values a  := {aT : r € T h(Cl)}, i.e. A(a), 
and given by the entries
A i ^ a ) -  Y«T / v * . V 0 j ,  (4.3)
r:rCsupp(0 i)nsupp(<^>j) r
i.e.
Ai^oc) =  Ya M « ( l ),
r:rCsupp(0 i)Dsupp(<^j)
where A T{ 1) is the element stiffness matrix for element r and coefficient vector 1.
On the basis of the simple results on condition numbers from Appendix A, we now 
would like to estimate the expected condition number of A{ol) itself and of A(a) pre­
conditioned by some matrix M ~l .
Let J\fh(Q) denote the freedoms in f2. It is now the easy to prove the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m  4.1
Let A(l) be the constant coefficient matrix and A{cx) the matrix in (4.3). Then we
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have
Amax{^(«)} < { max. (ar )}Amax{^(l)} , (4.4)
r £ T h {il)




T £ T h (Q)
Proof:
Define the local stiffness matrices A T(ct) by
Let x-1 G Afh(Q). Then we have for any v G Mn,
v TA (a t)v  = J Z S V iA if fa )
* 3
= E E  E
» J r:x{*,xjG r» J
= E«T E  E
r  * :x ^G rj :x ^G r
where v r is the restriction of v to r , i.e.
J if x? G r,
v.- =  <
0 otherwise.
The element stiffness matrices are positive semidefinite, that is:
(vt)t At(1)vt > 0 , Vv 6 R".
(4.6)
ATjia) := J  a V & .V h  = ( y j  a T J J  (4.7)
(4.8)
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Now using (4.8), we obtain
vr ^l(a)v > { min K ) }  £
r€T (fi) (4.9)
=  { min (ar )}vr A (l)v.
T € T h(Sl)
As this is true for all vectors and therefore especially also for the unit eigenvector v 
corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue Amin(A(l))
vTA(a)v > { min (ar )}Amin{A(l)}vTv
r€Th(n)
and so
Amin{^(a)} > { min_ (o;T)}Aniin{A(l)}. (4.10)
T€Th(n)
Similarly, with the unit eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue Amax(A(l)) 
Amax{^(a)} < { max_ (o'r )}Amax{A(l)}. (4.11)
Finally
max_ (aT)
K (A(a)) =  < — Ka) K (A (l)) . (4.12)
V Amin{yl a  } -  min (ar ) v K ’
r € T h(Q)
□
4.2 Probability estim ates
Let a  now be a realisation of the lognormal Gaussian random field given by (3.12), i.e.
o;(x) =  exp(Z(x)), (4-13)
where Z  (x) is a realisation of a Gaussian random field with mean 0 and let the stiffness 
matrix A (a) be defined as in (4.3).
As shown in the previous section, the condition number of the stiffness matrix (4.3) 
depends linearly on the ratio { max (a;r )}/{ min (ar )}. As k (A(l)) is independent
r€T/l(n) r(zTh(Q,)
of any random variables, this means that upper bounds for all probability estimates
of the condition numbers of the unpreconditioned stiffness matrices depend linearly on
estimates for this (global) ratio.
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4.2 .1  G eneral fields
As in the previous chapter, we can find upper bounds for the expectation of the maxi­
mum of the ratio { max (ctr )}/{ min (e*T)} with the help of simple norm inequal-
r£Th(n) T£Th(n)
ities. We can then prove the following theorem.
T h eo r em  4.2
There exists a constant C independent of a and h, such that the expectation o f the 
condition number of the stiffness matrix A(ot) for any isotropic Gaussian random held 
can be bounded by
f C exp {2\/2cr\/hi ( # ^ o ) \  h~2, when In (#7q  ) > 2<j2, E [«(A (a))] < { I V ^  n ' J  ^  -  (414)
y C exp { 2cr2 } (# 7 ^ ) h~2, otherwise.
Proof:
As shown in Lemma 3.10 it is
E < eXp{2pcr2}{#Tn'‘}1/P, (4.15)
for any p > 1.
Let f(p ) := exp{2pcr2}{#7Ql}1/p. Minimising this function, we find an infimum of the 
function for p* =  2-1/2cr_1 In (# 7 ^ ) , if In (# 7 ^ )  > 2<x2. Therefore
E
m a X r g jh  (^) ( a T)
m in rGT'*(n)(Q!T)
<
exp | 2 v/2(T^/ln (# 7 $ ) } , when In (#7jf) > 2<r2,
exp {2a2} (# 7 $ ) otherwise.
(4.16)
We see that for In (# 7 q ) =  2a2 the two bounds are equal.
As under the given regularity assumptions on the triangulation there exists a constant 
C  independent of h and the permeability field, such that k (A(l)) < Ch~2 (see for 
example in Johnson [79], Section 7.7). Now from Theorem 4.1
E [«(A (a))] < E maXr€rfc(n)(aT)
minrGT^(0)(«T)
and inequality (4.14) follow.
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4.2 .2  R andom  fields o f O rnstein-U hlenbeck  ty p e
From now on let the underlying random fields be of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type, i.e. with 
covariance as given in (3.13). We then can derive bounds for the probability distribution 
of k (A(a)).
As in Chapter 3 denote
f 0(b) := (2?r) d/2a xexp j - j^ db2/a 2 } , b e (4.18)
Using Poisson clumping heuristics, we managed to show in Chapter 3 (under the then 
given assumptions) for one dimensional fields (i.e. d =  1)
sup (c*(x)) < exp {6}
.x € f2
and for two dimensional fields (i.e. d =  2)
inf (o;(x)) > exp {—6}
x G fi
exp{—/o(&) • A 16|0|}
(4.19)
e x p { - /0(&)-A-263|Q |} < P sup (o(x)) < exp {6}
.x £ f2
inf (o;(x)) > exp {—6} xGO
< e x p \ - f 0(b) A 263M
(4.20)
Since a  (x) > 0 for all x e  f2, we now know that




infy6n (a (y ))
in (sup (a(x)2) , inf (q(x)-2) ) < exp{6}
\x 6 tl xeQ J
(4.21)
and, since o(x) =  exp (Z(x)}, x € fi, is a lognormal random field, where Z(x) is a
Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance cr2, that
sup (o:(x)2) < exp {6}
.xG fi
inf (o;(x) 2)<exp{& } (4.22)
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Therefore
( s u p  (a(x)2) , inf (a(x) 2))  < exp {6}
\x6f2 J
sup (a(x)2) < exp {6}
x£ Q
and
iin ( sup (a(x)2) , inf (a(x) 2) ) < exp {6} 
\xen xen /
sup (a(x)2) < exp {6}
x£f)
sup (q (x )2) <  exp {6}
,x€f2
+ P
inf (a(x) 2) < exp {b}
(4.23)
ien (a (x) 2) ^ exP W
sup (a(x)2) < ex p {6 } -P inf (a(x) 2) < exp {6}
xen J Lxen
= 2P sup (a(x)2) < exp {6}
x£f2
sup (a(x)2) < exp {6} 
xen
(4.24)
Furthermore if a:(x) =  exp{Z(x)}, x G we obtain a(x )2 =  exp{2Z(x)}. We know 
that 2Z (x) therefore is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance 4<r2. Let 
now f i  denote the function corresponding to f o ,  when o2 is replaced by 4cr2, i.e.
flip) 2 l {2n) d/2a 1 exp j - id & 2/<r2 j  , b 
Using (4.19) we then obtain for d =  1
(4.25)
sup (o:(x)) < exp {6}
x(Ef2
and using (4.20) we obtain for d = 2
inf (a(x) 2) <exp{6}xen
exp {—/i(b) • A 1b\Cl\}
(4.26)
exp {—/i(6) • A 2&3|0|} < P sup (a (x )2) < exp {6}
Lxefi
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Combining (4.21) with (4.23) and (4.24) we obtain using (4.26) for d — 1
< w
. infyGtt(a(y))
< 2 exp { -/i(6 )  • A-16|fi|} -  exp { -2  fob ) • A '1^ }
and using (4.27) for d — 2
exp {—2/i(6) • A 2&3|fi|}
< . u ^ ( a ( x ) )
.infyen(o!(y))
< 2 exp | - / i ( 6 )  • A 263H |  -  exp{-2 /i(6 ) • A 2&3|fi|} .
(4.28)
(4.29)
Using Theorem 4.1 we obtain
P [k (A  (a)) < exp {6} k (A  (1))]
> ^ ( a ) )  < supx6„(«(x)) (j4(1))\  n  ( « u p ^ n (a(x)) ^  exp
infyGf2(o;(y))
suPxGfi(Q:(x))





_infy€n(a(y)) < exp {&}
Therefore we find the following bounds for the probability distribution of the condition 
number of the stiffness matrix A(a).
C o r o l l a r y  4.3
For Gelds a of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type (as deGned in Chapter 3), we get for one 
dimensional problems
exp {—2/i(6) • A-16|fi|} < P [ « ( ^ ( a ) )  < exp {6} k (A (1))] (4.31)
and for two dimensional problems
exp {—2/i(6) • A_253|f2|} < P [« (A (a)) < exp {6} k {A (1))] (4.32)
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4.3 N um erical results
As shown in Section 4.1, the condition numbers of the unpreconditioned system can 
in the worst case grow linearly with {maxre-z-/l(Q) (o:r )}/{minreg-/l(^) (aT)}. We there­
fore first of all would like to test how well the theoretical bounds for the expectation 
E maxr€Th(^) (cU) /  minT€:r/i(Q) (aT) for general fields (based on simple norm inequal­
ities), resp. for P(6) := {maxrGT/l(Q)(Q!T)}/{minTGT/l(n)(Q'T)} < exp{6}j (based on 
Poisson clumping heuristics) compare with the probability distributions obtained in 
practice when considering a large number of random field realisations.
We computed 1,000 realisations of fields with h =  1/32 with covariance of Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck type with different correlation lengths A and obtained Table 4.1 for the 
general field estimates.
A N um erically  ob ta ined T heore tica l bound  (4.16) for
E maxrGTh(n) (or ) /m in rGTh(n) (aT) E maxTGTh(fj) (aT) /m in rGTh(n) (aT)
1/32 4.23 • 105 6.25 • 109
1/16 1.41 • 105 6.25 • 109
1/8 2.35 • 104 6.25 • 109
1/4 3.48 • 103 6.25 • 109
1/2 4.61 -TO2 6.25 • 109
Table 4.1: General estimates for different correlation lengths in 2D for a2 = 4 and 
h = 1/32
Similar to the results for expectations of field maxima of lognormal random fields with­
out taking their covariance into consideration (Table 3.2 in Chapter 3), these theoretical 
bounds are extremely pessimistic (even for short correlation length) and are therefore 
not very useful for estimates in practice. In the previous chapter we have however also 
developed bounds for probability distributions for maxima of fields with covariance 
of Ornstein Uhlenbeck type (see (4.29)). We therefore compare the theoretical lower 
bounds, exp {6}, and upper bounds, exp {B}, from this inequality with the numerically 
obtained values, exp from 1000 fields for probabilities of 85% and more.
The upper and lower bounds are very close to the numerically obtained distributions 
for short as well as for long correlation length for probabilities P(6) > 0.85. Again 
we therefore see that the bounds obtained using Poisson clumping heuristics are very 
useful for estimates in practice.
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A P rob . P[b] T heore tical lower N um erical value T heoretical u p p er
bound  exp {b} exp- H bound  exp {B}1/16 85% 1.17 105 1.85 105 1.06 • 106
87.5% 1.22 105 2.26 105 1.20 • 106
90% 1.26 105 2.75 105 1.40 • 106
92.5% 1.31 105 3.58 105 1.70 •106
95% 1.36 105 5.38 105 2.21 • 106
97.5% 1.42 105 8.97 105 3.39 • 106
99% 1.48 105 1.78 106 5.80 •106
1/8 85% 3.36 104 3.67 104 4.07 • 105
87.5% 3.51 104 3.99 104 4.69 • 105
90% 3.66 104 4.40 104 5.54 • 105
92.5% 3.83 104 5.80 104 6.83 • 105
95% 4.01 104 8.26 104 9.07 • 105
97.5% 4.21 104 1.43 105 1.44 •106
99% 4.34 104 2.86 105 2.56 •106
1/4 85% 7.14 103 7.41 103 1.41 • 105
87.5% 7.54 103 7.99 103 1.65 • 105
90% 7.98 103 8.93 103 1.99 • 105
92.5% 8.46 103 9.84 103 2.51 • 105
95% 8.98 103 1.09 104 3.43 • 105
97.5% 9.56 103 1.78 104 5.70 • 105
99% 9.93 103 3.97 104 1.07 • 106
1/2 85% 5.92 102 6.64 102 4.17 • 104
87.5% 6.71 102 7.83 102 5.01 • 104
90% 7.64 102 9.10 102 6.23 • 104
92.5% 8.44 102 1.11 103 8.13 • 104
95% 9.32 102 1.50 103 1.16 • 105
97.5% 1.24 103 2.20 103 2.05 • 105
99% 1.73 103 5.70 103 4.10 • 105
Table 4.2: Theoretical and computed probability distributions for a2 =  4 and h = 1/32
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4.4 Sum m ary
The main aim of this short chapter was to show how ill-conditioned the matrix A(ot)
with entries as given in (4.1) can be for strongly heterogeneous coefficients. We therefore
wrote the global stiffness matrix A  (a) of the problem as the sum of local stiffness
matrices. Based on this extension we managed to prove that the condition number can
in the worst case depend linearly on the global ratio 1 max (ar )}/{ min (aT)},
Ver^fi) Ter*(n) '
which as mentioned in the introduction of the groundwater problem can be of the 
order of 109 or more for real world problems (see Section 2.5).
Furthermore we managed to give estimates on the expectation of this ratio for general 
random fields and estimates for its probability distribution for fields with covariance of 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. Especially the latter can be very precise (see therefore also 
the numerical results in Section 3.5) and can be used in practice to give estimates on 
computation times for algorithms involving matrix A  (a).
As we want to solve the discretised version of problem (2.13,2.14) iteratively and as 
we can show (see Appendix B) that the convergence of the unpreconditioned conjugate 
gradient method is given by the ratio
( \ A  (A(a)) -  l )  /  ( y «  (A(a)) +  l )  ,
we will use the next three chapters of this thesis to find a preconditioner M -1 , which 
reduces the dependence of M ~ 1A (a ) on h and especially on a. Using a preconditioned 
version of the conjugate gradient method will then lead to a convergence rate
(V «(A T -M (a)) -  l )  /  (V *  (.M ~lA(a.)) +  l )  ,
that will be close to 0, if k (M _1A (a)) is close to 1.
Since for the groundwater problem considered k (M _1A (a)) is often very large, it is 
very essential to find good preconditioners. Attempts to find such preconditioners will 
be described in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5
Domain decomposition with linear 
interpolation
” Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs.”
— Henry Ford (American industrialist and pioneer of the assembly line pro­
duction method, 1863-1947) —
” There are two kinds of people in this world - those who divide everything 
into two and those who don’t.”
— Robert Benchley (American actor, author and humorist, 1889-1945) —
5.1 A bstract theory o f Schwarz m ethods
5.1.1 In trodu ction
As it was shown in the previous chapter, it is very essential to find a ’’good” precondi­
tioner for the finite element discretisation of the problem
div (a  (x) V u  (x)) =  /  (x) for x  € 12, (5.1)
with
u (x) =  0 for x G T, (5.2)
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especially, if a is varying strongly on the domain.
But what exactly would we like a ’’good” preconditioner to be like?
(i) R eduction  of dependence on a : As shown before, the condition number of 
the unpreconditioned system depends in the worst case linearly on the global 
ratio maxX)yGft (a (x) /a  (y)). For ’’smooth” random fields, i.e. fields with a 
large correlation length, a reduction of the condition number would be achieved, 
if we can get this dependence down to a more local ratio of values of a.
(ii) P o ten tia l of parallelization: We would ideally like to be able to solve problems 
on very fine grids to best resolve the underlying permeability field. Furthermore 
we have to solve the problem for a large number of fields to be then able to 
apply Monte Carlo methods afterwards. This can be computationally very ex­
pensive, might need a lot of computer memory and is often not possible on a 
single processor. We therefore would prefer to use a method that can be paral­
lelised easily without too much communication between the processors. So the 
different processes should be independent and the amount of data transfer should 
be minimised.
(iii) R eliability: Our preconditioner should have well-understood convergence prop­
erties. For problems with realisations of random fields as permeability fields this 
might mean knowledge of how many iterations we have to expect in average, or 
an upper bound in 90%, 95% or 99% of the cases.
(iv) F lexibility: Complex and irregular geometries should be treated locally (i.e. if 
the method is parallelised on one processor without need of communication), so 
that the preconditioner can also handle more complicated domains than the unit 
square, resp. unit cube of our test problems. Ideally the preconditioner should 
handle many different domains and grids.
To understand the preconditioners discussed later in this chapter, let us first of all look 
at a method developed by Hermann Amandus Schwarz in 1870 (see Schwarz [118]), the 
so called Schwarz alternating method. This method is thought to be the first attempt 
to solve a problem on a complicated domain, by solving local subproblems.
Consider therefore a decomposition of the domain O into two overlapping subdomains 
Q,i and O2 , which are supposed to cover O completely. Now let A  be the operator such 
that
A  : u 1— > —div (aV u (x )) , Vu G C2 (O ).
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Problem (5.1,5.2) then can be written as 
Au — f in n,
(5.3)
u = 0 on T, where T is the boundary of 0.
Now let Ti := i =  1,2.
An example for a domain decomposition of this kind is given in Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-1: Two overlapping subdomains
Let A \ be the operator such that
A\ : wi 1—* -div (aV tii(x )), Wu\ € C2 ,
and let A 2 be the operator such that
A 2 : U2 1— * —div (oVti2 (x)), Vti2  € C 2
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With this notation we get 
Schwarz a lte rn a tin g  m ethod:
Choose an initial guess u®- 
For k = 1 ,2 ,... solve
[A i u\ = f  







A 2 U2  = f
U2  — °
u% = Ui_1|r2
in Q2 ,
on <9n2\ r 2,
on r 2.
(5.5)
This means we solve an elliptic boundary problem on each subdomain Qj, j  =  1,2, 
with u given exactly on T and updated with values on the artificial boundary Tj. The 
approximate solution at the fc-th iteration step is then defined by
k, \ / w2 (x ) if x G D2,uK(x) =  < _  (5.6)
|^ui(x) if x g n \ n 2-
Furthermore it can be shown that the iterates converge to the true solution u
(see Lions [91], Section 1.2).
This simple description might give a first idea of a method of splitting a large problem 
into two subproblems. The following subsection will show, how we can discretise this 
method and how we can use it as a preconditioner.
5.1 .2  A d d itive  Schwarz m eth od s
In a similar way as done by Toselli and Widlund [128], Chapter 1, let us now introduce 
a coarse grid with elements of maximum diameter H, which defines a triangulation 
T H(Q) with open triangular subdomains (in 2D), resp. tetrahedral subdomains (in 
3D), Q i,. . .  ,fip. We then extend these subdomains to open overlapping subdomains, 
Q i, . . . ,D p, with a minimum overlap of size /3H, where 0 < /? < 1, i.e. any point 
on the boundary of an overlapping subdomain Dj, i — 1, ...,p, that is not also on the
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boundary dft of ft is at least (3H away from its nearest point on the boundary of the 
non-overlapping subdomain Q*.
Assume that the fine grid is a subgrid of the coarse grid and that it triangulates the 
overlapping subdomains, ftj, j  £ {1 ,... ,p).
Then we define (similarly as in Section 2.2) on ft
Vh := S $ (fi),
where Sq (ft) S h (ft) D Hq (ft) and where S h (ft) denotes the space of continuous 
piecewise linear functions with respect to T h(ft) on ft.
Define on each ftj
Vj := {vh £ Vh : supp (vh) C , (5.7)
where ft j denotes the closure of f t j .
Let Afh(ft) denote the interior nodes in ft w.r.t. the fine grid T h(fl) and let n/> be the 
cardinality of J\fh(ft). In a similar way let AfH(ft) be the interior nodes in ft w.r.t. the 
coarse grid T H(ft) and let n#  be their cardinality. Finally let J\fh(flj), j  £ {1 ,... ,p}, 
be the set of interior fine grid nodes in ftj and let rij be their cardinality.
We shall now define the so called extension operators 7Zj as follows
K j : V j ^ V h, j € { l , . . . , p } .
If we represent a function Vj £ Vj by the vector vj of its values at the freedoms in the 
interior of f t j , a map R j  (corresponding to the extension operator 7Zj) is given by
/ t \ f (vj)/ f°r x? e<R]v j). : = l K 1,1 1 V lh  _  (5.8)
[0  for xf e
Writing R j  in matrix form results in a x nj matrix. Its transpose Rj is often called 
a local restriction matrix and together with the global stiffness matrix A : — A (a) they 
define
Aj := R jA R j,  (5.9)
a so called local stiffness matrix. Aj is therefore just a minor of A  containing the values 
of the rows and columns of A  that correspond to the nodes Afh(ftj).
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We will now come back to the two subdomain problem discussed in the previous sec­
tion. Let u  and f  be the vectors of coefficients of w, resp. /  written in the finite element 
basis and let uk be the approximation of u at the k-th iteration step of the following 
algorithms and let u fc+1/2 be a help vector, used as intermediate approximation of u  in 
these algorithms. Furthermore split f  into the parts fi, resp. f2  corresponding to the 
overlapping subdomains f2i, resp. 0,2- We can then formulate a d iscre te  version of 
th e  Schwarz a lte rn a tin g  m ethod:
Choose an initial guess u°.
For k — 1 ,2 ,... compute
ufc+i/2 =  u fc + R TA - l R l _  _4u lA _ (5.10)
u t+1 =  u t+1/2 +  ( f  -  A uk+l,2' \ . (5.11)
For large enough overlap, it can be shown that this algorithm converges with a rate 
independent of the mesh size h.
Based on this one can define an analogous block Jacob i version:
Choose an initial guess u°. 
For k = 1 ,2 ,... compute
u fc+1/2  = ufc +  R ^ A ^ R !  ( 1 c (5.12)
u  k + i  =  u k + 1/2 +  r t a - i R 2 ( f  -  A u k j^ . (5.13)
The method is better parallelisable than the Schwarz alternating method, as the two 
subdomain solves can be performed at the same time and independently. However it is 
not guaranteed to converge anymore. If we now eliminate u-7+1/2 this method simplifies 
to
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Choose an initial guess u°.
For k = 1 ,2 ,... compute
u fc+i =  u k  +  ( r t a - i R i  +  r t a - i r ^   ^ 1 4 )
which is a simple Richardson iteration on A n — f  with preconditioner
A T 1 : =  R ^A ^R x +  R ^ A ^ R 2.
This is known as one-level additive Schwarz preconditioner for two overlapping subdo­
mains. As M ~ 1A  is symmetric with respect to the inner product induced by A, we can 
use this preconditioner inside a conjugate gradient method.
For p subdomains this one level preconditioner can then be generalized to
obtain
:=  J 2 RJ AJ lR i-
3 = 1
^30
Figure 5-2: Domain with 32 nonoverlapping subdomains 
Define Clj to be the closure of flj, j  — 1, ...,p. For each coarse grid node x f  G AfH (Cl)
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and for each coarse grid element Qj G T H (fi) define the open subsets of Q
Uj := interior U Qj , (5.15)
V :xfefij /
and
:= interior I ( J  I . (5.16)
In this thesis we will consider (coarse grid) functions whose values will be determined by 
data at the nodes of the coarse grid. Thus the coarse grid space, Vo, is a generalisation 
of the usual space of continuous piecewise linear functions on T H (fi). More precisely 
we need the basis functions ipf, i E {1, . ..n /j} , of Vo to satisfy the following four 
conditions:
(i) Vf 6 (O ), !/>? ( x f ) =  <5,J, for all x f  e TV" (ST),
(ii) supp (V°) C <S(,
(iii) Ex»6Af»(n) ^  M  =  1
(iv) lk?IL„(n) ^  L
Due to condition (i) these basis functions are linearly independent. Based on these 
functions we define the space
V0 := span { $  : x f  G N H (fi)} . (5.17)
By (i) and (ii) Vo is the span of all ip® that vanish on the boundary dCl. It is therefore 
a subspace of Vh.
Furthermore let -0®,..., ip^H be the vectors of values of the coarse grid basis functions 
at the fine grid nodes.
We then define R ^  to be the rih x n n  matrix
i #  < , ] .  (5.18)
As R q maps function values at the coarse grid nodes to values at the fine grid nodes, it 
is often called a global extension operator, its transpose Rq a global restriction operator.
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Together with the global stiffness matrix A, they define
Ao ■■= R o A ltf, (5.19)
the so called coarse grid stiffness matrix. Since the meshes T  (ft) and T  (fl) are 
nested and due to the nature of linear interpolation, Aq is the stiffness matrix arising 
from discretising problem (5.1, 5.2) on the coarse mesh T H (fi).
Using these notations, we define similarly to the one level additive Schwarz precon­
ditioner
M r '  ~ i t RJ Aj lR i
3 = 1
the two level additive Schwarz preconditioner
v
m 2 , \ s  ■= £  R fA - 'R j  = M f1 + R S ^ R o .
3 = 0
5 .1 .3  B asic properties o f  ad d itive  Schwarz preconditioners
With matrices Pj := R j  A j 1 R j A, j  = 0, ...,p, the two level additive Schwarz precon­
ditioner M ^ \ s  for (non-overlapping) subregions f1j (and overlapping subregions Qj)  
with j  € { 1 , . . . , p) is defined by
M2- } SA =  Y ^ R j A j 'R j A  =  £  Pj. (5.20)
j —0 j=0
D e fin it io n  5.1
For any function Vh £ Vh, let in this section and the next denote the vector o f values
of Vh at the fine grid nodes £ J\fh(Q). (The vector determines the function Vh
uniquely, since Vh is piecewise hnear with respect to the fine grid T h(Q).)
We know that A  is symmetric positive definite. Therefore as
PjPj =  R j A j 'R j A R j A - 'R jA
^ R f A j 'A j A j 'R j A  (5.21)
=  R j A j 'R j A  = Pjt
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the P j, j  E  {l,...,p}, are projections. If we introduce the inner product a(v,w) := 
w t A v , we obtain for any v, w E Vh
a (PjV, w) = wt A P j v  =  wt A  ( R f A j 1Rj A'j v = ( r J A j 1 RjAw 'j A v = a (v, Pjw).
(5.22)
Therefore the Pj are self adjoint with respect to the scalar product induced by a ( . , .). 
Furthermore Pj, j  = 1, projects V h into the subspace Vj (as defined in (5.7)).
This means that for u € Vh we have
w := PjU (i.e. w £ Vj) satisfies a (PjU, v) =  a(u, v) Vv with v  E Vj.
To find bounds of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of M ^ A ,  resp. M ^\gA^
we can equivalently try to find bounds for the spectra of the sum of these orthogonal 
v  p
projections, i.e. of Pji resp. of Y! Pj- 
j =i j =o
Now consider orthogonal spaces in the a(.,.) inner product among the (local) subspaces 
Vi , . . . ,  Vp. To do so give each subspace a colour and let Nc be the minimum number 
of colours such that subspaces corresponding to neighboured subdomains (i.e. subdo­
mains sharing at least a common point with a given subdomain) have different colours 
(see Figure 5-3).
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Figure 5-3: Colouring of the subdomains for a uniform coarse grid of 32 triangular 
subdomains
Based on this colouring one can then derive the following classical result (see Toselli 
and Widlund [128]):
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T h e o r e m  5.2
The collection of subspaces {Vj : i — 1, can be coloured by Nc different colours 
so that when Vi and Vj, i 7- j ,  have the same colour, we necessarily have Vi and Vj  
mutually orthogonal in the inner product introduced by the a-norm, and for the 1-level, 
resp. 2-level additive Schwarz preconditioner
Amax {M \ lA) < Nc and Amajc ( M ^ \SA ) < Nc +  1. (5.23)
For our problem the maximum eigenvalue of M ^ lA, resp. M ^ \SA  is always well 
behaved and for example bounded by 2 resp. 3 in the one dimensional and by 6 resp. 
7 in the two dimensional case for a uniform mesh and a sufficiently small overlap (as 
shown in Figure 5-3).
For the minimum eigenvalues of our preconditioners we can use the following classical 
result:
T h e o r e m  5.3
Suppose, for each I = 0,1, there exists a constant Ci > 1, such that any function Uh € 
V h there exist functions Uj € Vj, j  = I , . ..  ,p, such that for the vectors corresponding 
to them p
u h = ui (5.24)
3=1
and p
^ 2 a (u j,U j)  < C ia (u h,u h), (5.25)
3=1
then
Ami„ ( M ,1 A) > 1/Co and Amin ( iW ^ A )  > 1/Ci. (5.26)
Proof:
See for example in Chan and Mathew [28], page 93, Theorem 13. □
Combining Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 we finally get:
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Theorem 5.4
With Nc being the number of colours as defined above and with Co and C\ being 
the constants from Theorem 5.3, the condition number k ( M ^ 1 A) of the one-level 
additive Schwarz preconditioner, resp. the condition number k the two-
level additive Schwarz preconditioner can be bounded by
k (M f1 A) < N c -Co, resp. k ( m ^ a s A )  < (Nc +  1 ) -C x. (5.27)
5 .1 .4  H istory  o f  Schwarz m eth od s
The first discussion of a method of decomposition of a domain into subdomains and 
of its convergence and was given by Hermann Amandus Schwarz already in 1870 (see 
Schwarz [118]). He developed his method as a way of solving boundary value problems 
on complicated domains. Not much attention was paid to his ideas for the following 
century, apart from perhaps the work of Sergei Sobolev in 1936 (see Sobolev [123]), who 
found the variational formulation of the Schwarz algorithm for an elasticity problem. 
The analysis was extended to finite element models and other methods derived from 
variation calculus. It took another 50 years until these ideas were revived in the 1980s. 
They were extended significantly since then and a large variety of literature on domain 
decomposition methods is now available.
Large parts of the theory on the Schwarz alternating method was developed by Pierre- 
Louis Lions. His work includes conditions for which the method converges for the 
preconditioned Darcy’s equation, Stoke’s problem, nonlinear monotone problems and 
evolution problems (see Lions [91]). These conditions are based on the maximum prin­
ciple. He also generalized the method for the case of several subdomains (see Lions 
[92]) and for non-overlapping subdomains (see Lions [93]).
The importance of the partition property (as used in Theorem 5.3) was first discussed 
by Aleksandr M. Matsokin and Sergey V. Nepomnyashikh (see Matsokin and Nepom- 
nyaschikh [99] and Nepomnyaschikh [106]).
Since the mid 1980s Maksymilian Dryja and Olof B. Widlund have contributed a lot to 
the abstract theory for Additive Schwarz preconditioners (see Dryja and Widlund [43]). 
They proved that the condition number of the preconditioned operator is uniformly 
bounded if the overlap between neighbouring subregions is large enough with respect 
to their actual size. Furthermore they managed to show that iterative substructuring 
methods with non-overlapping subdomains fit well into the general framework (Dryja 
and Widlund [42]) and pioneered the analysis and development of the preconditioners
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in the 3D case (see Dryja [40, 41] and Dryja et al. [45]). Of even greater importance for 
this thesis however is their work on additive Schwarz algorithms with only small overlap 
(Dryja and Widlund [44]). The main advantage of small overlap clearly is the reduced 
cost of each iteration step. Dryja and Widlund derived among others the bound given 
in Lemma 5.13, which we use to find an improved dependence of the condition number 
of the preconditioned system on the overlap, replacing the proportionality of this con­
dition number from (l +  P~2) to (l +  P~l \  It is shown that the rate of convergence is 
quite satisfactory even in the case of minimum overlap. This theory was confirmed by 
a series of numerical results (see for example Cai [22, 23], Bj0 rstad et al. [13], Bjprstad 
and Skogen [12], Skogen [120] and Cai et al. [24]).
Next to refining the theory on additive Schwarz operators P  =  Y^j=o Pj •> other opera­
tors like the multiplicative Schwarz operator Pmui — I  — (I — Po) (I — Pi) ■ • • (I — Pp), 
where I  is the identity operator (see for example Bramble et al. [16]), and hybrid oper­
ators like Pfiyb = Po +  (I ~ Po) (Yl^= i Pj) (I ~~ Po) (see Mandel [97]) were studied and 
a similar convergence theory was developed.
Next to these more theoretical discussions on Schwarz preconditioners more application 
based aspects were also considered. Due to their local solves, local storage possibilities 
and (in well-designed algorithms) limited need of communication between processors 
(especially additive) Schwarz preconditioners are well suited for parallel computers. 
Ways to improve their implementation in parallel were therefore discussed and numer­
ical results on parallel machines given by Gropp [63], Gropp and Keyes [64, 65, 6 6 ], 
Bjprstad and Skogen [12], Bj0 rstad et al. [13], Bj0 rstad et al. [14], Chan [27] and Cliffe 
et al. [31].
Excellent, more general overviews of domain decomposition preconditioners and their 
history were given by Chan and Mathew [28] and more recently by Toselli and Widlund 
[128].
After recognizing these important contributions, we now would like to develop sharp 
condition number estimates of the additive Schwarz preconditioners M ^ 1 A(a) and 
M~ lin A (a) for problem (5.1,5.2). We want to find out more about, why these condi­
tion numbers can in practice sometimes be very large and how we can reduce them for 
two-level additive Schwarz preconditioners by modifying the coarsening operator.
5.2 Convergence estim ates for th e additive Schwarz pre­
conditioned problem
While in the literature described above the dependence of the performance of additive 
Schwarz preconditioners on the fine mesh size h , the coarse mesh size H  and the
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minimum overlap f3H was analysed in quite some detail, problems with large condition 
numbers caused by jumping coefficients a were mainly dealt with by using coarse 
meshes that resolved the jumps. As we will see in the numerical results at the end 
of this chapter, as well as in Chapters 6  and 7, the dependence on a  is however very
varying fields.
Resolving the jumps by the coarse grid for these problems however is problematic 
mainly due to the following two reasons:
• The coefficients vary strongly on a very small scale. Therefore we would need a 
very fine coarse grid to resolve this, which would increase the computational cost 
of applying the preconditioner significantly.
• We have to solve problem (5.1,5.2) for many realisations of the random field 
to be then able to apply some sort of Monte Carlo approach. Possible jumps 
however occur at different locations for different fields. Therefore a different 
coarse grid would have to be constructed for each field, which again increases the 
computational costs.
Let us now consider an additive Schwarz method with a coarse space of piecewise lin­
ear functions on the coarse grid. Let therefore for i £ { l , . . .n //} , denote the
piecewise linear coarse grid basis functions, i.e. for every coarse grid node x ^ , we have 
ipLm (xjff) =  Sitk and is piecewise linear on every coarse grid element Clj e T H(Cl). 
Furthermore let . . . ,  'tpn™ be the vectors of values of the coarse grid basis func­
tions at the fine grid nodes.
We then define in the case of coarse grid basis functions R qLin to be the nh x n #
significant for groundwater flow problems as well as for other problems with strongly
matrix
(5.28)
the linear coarse grid stiffness matrix
Aq,Lin •— R o ,L in -^ R ( (5.29)
and the two level additive Schwarz preconditioner
^ 2 , L in  -^1 1 +
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5.2 .1  O ne level ad d itive Schwarz
Based on Theorem 5.4 one can prove the following theorem.
T h eo r em  5.5
There exists a positive constant C independent o fh  and H  (but possibly dependent on 
a) such that for the one-level additive Schwarz preconditioned stiffness matrix
k (A f f 1 A) < C H ~2 (1 + / T 2) , (5.30)
with minimum overlap (3H as defined in the very beginning o f section 5.1.2.
Proof:
See for example in Dryja and Widlund [42, 44]. □
As this bound shows, the one-level additive Schwarz preconditioner is not scalable, i.e. 
if we use it in an iterative method the convergence rate deteriorates, when we increase 
the number of subdomains, i.e. reduce H. This negative effect however can be removed 
by adding the second level, i.e. a coarse grid to our preconditioner. This is at an ad­
ditional cost, which however is usually neglectable compared to the extra benefit for 
problems with many subdomains as the numerical results at the end of this chapter 
show.
5.2 .2  T w o level add itive Schwarz
To derive some analytical results on the convergence rate of conjugate gradient methods 
with two-level additive Schwarz preconditioners we will need the following lemma.
L em m a  5.6
There exists a family of functions x i ,  ■ • • ,  Xp m  W 1,oc ( f t ) ,  subject to a covering CH,@ := 
| f i i , . . . ,  Dp| ,  such that
0) o < Xj(x) <i ,  x e n, j = i, .. . ,p,
(ii) supp ( x j )  C f l j ,  j  = 1,...,p,
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(m) E  x j (x) =  i, x  € n, 
j = i
Ov) |Vxj (x)| < C r 1^ 1, x e f i ,  j  =  1, ...,p,
for some constant C, independent of (3 and H.
This family of functions is then called a p a r titio n  o f  unity.
Proof:
See Toselli and Widlund [128], pages 57-59, Lemma 3.4. □
Before we will deal with problems arising from strongly varying fields, we now first of 
all want to find out more about the dependence of M^£inA(a:) on a. This was not 
done before for fields that are allowed to vary strongly within the subdomains. Let us 
therefore first of all prove the following new theorem.
T heorem 5.7





-  C (1 + P~2) ( e ( ^ ) ) )  (5‘32)
where 5 (  1 ) =  1 , 5(2) =  ( 1  +  log (H/h)) and 5(3) =  (H /h).
Proof:
Recall that Qj, j  — 1  ,...,p, are the non-overlapping subdomains. We then know that 
for any Vh G Vj, we have
M hHQj) = J  V v h.V vh and \vh\2Hi{nj ),a = J  oiVvh.V vh. (5.33)
As a  (x) > 0 for all x G fij, we get
j  ( «  W )  ■ -  I ” * ! ^  ( “  M )  ■ K I / / ‘ ( % )  • f 5 ' 3 4 )
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Now let C (p) be the space of continuous functions on the closure Q, of Q. Then de­
fine I H : C (f2) <— Vo to be the interpolation operator, such that for Uh G C (fl) ,
uq :=  I Huh is the result of piecewise linear interpolation of Uh onto the coarse space
Vo, i.e. it projects the values of Uh at the coarse grid nodes onto themselves and inter­
polates linearly between these values on the coarse grid elements.
Then as shown for example by Toselli and Widlund [128], page 100, there exists a
generic constant C, depending on the dimension of the problem, but independent of a,
h and H, such that in one dimension
\uo\h i(fij) — C \uh\%^(nj) ’ (5.35)
in two dimensions
< C (1 +  log (H /h)) (5.36)
and in three dimensions
I^oIh1^ )  — C (H /h) • (5.37)
Combining (5.34) with these bounds, we get
^  c  • ’ (5’38)
where
1 , if d = 1 ,
B (d ):=  < ( l  +  log(ff/A)), if d =  2 ,
(H /h ) , if d = 3.I
Applying the standard finite element interpolation error bound for (uh — uq) (see again 
for example in Toselli and Widlund [128], page 100), we obtain
IIUh — ■ao||£2 (^.) < C • B(d) • H 2 ■ (5.39)
Choosing a partition of unity as defined in Definition 5.6, let us now define the following 
partition of u/^x) — uo(x), Vx € D:
Ui{x.) := I h (xi (uh -  u q ) ( x ) )  , for i  = 1 ,.. .  ,p, (5.40)
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where I h is the finite element interpolation onto Vh, which is needed here, as Xi (uh ~ uo) 
is not automatically in Vh.
Now let r  be an element in Qj and let Xi,r be the average of Xi over r . Since T h(Cl) is
a refinement of T H (Q) we see that (Uh — uq) G Vh. Therefore I h (Uh — uq) = Uh — uo.
We get for any x G r
tii(x) =  I h (Xi  ( u h  ~  u o )  (x))
=  I h ( ( X i  ~ X i , r )  (uh ~ u0) (x)) + I h (;Xi,T {uh ~ uo) (x)) (5.41)
= I h ((Xi -  X i , r ) (Uh -  Uo) (x)) +  Xi,T ( u h -  U0 ) (x)
and therefore
Vui(x) = V I h ((xi -  Xi,T) (uh -  u0) (x)) +  V  (xi,T M x )  -  u0(x)) (x )) . (5.42)
Integrating over r  and applying the triangle inequality to the resulting equation, we 
obtain
lW*l H 1{t ) -  2
2 2
I  ((Xi X i , r )  {Uh Uo)) +  2 \Xi , r  {u h U®)\h1(t) ' (5.43)Hl(r) v '
We can now apply an inverse inequality (i.e. Vvh G Vh k/i|//i(T) —C h -1 ||«*||ia(T)),
the fact, that H-f'1 (/■  «ft)||t2(r) <  II/IIl«,(t) IN H l^t) for continuous function / ,  
and the fact, that Xi is continuous with |xi,T(x )l < 1 to get
\U i\2H I(r) < Ch~2 \\Xi -  XiAlooir) \\Uh -  Uo\\l2(t) +  2  IUh ~  Uo|tfi(T) • (5-44)
By property (iv) of the partition of unity, we get
\ \ X i - X i A L ^ r ) < C r l H ~l h. (5.45)
Using this inequality in (5.44), we obtain
\u i \ 2H i ( r )  <  C' ^  2  WU h  ~  U ° \ \ 2L 2 ( t )  +  \ U h  ~  Uolff1 (r)^
< C (j3~2H ~2 ||uh -  u0||22(r) +  |uh -  «o |^ i(t)) •
(5.46)
Summing over all i  G {1,. . .  , p }  and noting that only a finite number of Ui, bounded by 
the minimum number of colourings, 7VC, from the colouring argument (see subsection
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5.1.3), is nonzero on any fine grid element r ,  we obtain 
v
^ 2  \u i \2H '{ r )  <  c  (p~2H ~2 IIu h -  u o | | i 2 ( T )  + IUh -  u q | ^ i ( t ) )  Nc. (5.47)
2=1
Now summing over all elements r  C  Qj and combining all constants, i.e. C  and Nc, in 
a generalised constant C, we get for all j  £ {1 , ...,p}
p
^ 2  ^  {p  2^  2  — uolli2 (nj) \Uh ~ uo|/fi(fij)) • (5.48)
i=1
Applying the standard interpolation bound (5.39) to the first term on the right and 
using the fact that (a — b)2 < 2 a 2  +  262 for any a, b £ M for the second term on the 
right, we get
p
T .  M m in-j) ^  c  {p 2h  2B{d)H2 \uh\2Hi(n .) +  2 \uh\2Hi(n j) +  2  luo|/fi(^.))
i=i (5.49)
2B(d) l^/il/fi^.) +  Ijyi(Oj) “I" H(d) •
Applying inequalities (5.34), summing over all subdomains and adding (5.38) to each 
side, we obtain
i= 0
which finishes the proof.
□
The bound given in Theorem 5.7 is independent of coefficient jumps between different 
subdomains, which shows that resolving the coefficients a  by the coarse grid leads to 
two-level additive Schwarz preconditioners that are independent of the underly­
ing field, i.e. we then get k ~  K ( ^ 2~Lm^(^)) • However the dependence
on the ratio H /h  in three dimensional problems is quite strong and it often might be 
desirable to get rid of this dependence, possibly paying for it by allowing the ratio of 
coefficients being taken over larger regions and not only within subdomains.
Let us therefore (for theoretical purposes only) define a quasi-interpolant I H : Hq(Q.) —> 
Vq as follows. Let xj/ be a node of the coarse mesh T H(Q) and let be the union of
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coarse grid elements, that share . For coarse grid node xj^, the quasi-interpolant is 
now defined to map u G Hq(Q) to Vo and to satisfy
o,
\uk\ f  u(x)dx, otherwise,
(5.51)
uk
where |u;fc| denotes the measure of
Given an element Qj G T //(Q), we define as the union of and its neighbouring 
subdomains (see Figure 5-4 and as defined before in 5.16)
0 ;^  := interior U n* 
vfc:n*€T»(n),nfcnn^ 0
(5.52)
and to be its closure.
Figure 5-4: Subdomain with its neighbouring subdomains
The following result is proved in Toselli and Widlund [128], page 63, Lemma 3.6: 
Lemma 5.8
Let T H{0) be shape regular and u G Hq(Q). Then there exists a (generic) constant C 
(depending on the dimension of the problem, but not on a, h or H), such that
|u — I Hu\\ j v < C ■ H  • |d  / \ ,I WL2<Slj) — 1 (5.53)
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Using this Lemma we can prove the following new theorem. 
T heorem 5.9
For any Uh € Vh there exist U{ £ Vi, i =  0, such that
p
uh := Y ^U i (5.55)
i=0
and
£  < C (1 +  /3 2) ^m axxm a ^  ( ^ y ) l  M » i(n ),a  • (5-56)
Proof:
For any Vh € Vh with
\Vh'h(uai) = J  Vvk-Vvh “ d (*„,),<, = J  aVvh-Vv>>- (5-57)
Since as a  (x) > 0 for all x  € uq,. we have
mm (a(x)) • k l ^ )  < («* W ) ' l < l(al%) ■ (5'58)
Now let uo := I HUh. Then we have by (5.54) independent of the dimension of the 
problem
<5-59)
Combining inequalities (5.58) and (5.59), we get
\u o tu  \ < C - (  max ( —4 4 4  ] ■ \uh\2rri /  ^ • (5.60)
H 1 ( u ^  J ,a \x,y £tjn . \Ot (y)  J J  H 1 (“dj J ,<*
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Choosing a fine grid element r  in the closure of ujqj the next steps of the proof are 
identical to steps (5.39) to (5.46) in the proof of Theorem 5.7 to obtain the inequality
\Ui\2Hi(r) < c  (p~2H ~2 I\uh -  «o|li2(T) +  \Uh -  u0\2h i (r)) . (5.61)
Summing over all z € {1 , . . .  ,p} and noting that only a finite number of Ui, bounded by 
the minimum of colourings, Nc, from the colouring argument, is nonzero on any finite 
grid element r , we obtain
p
5 3  M W )  -  C (p~2H~2 IIuh -  “oill2 (t) +  Iuh -  uoIh Ht)) Nc• (5-62)
i= 1
We sum over all r  C £lj and combine C  and N c in a generalised constant C, to get for 
all subdomains Q,j
v
5 3  luiIJ^ -1 (f2j) — C 2H 2 \\uh ~~ 'uollL2 (fij) +  \Uh ~  wol/fi(fij)) • (5.63)
i=l
Applying inequality (5.53) to the first term on the right and the triangle inequality and 
(5.54) to the second term on the right, we get
53  l^ltf1^ )  -  C ( P~2H~2H2 lW/ll//i(a;n.) + lW/llHHtoj) +
< c  (p~2 5^'64^
< c ( i  +  ^ ) | < l K ) .
Applying inequality (5.58), summing over all subregions flj and adding (5.59) to both 
sides of the inequality, we obtain
E  W*>(n),» < C (1 + / r 2) j  K l*i(n),a > (5-65)
which finishes the proof.
□
The bounds in Theorem 5.7 and 5.9 can be improved further, replacing the factor 
(l +  (3~2) by a factor (l +  ft-1). This we shall do in Lemma 5.13 and Theorem 5.16
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following an idea first developed by Dryja and Widlund [44].
The next theorem (a proof of which can be found in Necas [103], Chapter 7) will
be quoted here without proof.
T h e o r e m  5 . 1 0
Let O C M.d be a bounded Lipschitz domain and let fk, k = 1,...,L, L > 1, b e  (not
necessarily linear) functionals in H 1(Q), such that if  v is constant on Q,
L
^ 2 \fk (v ) \2 = 0 u =  0.
k = l
Then there exist constants C\ and C2 , depending only on fl and the functionals fi, 
such that for u £ H 1(Ft),
L
\ \ u \ \ l * ( s i )  <  M / f i ( n )  +  ° 2  ^ 2  \ f a ( u ) \ 2  • ( 5 -6 6 )
k = 1
Let r  C Q have (d-l)-dimensional measure, then applying Theorem 5.10 with L  =  1 
and f i (u) = ||w||L2 (r ) results directly in the following Lemma.
L e m m a  5 . 1 1
(Friedrich’s inequality) There exist constants C\ and C2 , depending only on f2 and 
r ,  such that for u £ H l (f2),
IMll’tn) < <?i | « | ^ ((l) +  C2 | |u | | |a(r). (5.67)
In particular, if  u vanishes on T,
I M l i 2 ( f i )  ^  ^ 1  \ u \ h 1 ( Q )
and thus
— IMI/f1^ )  -  (^ i +  1 ) \u \m(n) •
Definition 5 . 1 2
Let dflj, j  = 1, denote the boundary of subdomain flj and Tj dflj\F.  
Furthermore let Tp flj denote the set of points within a distance j3H ofTj  and let 
r p j  denote its closure.
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Closely related to Friedrich’s inequality, we can then prove the following Lemma. 
L em m a  5.13
For any u G H 1 (Qj) we get
l|u|lL (r « )  ^ Cf3H2 +  0/3 H“ llL(%) ■ (5-68)
Proof:
The proof of this Lemma is based on Theorem 5.10 and Lemma 5.11 and is given in 
Toselli and Widlund [128], Lemma 3.10. □
Based on this we can then prove the following new result.
Theorem 5.14
For any Uh G Vh there exist Ui G Vi, i  =  0, ...,p, such that
v
uh =  '^ 2 ui, (5.69)
i= 0
and
J 2 \ Ui\2HHn),a < C { \ + P ~ l ) ^max^max B (d) W *i(n),a> (5*70)
where £ ( 1 ) =  1 , B{2 ) =  (1 +  log {H/h)) and 5(3) =  (H/h).
Proof:
The first part of this proof is identical to that for Theorem 5.7 up to inequality (5.46). 
By the properties of the partition of unity (see Definition 5.6) and the definition of T 
(see Definition 5.12) it follows for any i  — 1, ...,p, that Xi (x ) — $ij f°r x  £ O j\r  
j  — 1 ,...,p. Therefore with U{ :=  I h (Xi(uh ~  u o))i where I h is the finite element
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interpolation onto Vh, we obtain
I2  —E l  | 2  _  L | 2\Ui I tri r> _ \  Itii
2  (5-71)jh (X j ( u h ~ u 0))
=  Iuh ~  ^  >
since Xj(x ) =  1  for x  € Qj \ r ^  and since Uh — uq is piecewise linear on the whole of f2 
with respect to the fine grid.
Now consider a fine grid element r  C 
We then get from (5.46)
p
^ 2  N W )  -  C (P~2 h ~2 II uh -  uo\\l2(r) +  I Uh -  wo|^i(r)) Nc. (5.72)
i= 1
Summing (5.72) over all fine grid elements r  j and combining all constants, i.e. 
C and N c in a generalized constant C, we get
^ 2  lu*li/i(r^j)  — ^ P  H  ||Uh uo\\l2(j'0 +  C Wh uolH'frpj) - (5.73)
i= 1
To estimate — woll^p^ .) we now use Lemma 5.13 to obtain
IIUh ~ wo||22(r ^ .) < C p H2 (1 + P) |uh -  u0|^ i(fi.) +  CP -  u0\\2L2{nj). (5.74)
Employing (5.74) in (5.73) we get
p
E  < C (1 +  /3_1) K  -  «ol/fi(n,) +  C0~lH~ 2 \\uh -  «oll£2(!!j) . (5.75)
7=1
Adding (5.71) to (5.75), we then obtain
p
^ 2  C  I 1  + P *) \Uh ~ uo|/fi(^) +  Cp XH  2  ||w/i -  wolli^fi^) • (5.76)
i=i
Applying the triangle inequality to the first term on the right and the standard inter­
polation error inequality (5.39) to the second term on the right (as it was done in the
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step from (5.48) to (5.49)), we get
p
X / \Ui\2H1(nj) ^ C 0- + P *) B(d) Whlnnn^+C  (l + (3 *) \\uo\\2Hi^n .^+CP
i= 1
(5.77)
with B(d) as defined above.
Using (5.38) and combining terms using (5.35) (in ID), (5.36) (in 2D), resp. (5.37) (in 
3D), we obtain
p
5 3  ^  (■*■ + @ *) \uh\2Hl (nj) • (5.78)
i=1
Applying
min {a (x)) • \uh\2Hl{Qj) < \uh\2Hi (nj)^  < max (a (x)) • \uh\2m{sij) > (5-79)
adding (5.38) on both sides of the inequality and summing over all subregions, it follows 
that
X jN l W ) ,*  < C ( l  + P~l ) B(d) ^ m a x m g ^  ( ^ ) ) )  (5-80)
which finishes the proof. □
Similarly to Theorem 5.14 we can improve the bound given in Theorem 5.9 to obtain 
the following new bound.
T h eo r em  5.15
For any uh G Vh there exist U{ G Vj,  i = 0,  ...,p, such that
p
u h : = ' ^ u i (5.81)
i=0
and
E Klff'(n).« ^ c (1 + z5-1) ( f^y) j > <5-82)
Proof:
Exactly as in Theorem 5.14, except that the interpolation I H is now replaced by a
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quasi-interpolant I H (see Theorem 5.9). □
Using Theorem 5.4 we now obtain the following new result for the condition number 
of the preconditioned system:
Theorem 5.16
There exists a constant C independent of a , h and H, such that the condition number 
K {M2, lin-Aj of the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner can be bounded by
K  ( M 2 , L i n A )  <  C  ( x +  r 1)  ^ m a x  j r m x  B (d )> ( 5 -8 3 )
where B{ 1) = 1, B (2) =  (1 + log (H/h)) and B( 3) =  (H/h).
Combining Theorem 5.4 with Theorem 5.15, we get the new bound:
Theorem 5.17
There exists a constant C independent of a, h and H, such that the condition number 
k (^ 1^ 2 L m ^  the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner can be bounded by
* L ^ )  < o ( i + r 1) ( ^ § y ) )  • (5-84)
This finishes our theoretical framework of bounds for k • While Theorem
5.16 gives a bound that only depends on ratios of the coefficient a  within one subdomain 
for the cost of depending on log (H/h)  in 2D and even on H / h  in 3D, Theorem 5.17 gets 
rid of this dependence on the ratio of the mesh sizes by paying for this by depending 
on ratios of a  in the neighbourhood . of a subdomain flj. The bound in Theorem
5.16 is therefore more precise in the case of strong jumps of a  between the subdomains, 
while the bound in Theorem 5.17 can be used, if big jumps happen mainly or also inside 
single subdomains. While ideas used in the proof of Theorem 5.16 were discussed before 
(e.g. by Chan and Mathew [28]), bounds as in Theorem 5.17 seem to be new and no 
suitable reference was found by the author.
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5.3 Probability  estim ates
With these condition number bounds, we now try to find expectation estimates and 
probability bounds for the condition numbers for the preconditioned matrix (5.20) with 
underlying permeability field a on Q. With the theory given in Chapters 3 and 4 we 
will give bounds on the expectation numbers as well as probability distributions for 
fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type with correlation length A.
As shown in the previous section the sharp upper bounds of the condition numbers 
of the two level additive Schwarz preconditioned systems with linear coarsening de­
pends linearly on the ratio maxj maxX)yefij (needed for the bound in Theorem
5.16) or on the ratio maxj maxx ^  ( £ $ )  (needed for the bound in Theorem 5.17).
Assuming constant permeability aT on each fine grid element r  the problem reduces to 
finding expectation estimates for max^ maxr r /GT/l(Q^ and maxj  ^ ^ ^ 7
Let us now focus again on lognormal random fields with covariance of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
type (see Section 3.1) with correlation length A.
5.3 .1  E x p ecta tion  estim a tes  based  on sim ple norm  inequalities
Let us assume in the following, that the mesh T h{fl) is resolved fine enough such that 
for every r  E T h(Q), aT M f a  can be approximated well enough and replaced by
T
setting aT := a (m r ), where m T is the centroid of r . Denoting #7^ . for the number of 
fine grid elements r  in Qj and p for the number of subdomains in fl, we get the (often 
quite pessimistic) bound
L e m m a  5 .1 8
I f  H  is the maximum diameter of the subdomains flj, j  = 1 then
E max max -  P ' ’ exP W  i 1 “  exP {“ # / A}}} • (5-85)
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Proof:
Let D := p • and let b £ RD be the vector with entries
b3,T,r' := ’ for r ' T' G
Proceeding in a similar way as in Chapter 4 we get
(5.86)
E amax max
j  r ,r /GT/l(f2j)





=  E E E  E
_  j T€Tfc(fy)T'€Th(fy) v 
a
(5.87)
= E  E  E  E
j TZ.Tt'{£lj )T>eTh{Slj) a1
Now recall that - =  exp |z ( m r ) — Z{m r ) | ,  where m T and m r/ are the centre points 
of r , resp. t ' .  Then (for r  7  ^ r ')  ^Z(mr ) — Z (m T,)^ is a normal random variable with
mean 0  and variance
a2 = E ,/A 2'(z(irU) -  Z(11/))
= E [Z(mT)2] + E [z(mr')2 -  2E [z(m T)Z(mT') 
=  2cr2 1^ — exp j  — ||mr — mT/||2 M } )
for fields with covariance of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type.
(5.88)
As m T -  m T < H  for two points m T, m T £ Qj, we obtain
a2 = 2a2 ^ 1  — exp j  — m r — m T || A } )  
< 2a2 {1 — exp {—H/X}} .
(5.89)
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a 1^E E  E  E
j  reTHnj )T'eTf'(nj )
X ! S  exp { 1 /2 -a 2} by (3.7)
j  T€rh(nj )T,e r h{fij )
X  exp {cr2  { 1  — exp {—if/A}}}
=  V • • exP {v 2 i 1 -  exP { ~ H / X}}} ■
(5.90)
□
In a very similar way, if # 7 ^  is the number of fine grid elements in u^ , we get
Lemma 5.19
With 3H  being an upper bound for the maximum diameter of the neighbourhoods of 
subdomains j  = 1 , we obtain
E max
j T y e r ™ ni) & )  ^ P ' ( # r4 ) 2 ' exp^ 2<1_exp{_3i? /A }}b  <5'91)
Combining these two lemmata with the results from the previous subsection, we obtain 
T heorem 5.20
The expectation of the condition number k (a )) o^r a ° f  Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck type can be bounded for a constant C (independent of a, h and H) and 
with the notations as before by
E [« ( M 2,L inA  (<*)) ^  C (1 +  /5_1) p ( # 7Jb) exp{cr2  • {1 - e x p { - H / \ } } }  B(d),
(5.92)
resp. by
E [K ( M 2,L inA  (a )) ^  C i 1 + P-1) p ( # T unj )  exp {a 2  {1 -  exp {-3F/A }}} .
(5.93)
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5 .3 .2  P rob ab ility  estim a tes  based on  P o isson  clum ping heuristics
After these bounds for general random fields, we axe now interested in probability 
distributions for the condition numbers with underlying field of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
type with correlation length A in the ID and 2D case.
As in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 denote
/o(6 ) := (27t) d^ u  1 exp | - i d 6 2 /(7 2| , b e (5.94)
Then as shown in Chapter 4 the probability that the maximum of the random field 
in a subregion Clj is less than a fixed value b is for one-dimensional fields (i.e. d — 1 ) 
given by
exp { —fo(b) • A ^ m i } ,  
and for two-dimensional fields (i.e. d = 2 ) bounded by
sup (a(x)) < exp {6 }
sup (a(x)) < exp {6 }
xe£2j
exp {—/ o( 6 ) - A - 263 10,1} < P
< exp j - / o ( 6 ) • A_ 2 i>3 & i )
Furthermore denote (as in Chapter 3)
fi(b) 2-1 (27r)-d/2<7-1 exp —^ d 6 2 /cr2|  , b e  1 
Equivalently to (4.28) we can then show for d =  1
exp {—2/i(b) • A ^Ifyl}
<r>j
supxen,M x )) < exp {b}infyGfi.(a(y))
< 2 exp {—/i ( 6 ) • A- 1 6 |fij|} -  exp {—2/i(6) • A- 1 6|0j|} 
and equivalently to (4.29) for d = 2
exp {—2/i(6) • A- 2 63 |r2j |}
suPxGfi, ( a (x )) < exp {6 }infyGq.(a(y))
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We now know:
n
3=i L( l ^ > W ) ) ^ exp{6>
<
<
for any subdomain flfc.
Let us now consider the following case:
s u P x e f t ,  (“ M )  ^  rtl
T ^ w ) ^ w
A m f x G Q ,  ( « ( x ) )  J
(5.100)
Let us assume that the correlation length A is small compared to the subdomain size H.  
In this case we can then assume that the maximum ratios in the different subdomains 
are independent of each other. We then know
supxGo. (a(x)) 
sup  ------ / / \\ < eXP W n
j =i7  infx€Q, (a(x))
Combining (5.101) and (5.98) we therefore obtain for d =  1
( supx€fij (<*(x))\
  ( ( \\ -  eXP L JV in fxefij (a (x )) j
(5.101)
PJ (exp {—2 / i ( 6 ) • A 'blfljl})
3 =  1
suPxen^aW )sup 7
j in fy e^ M y ))
< exp {6 }
< f l  (2exp {—/ i ( 6 ) • A 1 5|flj|} -  exp {—2/i(6) • A 1 6|0J |}) . 
3 = 1
Similarly combining (5.101) and (5.99) we get for d = 2
(5.102)




< exp {6 }
PP ^2exp | - / i ( 6 ) • A 2 6 3 - ^ i | - e x p { - 2 / i ( 6 )  • A 2 &3 |fij|}^ .
(5.103)
Equivalently we can show, if we assume that the maximum ratios in the different
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neighbourhoods u)Qj of subdomains Qj, j  = 1 , ...,p, are independent of each other 
(which can be a pretty strong assumption, since these neighbourhoods overlap), for
d =  1
Y [  (exp {—2/i(6) • A ^I^q-I}) 
j = 1
sllPxGo;n .(«(x ))
~  P sup ~ r  TTTT -  exp t b  J_ j infy€wn. (a(y))
j =i
and for d =  2
p
p
< (2exp {—/ i ( 6 ) • A- 1 6 |u;fy|} -e x p { -2 / i (6 )  • A_ 1 6 |u;fij.|})
 i
j=i
(exp {—2/i(6) • A 2b3\uQj\})
suPx6 wn.(a(x ))
sup w -  exp W<rsj
J mJ
^ 2 e x p |- / i ( 6 )  • A_2 6 3^ ^ |  - e x p { -2 / i (6 )  • A_2 6 3 |u;q., |}^ •
(5.104)
(5.105)
Using bound (5.102), resp. (5.103) in Theorem 5.16 and bound (5.104), resp. (5.105) 
in Theorem 5.17 for small correlation length (compared to the subdomain size) in a 
similar way as in inequality (4.30) then leads to bounds of probability distributions 
for the condition numbers of the domain decomposition preconditioned systems with 
underlying permeability fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. This makes it possible 
to predict, in how many cases the condition numbers (and therefore the conjugate 
gradient iteration numbers) will probably stay below a certain value, which makes 
the computation costs, which are involved, much more predictable. These theoretical 
results can therefore be quite significant in the practical use of domain decomposition 
preconditioners for the groundwater flow problem.
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5.4 N um erical results
We now would like to check numerically how good the bounds for the probability dis-
s u p x 6 f i . ( a ( x ) )
tributions of the local maxima sup^ inf based on Poisson clumping heuristics
(see (5.102) for d — 1 and (5.103) for d =  2) axe in practice. Let us as an example 
consider the 2D case for a1 =  4, h — 1/256 and H  = 1/4 and various correlation 
lengths A. We then obtain Table 5.1.
A P rob . P[b] T heoretical lower 
bound  exp{b}
N um erical value
exp < b >
T heore tical u p p er 
bound  exp {B}
1/32 85% 2.19 1 0 4 2.45 1 0 6 2.55 1 0 6
87.5% 2 . 2 0 1 0 4 2.78 1 0 6 2.87 1 0 6
90% 2 . 2 0 1 0 4 3.17 1 0 6 3.31 1 0 6
92.5% 2 . 2 1 1 0 4 3.82 1 0 6 3.95 1 0 6
95% 2 . 2 1 1 0 4 4.97 1 0 6 5.04 1 0 6
97.5% 2 . 2 2 1 0 4 7.41 1 0 6 7.53 1 0 6
99% 2 . 2 2 1 0 4 7.58 1 0 6 1.25 1 0 7
1/64 85% 8 . 2 2 1 0 4 5.41 1 0 6 5.76 1 0 6
87.5% 8.23 1 0 4 6 . 1 2 1 0 6 6.44 1 0 6
90% 8.25 1 0 4 6.46 1 0 6 7.36 1 0 6
92.5% 8.26 1 0 4 8.30 1 0 6 8.71 1 0 6
95% 8.28 1 0 4 8.99 1 0 6 1.09 1 0 7
97.5% 8.29 1 0 4 1.08 1 0 7 1.60 1 0 7
99% 8.30 1 0 4 1.42 1 0 7 2.58 1 0 7
1/128 85% 2.53 1 0 5 5.77 1 0 6 1.24 1 0 7
87.5% 2.54 1 0 5 6.95 1 0 6 1.38 1 0 7
90% 2.54 1 0 5 7.88 1 0 6 1.57 1 0 7
92.5% 2.54 1 0 5 8.70 1 0 6 1.83 1 0 7
95% 2.55 1 0 5 9.53 1 0 6 2.28 1 0 7
97.5% 2.55 1 0 5 1.51 1 0 7 3.26 1 0 7
99% 2.56 1 0 5 1 . 8 8 1 0 7 5.16 1 0 7
1/256 85% 6 . 8 8 1 0 5 6.54 1 0 6 2.57 1 0 7
87.5% 6.89 1 0 5 7.49 1 0 6 2.84 1 0 7
90% 6.90 1 0 5 8.26 1 0 6 3.20 1 0 7
92.5% 6.91 1 0 5 9.46 1 0 6 3.72 1 0 7
95% 6.92 1 0 5 1 . 0 2 1 0 7 4.58 1 0 7
97.5% 6.93 1 0 5 1.74 1 0 7 6.45 1 0 7
99% 6.94 1 0 5 2.84- 1 0 7 1 . 0 0 1 0 8
Table 5.1: Theoretical and computed probability distributions for a2 = 4 ,  h =  1/256 
and H  = 1/4
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For a 2 = 4, h =  1/128 and H  = L/ 8  (i.e. larger subdomains) we obtain Table 5.2:
A P rob . P[b] T heoretical lower N um erical value T heoretical u p p er
bound exp {b} exp {
6 i
bound  exp {B}
1/16 85% 1.17 1 0 5 1.85 • 1 0 B 1.06- 1 0 6
87.5% 1 . 2 2 1 0 5 2.26- 1 0 5 1 .2 0 - 1 0 6
90% 1.26 1 0 5 2.75- 1 0 5 1.40 • 1 0 6
92.5% 1.31 1 0 5 3.58- 1 0 5 1.70- 1 0 6
95% 1.36 1 0 5 5.38- 1 0 5 2 . 2 1  • 1 0 6
97.5% 1.42 1 0 5 8.97- 1 0 5 3.39- 1 0 6
99% 1.48 1 0 5 1.78- 1 0 6 5.80- 1 0 6
1 / 8 85% 3.36 1 0 4 3.67- 1 0 4 4.07- 1 0 5
87.5% 3.51 1 0 4 3.99- 1 0 4 4.69- 1 0 5
90% 3.66 1 0 4 4.40- 1 0 4 5.54 • 1 0 5
92.5% 3.83 1 0 4 5.80- 1 0 4 6.83- 1 0 5
95% 4.01 1 0 4 8.26- 1 0 4 9.07- 1 0 5
97.5% 4.21 1 0 4 1.43- 1 0 5 1.44- 1 0 6
99% 4.34 1 0 4 2 .8 6 - 1 0 5 2.56 • 1 0 6
1/4 85% 7.14 1 0 3 7.41 • 1 0 3 1.41 • 1 0 5
87.5% 7.54 1 0 3 7.99- 1 0 3 1.65 ■1 0 5
90% 7.98 1 0 3 8.93- 1 0 3 1.99- 1 0 5
92.5% 8.46 1 0 3 9.84- 1 0 3 2.51 • 1 0 5
95% 8.98 1 0 3 1.09- 1 0 4 3.43- 1 0 5
97.5% 9.56 1 0 3 1.78- 1 0 4 5.70 • 1 0 5
99% 9.93 1 0 3 3.97- 1 0 4 1.07- 1 0 6
1 / 2 85% 5.92 1 0 2 6.64- 1 0 2 4.17- 1 0 4
87.5% 6.71 1 0 2 7.83 • 1 0 2 5.01 • 1 0 4
90% 7.64 1 0 2 9.10- 1 0 2 6.23 • 1 0 4
92.5% 8.44 1 0 2 1 . 1 1  • 1 0 3 8.13 • 1 0 4
95% 9.32 1 0 2 1.50- 1 0 3 1.16 • 1 0 5
97.5% 1.24 1 0 3 2 .2 0 - 1 0 3 2.05 • 1 0 5
99% 1.73 1 0 3 5.70- 1 0 3 4.10- 1 0 5
Table 5.2: Theoretical and computed probability distributions for a2 — 4, h = 1/128 
and H  = 1/8
These results show that the bounds are not as close as those in Tables 3.5 and 4.2, but
that they still give a good idea of the distributions of P 
for large levels b.
supx6f2 . (<*(x))
3uPj infy6n My)) <e*PW
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We next would like to study the dependence of the domain decomposition precondi­
tioners on the parameters h , H , (3, a and A for two dimensional domains in practice for 
problems with underlying lognormal random fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. The 
random fields used for simulations in practice normally have a variance ranging between 
a2 — 1 to u2 =  16. Our numerical experiments are therefore performed for variances 
of this order.
Let us first focus on the dependence on the subdomain size H . All results presented 
here are averages over 100 random fields. The random fields were computed using the 
Gaussian library by Boris Kozintsev [84, 85]. We obtained for h — 1/128 and A =  10h 
for overlap h: resp. 2h for additive Schwarz preconditioners without coarse grids (1 
Level) and with linear coarsening (2 Level) the results summarized in Tables 5.3 and 
5.4.












0 116 2 0 89 27 77 35
1 241 27 197 36 143 49
2 317 31 241 42 171 58
4 396 37 316 52 219 73
6 496 44 369 63 259 89
8 589 52 444 71 298 105
16 920 81 695 125 454 185
24 > 1 , 0 0 0 124 930 2 1 0 634 294
Table 5.3: CG iteration numbers - Fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type with A =  10h 
(h =  1/128 and overlap= h)
Var. a2 H = 1/32 : H = 1/16 : H = 1/8:
1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level
0 78 17 69 2 2 55 29
1 153 2 1 140 30 1 1 0 38
2 183 24 161 34 128 45
4 230 28 198 42 160 57
6 273 33 244 49 187 67
8 311 36 288 60 2 1 0 82
16 438 56 358 1 0 1 296 144
24 546 8 8 479 163 369 219
Table 5.4: CG iteration numbers - Fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type with A =  10h 
(h = 1/128 and overlap= 2 h)
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We can first of all see, that the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner preforms bet­
ter than the one-level preconditioner in terms of conjugate gradient iteration numbers 
in all cases. The setup time and the time per iteration for the two-level method are 
slightly larger than for the one-level preconditioner. This however does not change the 
fact, that for all experiments considered in this thesis, the two-level additive Schwarz 
preconditioner was always superior in terms of overall computation times to the one- 
level preconditioner.
The second thing we can see from these experiments is, that a reduction of the sub- 
domain size H  increases the number of cg-iterations when no coarse grid is used, but 
decreases the number of cg-iterations for the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner 
with linear coarsening. An increase of the the overlap reduces the number of iterations 
here.
Focusing on the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner we can therefore clearly 
reduce the number of iterations by reducing the subdomain size and increasing the 
overlap (as the theoretical considerations also suggested). However these changes come 
with an increase of computation time both for the setup of the preconditioner and per 
iteration.
Furthermore we observe that the number of iterations grows strongly with the variance 
a2. We will try to reduce this dependence by the introduction of a new coarsening 
operator in Chapter 6  of this thesis.
An exponential dependence on a2 can also be observed for fields with no correlation, 
as Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show.
Var. a2 H = 1/32 : H  = 1/16 : H = 1 / 8 :
1  Level 2  Level 1  Level 2  Level 1 Level 2 Level
0 116 2 0 89 27 77 35
1 256 38 205 48 139 48
2 334 55 270 6 6 176 65
4 536 91 438 1 1 2 279 107
6 867 146 727 167 448 159
8 1,337 238 1,138 245 664 249
16 > 1 , 0 0 0 842 > 1 , 0 0 0 829 > 1 , 0 0 0 938
24 > 1 , 0 0 0 > 1 , 0 0 0 > 1 , 0 0 0 > 1 , 0 0 0 > 1 , 0 0 0 > 1 , 0 0 0
Table 5.5: CG iteration numbers - No covariance (h = 1/128 and overlap= h)
Next we would like to study the dependence of the conjugate gradient iteration num­
bers on the correlation length of the underlying fields in more detail. We therefore fix
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Var. a2 H = 1/32 : H = 1/16 : H = 1/8:
1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level
0 78 17 69 2 2 55 29
1 136 23 126 27 95 32
2 156 30 130 34 107 37
4 183 43 161 54 1 2 2 55
6 2 1 2 59 183 72 140 77
8 245 80 2 1 0 96 154 1 0 1
16 446 2 1 1 391 272 306 266
24 789 444 729 608 486 467
Table 5.6: CG iteration numbers - No covariance (h — 1/128 and overlap= 2h) 
h = 1/128 and H  =  1/16 and vary A. The results can be found in Tables 5.7 and 5.8.
Var. a2 A = 1/2: A = 1/4: A = 1/8:
1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level
1 116 25 1 2 0 26 134 28
2 1 2 2 26 132 28 158 30
4 131 28 151 31 2 0 1 37
6 139 30 170 35 250 43
8 148 32 186 38 256 50
12 162 35 2 1 2 45 300 6 6
16 178 39 241 50 342 8 6
Table 5.7: CG iteration - Dependence on the correlation length A (h — 1/128, H  = 
1/16, Overlap (3H = 2h)












1 146 29 150 31 153 32
2 169 35 175 40 189 40
4 229 47 247 59 263 63
6 296 62 309 85 367 96
8 336 79 392 118 474 130
12 424 1 2 1 628 2 1 0 743 245
16 578 178 846 340 > 1 , 0 0 0 407
Table 5.8: CG iteration - Dependence on the correlation length A (h = 1/128, H  — 
1/16, Overlap (3H — 2h)
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We can see that the number of iterations increases strongly for decreasing A especially 
for large variance. This effect can also be reduced by using a coarsening operator that 
depends on the underlying field as we will show in the next chapter.
5.5 Sum m ary
In this chapter we did some first steps in finding a preconditioner for discretisations 
of the second order partial differential equation (5.1, 5.2). We first of all introduced 
the Schwarz alternating method for the case of two overlapping subdomains. Next 
we moved on to a two level additive Schwarz method by introducing a coarse grid in 
such a way, that each fine grid element lies in exactly one coarse grid element Q,j, 
j  — 1 , ...,p. A space Vj for every overlapping subdomain flj and one, Vo, on the 
coarse grid were then introduced. We obtained the one level additive Schwarz precon­
ditioner Mj- 1  := Y^fj=i R j 1 Rj and the two level additive Schwarz preconditioner 
^ 2 Lin As the matrices Aj, j  =  0 ,...p, are of significantly smaller
size than the original stiffness matrix, A (a), applying these preconditioners can poten­
tially lead to reduced computational costs in iterative methods, if M-f1, resp. 
approximate A (a ) - 1  well enough.
We then focused on the convergence theory of additive Schwarz preconditioners by 
first quoting a bound for the condition number of the stiffness matrix preconditioned 
by the one-level method (Theorem 5.5). Using a colouring argument we next showed 
for the two-level preconditioner with linear coarsening that the maximum eigenvalue 
of the preconditioned system can be bounded by a constant. The minimum eigen­
value however can depend strongly on the underlying permeability field and a general 
bound for it was given using the partition property of the subspaces Vj. In the study 
of domain decomposition preconditioners not much research had been done on this 
dependence so far. The aim of the following discussion therefore was to find out more 
about this dependence and to show that it is weaker than the linear dependence on
( m axa(x )/ mino!(y) I for random fields with large correlation length relative to the 
\x € 0  y€fi /
size of the subdomains.
We first of all proved that the condition number of the two-level additive Schwarz pre­
conditioned matrix can in the worst case depend linearly on max ( max o;(x) /  min o:(y) Ij y efij /
as well for two dimensional fields a factor (1 +  log (H/h))  and for three dimensional 
fields a factor H/h.  This means that the condition number is independent of jumps 
of the permeability across subdomain boundaries, as it was shown before among oth­
ers by Chan and Mathew [28]. However the dependence on the coarse grid size is
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strong for three-dimensional problems. We therefore derived a new bound which gets 
rid of the factor (1 +  log (H/h))  for two-dimensional and of the factor H / h  for three- 
dimensional domains, but therefore depends no longer on the ratio of permeabilities in 
one subdomain Qj but on a (sometimes significantly larger) ratio of permeabilities in 
a neighbourhood of subdomains.
Next we tackled the dependence on the overlap, (3H, of our new bounds by improving 
the dependence from (l +  p~2) to ( l +  /3-1 ). The bounds were finally tested by a 
series of numerical experiments for a two media case as well as for random fields. 
Although, as our new bounds prove, two-level additive Schwarz preconditioners with 
linear coarsening behave well for fields with medium and large correlation length, the 
theoretical bounds and numerical results show that the condition numbers of the pre­
conditioned matrices can in the worst case still depend exponentially on the variance 
of the underlying field.
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Chapter
Domain decomposition with multiscale 
interpolation
” No problem can be solved from the same level of consciousness that created 
it.”
— Albert Einstein (German born physicist who developed the special and 
general theories of relativity. Nobel Prize for Physics in 1921. 1879-1955) —
” I f you don’t scale the mountain, you can’t view the plain.”
— Chinese Proverb —
6.1 M ultiscale finite elem ents
6.1 .1  In trodu ction
We have seen in the previous chapter that the convergence of the preconditioned ad­
ditive Schwarz method with linear coarsening depends strongly on the underlying per­
meability field. In fact the condition number of the preconditioned system can in the 
worst case increase linearly with the maximum ratio of the coefficients within the sub- 
domains as shown in Theorem 5.16. One way to reduce this effect for fields with large 
correlation length (compared with the subdomain size H ) therefore might be to reduce 
the size of the subdomains. This however means that we have to solve bigger coarse
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grid problems and that we have to deal with extra storage requirements. A better way 
therefore might be to find a coarse grid operator which takes into consideration the 
fine scale information of the problem.
Various numerical methods were developed over the last years capturing these small 
scale properties. Some of the most relevant ones are:
•  Wavelet homogenization techniques: The aim here is to eliminate the small 
scales. To achieve this the numerical solution is represented using a wavelet basis 
(see therefore Dorobantu and Engquist [39]). The resulting operators become 
dense, but can be approximated well in sparse form, as shown by Engquist and 
Runborg [55].
• Heterogeneous multiscale methods: These methods try to couple macro­
scopic and microscopic models effectively (as described for example by E [48], E 
and Engquist [49, 50, 51]). If the macroscopic model is not known explicitly, the 
microscopic solver is used to supply the necessary data. By exploiting the scale 
separation, the complexity of the microscopic solver can be reduced significantly.
• Residual-Free Bubble methods: This method is closely related to the multi­
scale finite element method, used in this thesis, as it also enriches the Galerkin 
finite element space with (bubble) functions, that have local support on every 
element of a given triangulation. The bubbles are then eliminated step by step 
leaving a generalised Galerkin scheme, which often shows improved approxima­
tion properties. The resulting scheme is locally residual free, i.e. it is a solution 
of the considered partial differential equation inside each element. Therefore only 
properties inside each element are resolved and additional functions have to be 
added to the bubble space to be able to resolve features across boundaries. De­
tails about this method are discussed by Hughes [78], Sangalli [115] and Cangiani 
and Suli [25].
• M ultiscale Finite Element M ethods (M sFEM ): This method is an ex­
tension of the Generalized Finite Element Method, that was first discussed by 
Babuska and Osborn [6 ] and by Babuska et al. [7]. Its aim is to incorporate 
the fine scale information into coarse grid finite element basis functions. By the 
reduction of the number of basis functions, computation costs can be reduced 
significantly. Details of the MsFE method will be given in this section.
The multiscale finite element method itself was developed by Hou and Wu [75] for 
problems arising from composite materials and flows in porous media. It was used to
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improve the exactness of the solution, while keeping the size of the system, that has 
to be solved, small. Parallelisation strategies were given and a first approach to its 
analysis for periodic problems was presented.
The behaviour of the method for problems with strongly varying coefficients was inves­
tigated by Hou et al. [76]. The conforming method often shows some resonance errors, 
which might cause problems with respect to the accuracy in some cases. Efendiev et al. 
[54] therefore considered a nonconforming multiscale finite element method, also known 
as oversampling.
The multiscale finite element method with and without oversampling and a detailed 
analysis of it was also studied in Yalchin Efendiev’s Ph.D. thesis (see Efendiev [52]) 
and various 2D and 3D numerical results are given.
Efendiev et al. [53] showed how the method can be used in practice for the modeling
of transport problems in heterogeneous media.
Motivated by the simulation of flow transport through heterogeneous media, Chen and 
Hou [29] presented a mixed finite element version of the MsFEM, using an oversam­
pling technique and solving Neumann boundary problems for the construction of the 
basis functions.
Good summaries of the method with some new error bounds and approaches for its
analysis can also be found in Hou [73, 74].
6 .1 .2  C onstru ction  o f  m ultiscale basis functions
As before let us consider the second order partial differential equation
—div (a (x) Vw (x)) =  /(x )  for x  € 9  C M.d , (6.1)
assuming for simplicity u(x) =  0 on T. This problem will be considered for general 
dimension d > 1  first of all without going into any detail and then more precisely 
separately for d =  1 and for d > 1. Let us again introduce a fine grid T h(Cl) of 
elements of maximum diameter h which is assumed to be a refinement of a coarse grid 
T H (Cl) of elements of maximum diameter H. Thus every element r G T h(Clj) belongs 
to exactly one coarse grid element Clj G T H(Cl). We next define a finite-dimensional 
subspace of multiscale finite elements on Hq (Cl), the degrees of freedom for which are 
the nodes of the coarse grid T H(Cl).
Now denote M H(Cl) the coarse grid degrees of freedom on Cl. The multiscale coarse 
grid basis functions G J\fH(Cl), will then be defined on the whole of fi with
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support only on
Ui interior I Clj J , (6 .2 )
U xfefij /
i.e. the union of the subdomains which have as a node (see Figure 6-1 and as 
defined before in (5.15)). The functions tjjf*8 will be piecewise linear with respect to 
the fine mesh and their definition will depend on the underlying permeability field a. 
For their construction we first of all define local m ultiscale basis fu n ction s  on a 
typical coarse grid element Clj C
x):
Figure 6 -1 : Neighbourhood of a coarse grid node xf* (ai s  also the support of ifrf13) 
and notations for one of its subdomains Qj (which is also the support of 
and ) for d = 2
We require that tffff with x^ G Clj is a finite element solution of the local problem
—div (a  (x) V« (x)) = 0 for x G fl j  (6.3)
and that it satisfies some suitable boundary conditions on the boundary Tj of Qj, 
that we will discuss in more detail later in this section. One possible simple choice 
for example could be to set |r; := '4)i in\rj ? where is the restriction of the
piecewise linear coarse grid basis function iff'171 to Tj, i.e. ^ ^ (x ^ ) := 8ik, where xjf
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is a coarse grid node in Qj, and linear interpolation between these nodes on the edges
and on the boundary of each Qj  by the boundary conditions for the construction of
compatibility of the boundary conditions across the edges of the subdomains.
Originally these global multiscale basis functions were invented to improve the ac­
curacy of a solution by including information about the underlying field a  in the finite 
element basis (see Hou and Wu [75], Hou et al. [76], Efendiev [52], Efendiev et al. 
[53, 54], Chen and Hou [29], Hou [73, 74]). More recently however there were some 
promising first attempts of using them as part of preconditioners (see Aarnes and Hou 
[1]). J 0 rg Aarnes and Tom Hou applied the multiscale basis functions for the coars­
ening operator in a hybrid multiplicative-additive Schwarz method. They gave some 
interesting numerical results for this hybrid preconditioner as well as some first ideas 
of a good choice of boundary conditions for the construction of the multiscale basis. 
We presented some early steps of the analysis of additive Schwarz domain decomposi­
tion preconditioners with MsFE-coarsening (see Graham and Lechner [59]).
The MsFE basis will be used in this chapter to replace the linear coarsening operator 
by a new operator, that includes the information of the underlying permeability field. 
Different from the preconditioner discussed in Aarnes and Hou [1], our new multiscale 
additive Schwarz preconditioner can perform the local and global solves simultane­
ously, which allows almost perfect parallelisation. Furthermore we develop for the first 
time a theory that gives sharp bounds for a subclass of permeability fields and ex­
tensive numerical results for the two-media case and for random permeability fields of 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type.
Recall that the linear extension operator was defined (see (5.18)) to be the x njj
of Qj.  As we will see, the quality of the discretisation often depends critically on the 
boundary conditions.
After having introduced the local basis functions, , for each Qj  C Ui, the global 
multiscale basis function ipf* 3 on Q is given by
(6.4)
Furthermore bearing in mind (5.15), V>^ s(x) := 0 for all x  £ Q\u>i.
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where i/jf771, axe the vectors of values of the piecewise linear coarse grid basis
functions at the fine grid nodes and nh and n #  the number of fine, resp. coarse grid 
nodes in the interior of Q.
Similarly we define the multiscale extension operator to be the n/j x  n #  matrix
(6.6)
where are the vectors of evaluations of the global multiscale coarse grid
basis functions at the fine grid nodes. The multiscale coarse grid stiffness matrix with 
multiscale coarsening, A q^ m s , is then (in analogy to see (5.19)) defined by
Ao,Ms '■= (6.7)
and the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner with multiscale coarsening by 
v
^ 2 , M s  : =  =  M \  1 +  m s A 0 1M s R o , M s - ( 6 . 8 )
j =i
In the next two subsections we give some idea as to how the multiscale basis functions 
behave inside elements in which there are large variations in coefficient values.
6 . 1 .2 . 2  One dim ensional case
In the one dimensional case, problem (6.1) reads
-  (« (x ) ^ ( X)Y)' = f ( x ) on (°» !)> fa(6.9)
u(0 ) = u( 1 ) = 0 .
(i ~ 1 )^
0
(* + 1 )H
Figure 6-2: Example of a linear basis function (blue) and a multiscale basis
function (green) with support on [(z — 1 )H, (i + 1 )H] (fine grid nodes in the
support in cyan)
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Let us assume that domain Q =  ( 0 , 1) is divided into subdomains Qj := [(z — 1 )H,iH], 
i = 1, ...,p, H  = 1/p. Figure 6-2 displays an example for ,ipf/Is and shows that its 
support consists only of f2* and Q j+ i .  Assuming Qj is divided into a fine mesh the 
multiscale basis functions an(  ^ := are finite element
solutions with respect to the fine mesh of the PDE
(a (x ) (u{x))')' =  0  on Qj,v ^  ^
u((i — 1 )H) — 1 and u(iH ) =  0,
resp. of the PDE
(a: (x) (u(x))'y  =  0  on Qj,
u((z — l)iL) = 0  and u(iH ) =  1 .
Now let
V’o.fti := |z; : v is continuous on Qj,t>|r is linear for r  G T h(fli),v((i — 1)H) — v(iH) — o j
(6 .12)
and
: v is continuous on Qj,v|r is linear for r  G T h(£li),v((i — 1 )H) =  1 ,v{iH) — o |  .
(6.13)
If we then focus on PDE (6.10) for the moment, we search for a solution of the finite 
element formulation of this problem, i.e. of
Find t ^ n ,  6  Vfoj such that f  a  ( t f j l i .n jV  =  0, Vv e V0V  (6.14)
J
Let us assume constant coefficients a — ar on each fine grid element r  C Qj. The
piecewise linear solution of this finite element problem on Qj = [(z — l ) f f ,  iH] can be
found analytically and is defined by the prescription
0 " W ( * - 1 ) F O  =  1 (6.15)
and for x in the interior of a fine grid element r '  C Qj
- l
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To see that this really describes a solution of problem (6.14), we now only have to prove 




# £ W iH ) = ~ 1 W  + /  ( C i a W )  dx
= + E  - l-'l ^  ( E  S)
T 'e Q i  \rC flj /
—  (e S U e SV1- .
(6.17)
-r ct' I \ a 'irCfii /  \rCf2t
(ii) The piecewise linear function prescribed by (6.15) and (6.16) satisfies the finite 





= E  - "((* - = °--r o
i T C f i i
Similarly one can show that can be prescribed on Qj by
=  1 (6.19)
and for any point x  in the interior of a fine grid element r ' C Qj
(<&<*))'“^ ( e S) ■ <6-20)
\TCfii /
In the case of constant a  in f2i the (local) basis functions simplify to be given at x £ 
by
D?*-Ui(x) = l - ( x - ( i - l ) H ) / H
and by
< & (* ) = { x - ( i -  1)H)/H ,
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i.e. the linear coarse grid basis functions.
The dependence of the multiscale basis functions on a can also be seen in Figure 
6-3 for a simple two media problem in which we set a = 1 in parts of 0  and a =  a in 
other parts and where a —► oo, resp. a —> 0 .
(a) Two large coefficients (b) Two small coefficients
Linear b asis function 




0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Linear b asis  function 





(c) Basis functions for two large coeffi- (d) Basis functions for two small coeffi­
cients cients
Figure 6-3: ID Linear and multiscale basis functions on 0* = [(i — 1)H, iH}, where 
on the horizontal axis t is plotted, such that x — Xi-\ + tH  and on the vertical axis 
iftf'm(x), resp. iJj^s(x) is plotted
6 .1.2.2 H igher dim ensional case
Now consider a domain Q, C Md, d > 2, and a triangulation (i.e. triangular elements in 
2D, tetrahedral elements in 3D) of the domain. A local multiscale basis function 
for every coarse grid element Clj and every coarse grid node x.f £ Clj and from these 
a global multiscale basis functions 'ifrf1 8  for every coarse grid node £ AfH (Q) are 
computed as in (6.3) and (6.4).
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However the choice of boundary conditions that we impose on for j  = 1 , ...,p 
and x f  G Clj, when solving (6.3) is more complicated now. We therefore next want to 
specify these boundary conditions. As before, we would like the local basis functions 
to satisfy (XJ?) — $i,k for any coarse grid nodes x f  and xj^ in Qj. However, 
unhke in the one-dimensional case, this does not define the boundary conditions com­
pletely as there are fine grid nodes on the coarse grid edges (and faces for d — 3) on 
which we can choose the boundary conditions in many different ways.
But what is the ideal choice of boundary conditions, if we use the multiscale basis func­
tions for the coarsening in our domain decomposition preconditioners? And in what 
sense can we call boundary conditions ideal then?
6.1 .3  B oundary cond itions
The simplest choice of boundary conditions for the construction of the multiscale basis 
functions are the obvious linear boundary conditions, which correspond exactly to the 
linear basis functions on the subdomain boundaries. (Using these boundary conditions, 
(6.3) and (6.4) the multiscale basis functions are in fact identical to the linear coarse 
grid basis functions inside a subdomain f i f  a  is constant on Qj) .  These boundary 
conditions are easy to construct, but do not always perform very well, as the numerical 
tests at the end of this chapter will show.
With a little bit more computational effort, we can also construct the so called os­
cillatory boundary conditions. Let us first of all consider the 2D case and assume we 
want to construct the local basis function for x f  G Tlj, on subdomain flj (with 
boundary Tj  and with corner nodes x f , x^ and x f ) .  Furthermore let /ijj := |ry 
We can then construct Hij by solving one dimensional problems on the edges of Qj. 
For example, let be the (open) edge with end nodes xf 1  ,xj^  g Tj  and let Ej)X be
the (open) edge with end nodes x ^ ,x  G Tj (see Figure 6-1). Furthermore define for
each x G Tj
a  (x) := max (a T). (6 -2 1 )
7 t :x Gt  7 7
The maximum of the permeability a  in the neighbouring elements is chosen in (6.21) 
since the maximum flow is through areas with large permeability. Experiments for two- 
media problems and for random permeability fields show furthermore, that this choice 
of a  is in fact favourable. Let JEk i denote a (line) integral over edge Ekj .  Then on Tj  
the oscillatory boundary condition for the local multiscale basis function on
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the edges Eiyt and Ekj  is given by
- l
w> ):= 1-  / a M dt






/ =7T dtJ  «(*) .
W  /
for x G Eitk,
for x  G Eitu






(These boundary conditions are solutions of one-dimensional problems similar to sys­
tem (6.9) with a  replaced by a  and the domain (0,1) replaced by the edge on which 
we describe the boundary condition. If a  is chosen constant on each fine grid element, 
then these functions are piecewise linear on the fine grid edges.)
In practice these functions only have to be sampled at the nodes of the fine mesh 
on each edge of i y
Now consider two neighbouring subdomains Q,j and Qm and a coarse grid node x.f1  on 
the common boundary between these subdomains. Then we know by the definition 
(6 .2 1 ) of a  that for all points x  on this common boundary
/xij(x) =  /liifTO(x). (6.26)
Setting up the global multiscale basis functions by we can therefore
see that these global basis functions are continuous on the whole of fi, and therefore 
ii/^-conforming.
While linear boundary conditions do not take the underlying field into consideration 
on Tj, the oscillatory boundary conditions are based on the permeability field a. As 
we have a direct formulation for them, their setup time does almost not differ from 
that of the linear boundary conditions. However, as numerical results in this and in 
the next chapter will show, their performance is sometimes clearly superior to that of 
the linear boundary conditions.
In the 3D case we can construct oscillatory boundary conditions fu j  for the local 
coarse grid multiscale basis function on a tetrahedral subdomain flj in a three
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step process:
(i) Fix the values of p ij  on the coarse grid nodes such that p ij  ( x f )  =  1 and 
Hij (x?) =  0 for all other coarse grid nodes x ^  G
(ii) Define for all x  G Tj, a  (x) := maxT;xer (aT) (remembering that the elements 
t  G T h(Q) axe closed). With this solve ID problems on the edges of Clj exactly as 
for the construction of the boundary conditions in the 2D case with the boundary 
conditions given in (i), resp. use similar formulae as given in the 2D case.
(iii) Using the values from the ID problems at the coarse element edges, the values 
from (i) at the coarse grid nodes and the coefficients 5(x) := maxr:xGr (aT) for all 
x  on a given coarse grid face, solve 2D problems on the faces of the subdomain. 
(We therefore can use the grid of triangles given on the face by the original 
tetrahedral fine grid elements and introduce a new coordinate system in the plane 
of the face).
6 .1 .4  Im plem en tation  asp ects o f  th e  precond itioner
Having defined the global multiscale basis functions for G AfH(Q), the x n#  
multiscale extension matrix
[ < V - > V C ]  (6-27)
(where i =  1 , ...,p, are the vectors of values of at the fine grid nodes in fi), 
the coarse grid stiffness matrix
M , M s  := -Ro,Ms^4^msj (6.28)
and the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner with multiscale coarsening
p
^ 2 ,Ms := ^ 3  ^  (6.29)
3 =1
we can now take a first look at how to implement this new preconditioner in an effective 
way:
• The contributions of the multiscale basis functions ipf* 3 can be computed com­
pletely independently for the different subdomains. Therefore this computation 
can be almost perfectly parallelised.
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• Since Aj  := R jA R j , j  =  1  ,...,p, and A),Ms := Ro,MsARq Ms an(  ^ since f°r our 
preconditioners we only solve problems with the stiffness matrices Aj ,  j  =  1,
we never need the matrices Rj ,  j  =  1, and Rq,Ms on their own and do not 
set them up explicitly for our computations. Since A,  as well as Rj ,  j  — l,...,p , 
and Ro,ms are sparse so will be the matrices A j ,  j  = l,...,p , and Aq^ms (with 
similar sparsity patterns as A).  Considering these two aspects, we can reduce the 
storage of the preconditioner significantly.
• Due to the nature of the decomposition either A j  or A),Ms will be of size > yfn 
where n is the dimension of the global stiffness matrix A.  It is therefore for large 
n sometimes expensive to factorise either A j  or A),Ms or both of them exactly 
(even when using direct methods, that make use of the sparsity patterns of the 
matrices).
6.2 Convergence theory
We now would like to find out, if and how MsFE-coarsening can improve the conver­
gence of the preconditioned cg-method using additive Schwarz preconditioners. Let us 
therefore first of all consider the following special case for which we can give sharp 
theoretical bounds and then give numerical results for the general case in the next 
subsection.
6.2 .1  Special case
A ssum ption  A: a (x) is constant and equal to 1  in the overlaps of any subdomains 
(see Figure 6-4) and o(x) > 1 only for x  G O outside the overlaps. In the rest of 
this section when discussing multiscale basis functions, we assume that linear boundary 
conditions on each Ctj are used (see Subsection 6.1.3).
Additionally to this assume that o;(x) > 1 , x € Q, which (when writing the norms in 
elementwise form) directly leads to
I M L 2 ( n )  -  I M l L 2 ( f i ) , a >  v  G  L 2 ^ ’ a n d  v  G  ( 6 . 3 0 )
For x ^  € A f H ( Q )  let ipf denote the coarse grid basis functions of Vo as defined in 
(5.17) (where ^  := in the case of linear and if)® := if)f^s in the case of MsFE- 
interpolation). In each case the if)® will be piecewise linear with respect to the fine
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Figure 6-4: Example for subdomains considered in the convergence analysis
(green=over lap; in the overlap: a T = 1 ; in areas with shades of red: a T > 1 )
mesh, but will have freedoms only at the coarse grid nodes x^ G AfH(Fl). Furthermore 
let
:= interior I U (6.31)
(as originally defined in (5.16)). 
Let
UQj := <
if ujq. does not touch F =  dQ or touches T in at least one 
edge (for d=2) or at least one face (for d=3).
interior U Qfc) , otherwise, where fife is a coarse grid element extending 
c , such that Q*, touches F in (at least) an edge 
(for d=2), resp. (at least) a face (for d=3).
(6.32)
Finally let again for x^ G J\fH(Fl)
:= interior I |^ J Ft0 (6.33)
(as originally defined in (5.15)) and let tot be its closure.
As in Chapter 5 define on Fl
v k - . =  s S ( s i ) ,
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where Sq (f2) := S h (fi) H Hq (ft) and where S h (Q) denotes the space of continuous 
piecewise linear functions with respect to T h{Cl) on Q.
Let Vo in this section denote the span of the coarse grid basis functions (i.e. for the 
examples considered in this thesis either the space of the piecewise linear function on 
the coarse grid or the span of the multiscale basis functions on f2). We can then define 
the following indicator.
Definition 6.1
Denote Hi diam(cJi). Then we call
7 (Vo’a) := x^ (n) H M * ‘<n),«}
the coarse space robustness indicator.
R em ark: By the definition of the coarse space robustness indicator, all bounds that 
will be derived in this section and that depend on this indicator can be improved by 
minimising the energy norm a • We will furthermore see how multiscale coars­
ening can in fact yield a better behaved 7  (Vo, of) compared to linear coarsening.
Example 6.2
Let us examine how the coarse space robustness indicator 7 (Vo, a) depends on a in the 
case o f linear coarse grid basis functions ip® ip^in and in the case o f MsFE coarse 
grid basis functions ip® := ip^a for a uniform fine grid with mesh size h and uniform 
coarse grid with mesh size H. Here Hi — 2H  for all i such that x f 1  £ AfH(Q).
• Linear interpolation:
7(Vo’a) =  ^ 3 £ (n) ( (2H)" d
=  max ( (2H f ~ d f  a \V ip t'in\2')
V J n  1 1 7
= 2 3~d max ( H~ d f
xfeA/^n) V Juji J
We therefore obtain Unear growth o f the coarse space robustness indicator with 
maxxHeA/rH(Q) (^H~d a'j in the case o f linear interpolation.
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• M sF E -interpolation:
Let T0 j ,  j  G {1, be defined as in Definition 5.12. Recall that by Assump­
tion A, ck(x) =  1, for all points x  G r p j. In this case the oscillatory boundary 
conditions of Subsection 6.1.3 will reduce to linear boundary conditions and so 
from now on we can assume linear boundary conditions. Finally suppose:
A ssu m p tio n  B: For any x f 1  G there exists a function V{, which is piece-
wise linear on the fine mesh, which vanishes on Q j\T p j  for all flj C a;*, which is 
equal to ipf,m on Tj ,  j  =  l,...,p , and for which there exists a constant C, such 
that then < C((3H) ~ 2  \T0t j \.
(After the following proof we will show that such a function Vi really exists.)
Since with
~ ~J
and since by the definitions of Tp^s and Vi and by integration by parts we obtain 
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Using this minimisation bound, we obtain 
7  (Vo,«) = max (( 2 B ) 2-*
xfeA/^fi)
= max ( (2H)2- d [  a \ V ^  
x f  GAT«(n) v Jn  1
  . (2H)2~d [  a
xfeAfH{n) V Jojn
max ( ( 2 H)2~d V  ( f  a |V ^ Ms|2 )





( since Vvi(x)  = 0 for x G Q j\r p j  j
= max 
eAfH (fi)
(2 H f - d y  ( [  i v ^ m
j-.SljCui V T0J J J
*  C  {2H)2' d D  i0 H ) ' 2 lr«
( by the definition o f V{ )
<C(3~l
( since |I> j | < C 0H d )
for a generic constant C (independent o f a, 0, h and H). Therefore the coarse 
space robustness indicator is independent of a for multiscale basis functions for 
this model problem with a = 1  everywhere in the overlap o f any subdomains.
Construction o f We now have to show that a function Vi that satisfies 
Assumption B really exists. Let us first of all assume that each fine grid element 
r  G T h(flj) is either completely in the closure Tpj o f T p j  or completely in the 
closure of Q,j\Tpj. Divide each subdomain Qj into three regions:
— Region Rjp: Given simply by ftj\Tp,j, i-e. all points that are not in the 
overlap,
— Region RjX- Given by p/ 2 ,j) \ R j , i> J e. a ring of width 0 H /2 around
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region RjA,




Figure 6-5: Three regions for the construction of Uj on a subdomain fh
Let us now define on fij the following partition of unity
XB +  XI  =  1 on f l j ,
{ 1 on Rjt i,
0 on RjtZ,
JO on R j  i,
X b  =  \
^ 1  on R j x
By Lemma 5.6 we can furthermore choose xb  and x i  i2J such a 
exists a (generic) constant C independent of (3 and H such that
|V x b ( x ) |  < C(3~lH ~l and |V x/(x)| < C(3~lH~l , x G Q. (6.39)
Now if is the linear coarse grid basis function, which is 1 at x f  G 
and 0 at all other coarse grid nodes, we can set for x  G flj
Vi(x):= I h(xBV>,i i n ( x ) ) , (6.40)
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Vj jv/,, £ V h : supp{vh) C j  (as originally defined in Section 5.1).
By this we obtain the following properties for v%
(i) Vi is in the desired Unite element space, i.e. piecewise linear on T h(Cl),
(ii) Vi(x)  = 0 for x  e Qj \T^j ,
(Hi) vi\rj = i’i'in\rj
py) ^  c m r 2  | r ^ | .
The first three required properties of V{, i.e. (i), (ii) and (iii), follow immediately. 
To prove (iv) let X b , t  be the average value of x b  on element r  C fij. Then by
V v i ( x )  =  V / h (xsV-f” ) (x)
= vih ( ( X B  -  X B , t )  (x) +  v  (x B ,r# ‘n(x))
(6.41)
Hence, we obtain
I  { X B  ~  X B , t ) f a
Lin Lin \2
HHr) + 2 | | ffl (T)
(6.42)
Now using the inverse inequality M//-i(r ) < Ch 1 |M|£2(T) for any linear function 
v on t  and | | ^ ( / - v ) | | L 2 ( t )  < I I / I I l ^ t )  I M I l 2 ( t )  {or any  continuous function f  and 
for any linear function v on r, we obtain
I k { { X B ~X B , r ) t f in)
H1(t ) L 2{ 7r z c h - 1 I h ( ( X B - X B , r ) i > t in)
<  C h - 1 II X B  -  XB,r|lt „ (T) \ \ 'Pi i n \\L2iT)




IX B , T ^ i %n\H i ^  =  \x .B,t | |^i'*n |ffi(T) -  \ ^ i  \ H 1(t) -  
Combining (6.42), (6.43) and (6.44), we get
~  ^ 2  lu*l2 h1 {t)
’■GF/J.j
< Y  ( 2 Ih (xb ~ *b^  ^
<  H ~ l T1 w \ x ! 2 (6.44)
r £ T 0<j
<  Y  {C(3~2H ~ 2 |r| +  2 H ~ 2 |t|)
m { r )
+ 2  | XB,T^i *n |//i(T)
(6.45)
TG r>;j
j —2 t j —2< C 0 - ' H - ‘ \ r 0 J \,
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where C is a constant. This finishes the proof of (iv).
We can then prove the following bounds similarly to classical bounds given in Toselli 
and Widlund [128], Lemma 3.6.
L em m a  6.3
I f  Assumption A holds, then there exists a constant C (independent of a, (3, h and 
H ) and a linear operator I H : Hq(Q) —> Vh such that for all u G Hq (to) and for all 
Qj G T H  ( to)
h - IH4 l 2(nl } < C H 2 K ^ y  (6-46)
<6-47)
Proof:
Consider a standard quasi-interpolant I H such that
JHU :=  ^  (6-48)
where
Ui := \uji\ ~ 1 f  u (6.49)
Joji
and where 'ip®, x f 1  G AfH(to), are either the multiscale basis functions 'ipf4s or the linear 
basis functions ipltn on to.
For the multiscale basis functions we now would like to find an upper bound for
||^ Ms||l  (ay It follows by the discrete maximum principle (see e.g. inequality (5)
of Jiingel and Unterreiter [80]), that for all i with x f 1  G AfH(to)
inf ipf1 8  (x) > inf [ inf | > inf ( inf I (6.50)
x€f2 ’ -  j  yxefyrfyer^n) 3)  ~  j  ^xgr^nj-er^fn) 3J
and e.g. by Proposition 11 of Jiingel and Unterreiter [80], that
s u p ^ s (x) < sup sup < sup sup ipf4 3 |rj. . (6.51)
XGO j  \K€Qj:QjGTH(n) )  3 \xGr,, /
In the example considered (with a = 1 in every overlap) the oscillatory boundary 
conditions are identical to the linear boundary conditions for the construction of the
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multiscale basis functions. For this example (and by equations (6.22)-(6.24) if a(x)  > 0, 
x  £ f 2 , in fact also for oscillatory boundary conditions for general fields) it follows that 
for all j  £ {1 , ...,p}, and all i with x f  £ fi),
o < V-,Ms|rj < 1.
Combining (6.52) with (6.50) and (6.51) it follows that
, M s




ll^i ’ IL„(n) ^  h (®-54)
For linear coarse grid functions, we also know ||V^m||£ ^  < 1, and combining both
cases
W l Loo(fi) -  ^ (6.55)
Furthermore due to the quasi-uniformity of the coarse mesh, this implies (see Lemma 
B.5 in Toselli and Widlund [128]) that there exists a constant C  (independent of a, f3, 
h and H)  such that
K l L*2 (Qj ) < C H d / 2 (6.56)
and
\ U i \  -
<  \Ui
<  I U)i
dx
dx
1 [  u{x)
Juji
-1 ! / « ( x )
'{Ij Y
(6.57)
=  I, . , . ! - 1 / 2 ;ll L iM  
< C H -W  |M |L2(„()
We therefore obtain
. (6.58)
For the triangulation T H(Q) of the domain f2 into subdomains flj we now have to 
distinguish three different cases:
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•  Case 1 : oj^  does not touch T.
• Case 2: ujQj touches T in at least an edge (for d — 2), resp. a face (for d =  3).
Case 3: u;n. touches T only in nodes (for d = 2) or only in nodes and/or edges
(for d = 3).
We get for
•  Case 1 :
Let now
u := u — |ci;n 1 [  u. (6.59)
We know by Poincare’s inequality (see Toselli and Widlund [128], Corollary A. 15) 
that for any subdomain flj (with diameter H), there exists a constant C, that 
depends only on the shape of but not on its size, such that
<6'60>
Using this inequality and since, if M H (f2j) is the set of coarse grid nodes of 
subdomain flj (including the nodes on Tj),
$  (x ) =  1? (6-61)
x f  G ^(O j)
and therefore I H reproduces constant functions on flj, it follows using (6.58) and 
(6.60) that
1“ -  = II* -  ^ c  H*llL2(„n.) ^ cr2 I“Ih '(^) -
since c h a s  diameter of order H  and since ) =  M iji(Wn )• Hence we
have proved (6.46) for this case.
Case 2 :
Now consider the case in which touches T in at least an edge (for d = 2),
resp. a face (for d = 3). We then get using Friedrich’s inequality (see Lemma
5.11), since u € Hq(£1),
II“ I I L ( ^ ) < o t 2 I“ I ^ K ) -  (6-62)
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Combining this inequality with (6.58), we then obtain
which again finishes the proof of (6.46).
•  Case 3:
Finally consider the case in which touches T only in nodes (for d = 2), resp. 
only in edges and/or nodes (for d =  3). Then we add one coarse grid element 
fife € T H(Cl), such that := interior (u>^ U fV) (as defined in (6.32)) has got 
(at least) one common edge (for d =  2 ), resp. (at least) one common face with T 
(for d = 3).
We can then reduce this case to Case 2 if we replace ujQj by ujq^ .
To prove inequality (6.47) note again that for any node xf* G AfH(Q) inequality (6.57) 
holds.
We then obtain for the same three cases that we considered above:
Thus, since u has zero mean on ujQj , Poincare’s inequality (analogous to (6.60))
•  Case 1:
Let u := u — I . I 1 J  u and let again be a coarse grid node on flj and so 






i l j m >
(6.65)
For the last step we also used (6.30).
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• Case 2:
In this case we use Friedrich’s inequality (see Lemma 5.11) again, since u G Hq (Q),
Using this inequality together with (6.57) and inequality (6.30), we then obtain
• Case 3:
For this final case we again add one coarse grid element such that
cOfy := interior (u)Qj U D*,) (as defined in (6.32)) has got (at least) one common 
edge (for d = 2), resp. (at least) one common face with T (for d = 3).
We can then reduce this case to Case 2 by replacing u)Qj by uJn'-
Using this lemma we can prove the following corollary for fields and overlap of the type 
as described above (and displayed in Figure 6-4). Let therefore the subspaces Vj  C V h 
be defined as in Definition 5.7.
C o r o l l a r y  6 . 4
I f  Assumption A holds, then for any Uh G V h there exist U{ G V j, i =  0 , such that
p
uh = E - i  (6-68)
i =0
(6 .66)
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and v
E  N  ^C 0- + '9_1) T (V°> “) • (6-69)
i=0
Proof:
Let uo I HUh. Then by Lemma 6.3 we know
< C ■ 7  (Vo, a) ■ (6-70)
Furthermore let r / j j  c  Dj be defined as in Definition (5.12). By the properties of
the partition of unity (see Definition 5.6) and the definition of Tpj  it follows for any
i = l,...,p , that Xi (x ) =  $ij f°r x £ i  =  Therefore with w* :=
(Xi (uh ~ uo)), where I h is the finite element interpolation onto Vh (as defined in 
Section 5.2), we obtain
i=1
2  (6.71)
= I Uh -  uo\Hi ^ . \ r0 .ya ,
since Xj (x ) =  1 for x E f2 j\rp j  and since Uh — uq is piecewise linear on the whole of Q 
with respect to the fine grid.
Now consider an element r  C t ' p j -  With steps (5.40) to (5.46) applied exactly as in 
Theorem 5.7, we obtain
p
E  MtfHT) ^  C ( r 2 H ~ 2  K  -  «o ||ia(T) +  K  -  «o|?,i(T)) Nc, (6.72)
i=1
where Nc is the number of colours as defined in Section 5.2. Since we are considering
subdomains with aT = 1  for all elements r  in the overlap, this means for all j  E {1 ,..., p}
a(x) = 1 , for all x G Tpj (6.73)
and therefore for such fields and subdomains
ll'L’lli,2(r )s j) =  IMI-LaCr  ^j ) ,a  > ^ v  e  l 2 ( I > , j ) ,  a n d  | |^ | | i / i (r / 3 =  IM Ii/ i( i>  ,)>“ > e  ^ ( T p j ) .
(6.74)
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Hence summing (6.72) over all r  G Tpj we get
p p
i = 1 i=l
<  C P  H  \\uh —  u o\\L2(r0 ^  +  C \ u h  —  u o\H i^pfi.^  ^ ^
=  Cp 2H  2 \\u h - u o\\L2(r3jy a +  C\'U'h-uo\H i(r/3jy a .
To estimate \\uh — uo | | ^ 2 ^ r / 3  .) a we now use (6.74), Lemma 5.13 and inequality (6.30) 
to obtain
IWh -  uo\\L2(r0J^a = IIuh -  w0||L2(r0<j)
< C pH 2  (1 +  p) |uh -  u0|2h1(q.) +  Cp  K  -  n0 | | i2(n.) (6.76)
< C pH 2  (1 +  P) |uh -  u0 \2 Hi{^ a +  Cp  ||uh -  u0\\2L2{nj) •
Employing (6.76) in (6.75) we get
E  l“ 4 * ( rw ) ,a  < C  ( 1  + r 1) \U„ -  uo\lH a M  + K -  uo\\l2{nj). (6 .7 7 )
i= 1
Adding (6.71) to (6.77) it then follows that
p
Y  -  C  (! +  ^ _1) \Uh -  ^01^1(0,.),a +  CP~1 H ~ 2  IIuh -  u0||^2(fi.) . (6.78)
i=l
Applying the triangle inequality to the first term on the right and inequality (6.46)
from Lemma 6.3 to the second term on the right we obtain
p
Y. \Ui\ - C ( 1 + / ?_1) W /T 1 (fi.,),a+C' (* +  P *) luo |^ i(n j.))a+C'/? 1 \uh?H f ) •
< = 1  '  j '
(6.79)
Applying (6.70) to the second term on the right and using the fact, that since a(x) > 1 , 
x  G Cl, we have \\uh\\H l u^i  ^ .) a ’ ^hird term on the right of this
inequality and combining terms, we get
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Adding (6.70) and summing over all all subdomains, it follows that
p
S  \Ui\HHn),a < c  (! +  0"  *) 7 (Vo, a) \uh\2Hl{(l),a , (6.81)
»=o
which finishes the proof.
□
Combining Corollary 6.4 with Theorem 5.4, we obtain 
T h e o r e m  6.5
I f  Assumption A holds, then there exists a constant C (independent of a, (3, h and 
H), such that the condition number o f the preconditioned stiffness matrices using a 
two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner M ^ \s  satisfies
K ( j < C  ( 1  +  0 - l) 7  (Vo, cc). (6.82)
Remarks:
•  K (^M2  ^'^s A(o:)^ depends on ( 1  + (3 x) as predicted by the traditional theory (see 
Theorems 5.16 and 5.17). It also depends linearly on the coarse space robust­
ness indicator. Improving the coarsening operator (for example by using MsFE- 
interpolation as shown in Example 6.2) has the potential to achieve greater ro­
bustness with respect to variations in a  at least in this model problem with 
constant coefficients in the overlap.
• Using the bounds from Example 6.2 (i) and (ii) there exists a constant C inde­
pendent of a , (3, h and H  for this model problem such that
K ( M2,LinA (a )) ^  C xH ^ {n) ( /  (1 +  I T 1) (6-83)
and
k < C 0 - 1 (1 +  /T 1) • (6.84)
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E xperim ent A:
For a first test of the theory we choose a  =  a  only in parts of the interior of the coarse 
grid elements (see Figure 6 -6 ) in such a way, that a  =  1 in all overlaps of subdomains. 
In this case the linear and oscillatory boundary conditions are identical for the con­
struction of the multiscale basis functions and we therefore of course expect the same 
iteration numbers in both cases. Now fix h =  1/128, H  = 1/16, (3 =  1/8 and let a =  a  
in two elements in the interior of the subdomains as shown in Figure 6-7.
a Lin. int. M s/L in.b.c. M s/O sc.b.c.
1 0 1 1 27 27 27
1 0 ~ 2 27 27 27rH1Or-l 27 27 27
1 0 ° 27 27 27
1 0 1 23 26 26
1 0 2 30 26 26
1 0 3 70 26 26
1 0 5 82 26 26
1 0 7 8 6 26 26
1 0 9 8 8 26 26
Figure 6  6 : Subdomains for Exper- pjgUre g_7 ; CG-iteration numbers for Experi- 
iment A (White elements: a T = 1, ment \  for tolerance 9 = 10-6, h = 1/128 and 
red elements: a T =  d) = 1 / 8
As we can see in Figure 6 -8 , H ~ l ||'Vipf/ I s \ T | | 2  is close to 0 in the two elements with 
a  =  a, if we choose a >  1 . This follows from the independence of a  and the coarse 
space robustness indicator 7  (Vo, a:) (see Example 6.2). The benefits of the multiscale 
coarsening are clearly visible in Figure 6-7. For a  <  1 all interpolation types behave 
well. If on the other hand we choose a  1 and use a linear coarsening operator, 
the number of cg-iterations grows until leveling off at about a  = 105. For multiscale 
coarsening (with linear and with oscillatory boundary conditions) however the number 
of iterations stays constant for all values of a.
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X 131
1.0/
/ l 0 9
l .O p /  
/ l .  03
1.0a/
/ . 0 5
i . o < /
06
1 . 1 8 /  
/ 114
1 .3 2 /
/ l . 2 9
10“/
/ ( o ~ 6
1.31/
/ . 3 1
l . l /
/ \ . 2 0
1.00/
/ . 0 1
l . o /
/ 1.01
1 .0 6 ,/  
/ [ . 0 3
1 . 1 4 /  
/ [ . 0 5
1.2/
X l-0 9
0 . 3 j /
X^O-86
1 . 3 7 /  
/ [ .0 5
1 . 2 2 X
/ l - 0 8
1 . / 1.01/  
/ . . 0 0
1.03/  
X o o
1 . 0 5 /  
/ . 0 0
l . o /
/ . 0 1
0 . 9 . /  
/ . . 0 1 / . 0 0
l . o /
/ . 0 0
Figure 6 -8 : Values of H ~ l • ||V ^ ^ s | r | | 2  (multiscale interpolation) for each fine grid 
element r, where is the basis function which is 1  at the coarse grid node at the 
bottom left corner of the figure and 0  at the other coarse grid nodes, a  = 1 0 6  in the 
(red) marked elements and a  = 1  everywhere else.
6 . 2 . 2  G en era l case
Experiment A supported the theoretical bounds developed in the previous subsection. 
But what happens, if we allow a  also to vary within the overlaps of subdomains, i.e. 
the case not covered by the theory above? Will the MsFE-coarsening still work so well?
It is more complex to develop strict theoretical bounds for this more general. De­
tails on this general theory are given in Graham et al. [60]. In this thesis however we 
would like to give some further numerical results, which demonstrate the power and 
limitations of multiscale coarsening.
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E xperim ent B:
We will now consider a simple example for this more general case. Let us therefore 
move areas with permeability a  = a  to the boundary of the subdomains Qj. Further­
more let us specifically consider the case in which these areas consist of two elements 
in the middle of the coarse grid edges (as in Figure 6-9).
/ / / / / / /
/ / / // / / A \
/ / \ / / / / A
/ A / / A A
/ / / 7
/ / / / A
/ I / / / / / A
/ / / / 7 A
a Lin. int. M s/L in . b.c. M s/O sc.b.c.
1 0 - 1 1 26 26 33
1 0 “ 2 26 26 32
io - 1 26 26 26
1 0 ° 26 26 26
1 0 1 32 32 35
1 0 2 6 6 69 79
1 0 3 162 192 196
1 0 5 342 1,267 475
1 0 7 521 > 2 , 0 0 0 604
1 0 9 682 > 2 . 0 0 0 803
Figure 6-9: Subdomains for Ex­
periment B (White elements: Figure 6-10: CG-iteration numbers for Experiment
a T =  1, red elements: a T =  a) ® o^r t°lerance # — 10-6, h — 1/128 and j3 = 1/8
a Lin. int. M s/L in.b.c. M s/O sc.b.c.
io - 1 1 2 2 2 2 31
1 0 “ 2 2 2 2 2 30
1 0 " 1 2 2 2 2 23
1 0 ° 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 0 1 23 23 23
1 0 2 25 25 23
1 0 3 51 47 23
1 0 5 61 58 23orH 67 67 23
1 0 9 67 67 23
Figure 6-11: CG-iteration numbers for Experiment B for tolerance 6 =  10 6, h = 1/128 
and /3 = 1/4
We see that for overlap (3H = h, i.e. one row of elements, all preconditioners perform 
poorly if a  —> oo (see Figure 6-10). In this case multiscale coarsening brings no ad­
vantage. However if we increase the overlap so that the whole region with a  = a  is
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inside the overlap, i.e. j3H > h, we obtain better results for multiscale coarsening with 
oscillatory boundary conditions (see Figure 6-11). In this case we can see that again 
for a  < 1 all three types of coarsening (linear interpolation, MsFE-interpolation with 
linear boundary conditions and MsFE-interpolation with oscillatory boundary condi­
tions) behave well. However the convergence of additive Schwarz preconditioners with 
linear interpolation and with MsFE-interpolation with linear boundary conditions for 
the construction of the coarse grid basis functions decreases for a  —> oo up to a certain 
stage and then levels off. MsFE-interpolation with oscillatory boundary conditions 
however leads to constant iteration numbers, i.e. independence of the coefficients. 
These cg-iteration numbers show that the theoretical framework developed in the be­
ginning of this chapter is not sufficient to handle this more general case in which we 
allow a  to be non-constant all over Q. Unfortunately coarse space robustness is not the 
only factor affecting the performance of additive Schwarz methods. We also have to 
consider the relation between the overlap of the subdomains Qj and the permeability 
field a. For this example this means that if we choose the overlap larger than the region 
with a — d, the multiscale coarsening with oscillatory boundary conditions achieves a 
significant reduction in cg-iteration numbers compared to linear coarsening and multi­
scale coarsening with linear boundary conditions, while this effect cannot be observed 
for overlap of the size or smaller than these regions.
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Experim ent C:
/ / A/ A 71/ / / / /
/ / / / / /
/ / / / / / /
/ / / // / / / '
/ / / / A A
[/ / / / /
V / / / / A 7
a Lin. int. M s/L in.b.c. M s/O sc.b.c.
1 0 - 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2
1 0 “ 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
1 0 - 1 2 2 2 1 2 2
1 0 ° 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 0 1 26 2 2 2 2
1 0 2 60 39 23
1 0 3 90 79 23
1 0 5 98 97 26
1 0 7 1 1 0 108 30
1 0 9 116 115 33
Figure 6-12: Subdomains for Experi­
ment C (White elements: ar = 1, red FiSure 6"13: CG-iteration numbers for Experiment 
elements: a T = d) ^ o^r tolerance Q — 10 6, h = 1/128 and P = 1/4
A very similar behaviour can be seen, if we choose a  = d in squares of size 2h x 2h 
around the coarse grid nodes (see Figure 6-10). Computing the values ||V'0^s|r| | 2  
for all fine grid elements r in two subdomains (as we had done in Figure 6-5 before) 
and choosing a  = 106, we obtain Figure 6-14 (a), resp. 6-14 (b) for linear, resp. os­
cillatory boundary conditions for the construction of ipf*3. We can see that for the 
linear boundary conditions ||V ^ ^ s | r | | 2  «  H  and therefore ||V ^ ^ s | r | | 2  Q ~  106H  on 
all of the red elements r. For the oscillatory boundary conditions however, we get 
||VV,f / j s | r | | 2  ~  1 0 -6tf and therefore ||V^Ms|t ||2q «  H , i.e. the energy norm is kept 
constant in this case on the whole subdomain (this leads to well behaved 7  (Vo, ct)).
Similarly to the previous experiment if we choose the squares with a =  a  to be of size 
4h x  4h, we cannot improve the convergence of the cg-method by the use of multiscale 
basis functions for p H  = h and PH  = 2h, but find improvements for PH  = 3h, squares 
of size 6h x  6 h the improvement can only be observed for PH >  3h, etc..
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Figure 6-14: Values of H ~ l • ||V ^ /5|T||2 for Experiment C for linear boundary condi­
tions (see case (a)), resp. for oscillatory boundary conditions (see case (b))
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Experim ent D:
/ 7 / 7 7 7 7 // / / 7 /7/ 77 / 7/
/ / / 7/ 777/ 7 >/ 7
/ / 77 777 77 777
/ / 77 7 77 7
a Lin. int. M s/L in.b .c. M s/O sc.b.c.
10-11 27 27 27
1(T2 27 27 27
l t r 1 27 27 27
10° 27 27 27
101 33 34 34
102 62 75 68
103 98 145 108
105 156 254 167
107 214 383 214
o CO 274 498 294
Figure 6-15: Subdomains for
Experiment D (White elements: 6-16: CG-iteration numbers for Experiment
a T = 1, red elements: a T = a) D f°r tolerance 6 = 10-6, h = 1/128 and P — 1/8
a Lin. int. M s/L in.b.c. M s/O sc.b.c.
i o - 1 1 22 21 22
1 0 2 22 21 22
1 0 - 1 22 22 22
1 0 ° 22 22 22
1 0 1 26 22 22
1 0 2 60 39 23
1 0 3 90 79 23
1 0 5 98 97 26
1 0 7 110 108 30a>orH 116 115 33
Figure 6-17: CG-iteration numbers for Experiment D for tolerance 0 =  10 6, h = 1/128 
and P =  1/4
Let us finally consider the case of many islands (see Figure 6-15) for h — 1/128, 
H  = 1/16 and P — 1/4. Since in parts of the overlap we now have a  =  d, Experiments 
B and C suggest we also might have to choose the overlap wisely. While PH  = h again 
leads to no or almost no improvement when using MsFE-interpolation (see Figure 6- 
16), we find a clear improvement with multiscale coarsening with oscillatory boundary 
conditions, when increasing this overlap (see Figure 6-17).
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Exam ple in 3D:
After these experiments for domains S7 in two dimensions, let us now consider three- 
dimensional problems. As a little model problem we choose a unit cube domain 
= (0, l)3 with 24,576 fine grid elements, 48 subdomains, overlap (3H = 2h and 
one cube with a  =  a  per subdomain and a = 1 on all other elements. As the linear 
and oscillatory boundary conditions are identical in this case, the cg-iteration numbers 
also are identical in both cases. Furthermore we see that while for the linear interpo­
lation the cg-iteration numbers grow with a , they remain completely constant in the 
case of MsFE-interpolation (see Figure 6-18).
a Lin. int. M s/L in.b.c.
io - 7 25 25
1 0 1 25 25
1 0 ° 25 25
1 0 1 25 25
1 0 2 26 25
1 0 3 28 25
1 0 5 29 25
1 0 7 30 25
1 0 9 31 25
1 0 1 1 32 25
1 0 1 3 37 25
Figure 6-18: Convergence for 24,576 fine grid elements, 48 subdomains, overlap (3H = 
2h and one cube with a  =  a  per subdomain and a  = 1 everywhere else (cube with 6 
subdomains on the left and eg iteration numbers on the right)
An in-depth analysis of the convergence of domain-decomposition preconditioners with 
various coarsening techniques will be given in Graham et al. [60], which is currently in 
preparation.
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6 .3  Sk eleton  b ased  M sF E -In terp o la tion
We now would like to find out what happens, if we extend the coarse grid space by 
introducing additional coarse grid basis functions. So far we always considered one 
coarse grid basis function for each coarse grid node € AfH(Q). These were simple 
hat functions in the case of linear interpolation and multiscale basis functions with 
linear, resp. oscillatory boundary conditions in the case of MsFE-interpolation. Instead 
of using one coarse grid basis function for each coarse grid node, we could also use one 
for each skeleton node, i.e. for each node of the fine grid that lies on any interior 
edge (resp. in 3D any interior edge or face) of the coarse grid (see Figure 6-19). This 
will increase the number of coarse grid basis functions to the number ns  of skeleton 
nodes significantly, will however remain (clearly) below the number of basis functions 
of the fine grid problem for H/h  large enough. For ID problems the skeleton consists 
only of the coarse grid nodes. The skeleton based method is therefore then identical 
for d = 1 to the (coarse grid) node based version as described earlier in this chapter.
Figure 6-19: Notations: Fine grid (black), coarse grid (red), interior coarse grid nodes 
(blue), skeleton nodes (blue+green)
Let us now consider problems on a domain Cl C d >  1. Let Tj be the boundary 
of Clj and let x  ^ be a fine grid node on Tj. Then we could choose for the boundary 
conditions for the local skeleton based basis function dfo*
#?,n‘ (4) (6.85)
and interpolate linearly on the fine grid edges (resp. edges and faces) between these 
values on the boundary of Clj.
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For each skeleton node x -1 G Tj, the boundary of Clj, with the boundary conditions 
(6.85) we then solve as before
-d iv  (a  (x) V&finf (x)) =  0 on Clj. (6 .8 6 )
In a similar way as done before for the linear and node based multiscale basis functions, 
we can now define i [ ) fkel globally by
~  (6.87)
The evaluation of the multiscale basis functions at the fine grid nodes then gives us the 
new coarse grid extension matrix
P $ ,S k e l : =[ </ >?“ , ( 6 . 8 8 )
and its transpose, the new coarse grid restriction matrix Ro^skel- 
This leads to a skeleton-based coarse grid stiffness matrix
A),SfceZ :=  Ro,Ske lARo  sicel (6.89)
and to
p
A^ 2,Skel := XRi + R^jSkeiA0 S^kelRoySkel =  1 +  Ro,SkelAo^SkelR^^kel- (6.90)
i=1
This new approach does not lead to a new preconditioner for A (a), but (6.90) turns 
out to be another way of writing the inverse of A  (a) if Clj =  Clj for all j  =  1,...,p. 
This therefore can be very useful if we would like to parallelise exact solvers for the 
groundwater flow problem.
T h e o r e m  6 . 6
I f  Clj = Clj for all j  = 1 , ...,p (i.e. no overlap) then the two-level additive Schwarz 
preconditioner gkei with multiscale coarsening in one dimension and the two-level 
skeleton-based additive Schwarz preconditioner with multiscale coarsening in higher 
dimensions are exact inverses of the stiffness matrix A  — A  (o).
Proof:
Let S  denote the set of indices of points which lie on the skeleton inside the domain 
Cl (which is identical to the coarse grid nodes J\fH (Cl) for one-dimensional domains) 
and let X denote the set of indices of points inside the domain, which do not lie on the
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skeleton and let ns  be the number of skeleton nodes in Cl. Then we can reorder the 
rows and columns of A  such that A ss  is the matrix block of contributions of freedoms 
on the skeleton, etc., to get
Axx Axs  
A s x  A s s
(6.91)
Now let Clj be an arbitrary coarse grid element. Furthermore let Xj denote the index 
set corresponding to the nodes in the interior of Clj. Then I  =  Uj=i Ij and Aj i  is 
block diagonal with a diagonal block AtjZj for each Clj.
Furthermore let ^ f kel be the I-th multiscale basis function on Cl and ipfkel the vector
of its evaluations at the non-skeleton nodes in Cl. Then the values of ,ipfkel are given 
by the solution of the equation
( A i T ) ^ f kel = - ( A JS) e h (6.92)
where e/ is the /-th standard basis vector in Rn,s.
(Note that this implies that ipfkel is zero on any coarse grid element, which does not 
contain the /-th skeleton node.)
Writing this result in matrix form, we get
[ v - f .... =  -  { A n ) - 1 (A xs ) . (6.93)
Let us now consider the operation of multiscale interpolation from the coarse grid to 
the fine grid. By (6.93) and by definition (6 .8 8 ) of the coarse grid extension matrix 





where I denotes an identity matrix, indicating that values at skeleton nodes are left 
unchanged by the extension matrix.
Writing A  in block form as in (6.91), we then get
A) ,S kel :=  R ) ,S k e l^ R o ,S k e l  =  AsS -  A sz A tA tS  =: S, (6.95)
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where S  is called the Schur complement of A5 5 , and
s ~1
>t  a — 1 d  . _  —A r t A i s ^ '
^ 0 ,S k e l-^ 0 ,S k e l^ S k e l ~ I
[ A s s  ~  A s x A j j A j s ] -  ( A j j A j s ) 1 I
A j j A j s S  x A s x  A x\  —A j j A x s S  1 
- S - ' A s x A ^  S - 1
(6.96)
In the case of non-overlapping domains Qj the two-level skeleton-based additive Schwarz 
preconditioner with multiscale interpolation then is
M -12 ,S kel
^XX 0  
0  0 + ^Ske lA o^ke l^Ske l
Axx  +  A j j A x s S  1 A s x A j j  —A j j A x s S  1
- S - 1As i A £  S~ l
(6.97)
Therefore
^ 2  ,S k e l^  ~
Axx +  Aj j Ax sS 1AsxA i \  —A j j Ax sS  1 
- S ~ lA s x A ^  S~ l
Axx A xs  
A sx  A s s
i.e. M2 ],kel
= 1
is then the exact inverse of A.
(6.98)
□
If the overlap is chosen greater than 0, we will not obtain the exact inverse anymore and 
will increase the computational costs. This can also be seen in the numerical results in 
Subsection 7.2.2.
6.4 Sum m ary
In this chapter we introduced a new coarsening operator for the two-level additive 
Schwarz preconditioner. It is based on multiscale finite elements and therefore con­
tains information of the underlying permeability field. We discussed possible boundary 
conditions for MsFE basis functions for two- and three-dimensional problems and im­
plementation aspects of the new operator.
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Furthermore we analysed the convergence properties of additive Schwarz precondition­
ers with MsFE coarsening operators for a model problem in which the coefficient a  was 
supposed to be constant within the overlap of subdomains. This analysis was based 
on the so called coarse space robustness indicator (depending on the coarse grid basis, 
the coarse mesh and a ), which (for the model problem) is small, when we observe fast 
convergence, and large, when the preconditioned conjugate gradient method converges 
slowly. After this strict analysis we then considered more general model problems in 
which next to the coarsening operator also the size of the overlap between the subdo­
mains has to be chosen in the right way (depending on a) to achieve an optimal rate of 
convergence when applying a two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner to their system 
matrix in the cg-method. Numerical results in 2D and 3D for two media problems were 
given, that support the theory.
We finally enriched the coarse grid space by introducing a basis function for every node 
of the skeleton. It was shown that the new additive Schwarz preconditioner is the exact 
inverse of the stiffness matrix A(a).
The new multiscale coarsening operators with coarse grid and skeleton based interpola­
tion will be compared with linear coarsening in quite some detail in the next chapter for 
random field problems. We will give numerical results comparing cg-iteration numbers 
as well as computation times. Furthermore we will give an analysis of the complexity 
of the setup and use of these preconditioned in a cg-method.
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Chapter /  ___________________________
Efficiency and Applications
” Efficiency is intelligent laziness.”
David Dunham (Software developer and entrepreneur)
” I  have been impressed with the urgency of doing. Knowing is not enough; 
we must apply. Being willing is not enough; we must do.”
— Leonardo da Vinci quotes (Italian draftsman, painter, sculptor, architect 
and engineer, 1452-1519) —
” An ounce of performance is worth pounds of promises.”
— Mae West (American actress and sex symbol, 1892-1980) —
7.1 Short overview  o f the theoretical results
In Chapter 4 we derived upper bounds for the condition numbers of the stiffness matrix 
A(o;), obtained from PDE problem (2.13,2.14). In Theorem 4.1 we showed:
(7.1)
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This possible dependence on the global ratio of a  was then reduced in Chapter 5 by 
focusing on additive Schwarz preconditioners with linear coarsening. For the
preconditioned system M 2 LinA(a) we proved the following bound in Theorem 5.16
K ( M 2 , h n A (<*)) <  C  (1 + /T 1) (maxima* )  B ( d ) ,  (7.2)
where B(  1) := 1, B{2) := (1 +  log (H /h )) and B{3) := (H /h ) and 0 < (3 < 1.
In Theorem 5.17 we showed
* K L ^ M )  < C (1 + /J"1) • (7-3)
While bound (7.2) is better than (7.3) with respect to the permeability a, bound (7.3) 
gets rid of the dependence on the mesh ratio H/h. This can be especially important 
for 3D problems, because of the definition of B{3).
To reduce the dependence on a  even further we introduced a new coarsening operator 
in Chapter 6 , that we based on the concept of multiscale finite elements. By taking 
the permeability field into consideration for the coarse grid problem in this way, we 
managed to completely remove the dependence on a, if the permeability is constant in­
side all overlaps. For more complex fields, the convergence also depends among others 
on the choice of boundary conditions for the construction of the MsFE-basis functions 
and on the overlap (3H. While for the case of constant a  inside the overlap we gave 
theoretical bounds for the condition number of the preconditioned system, M^ m sA(ck), 
the analysis gets more complex for general fields.
After the discussion of these preconditioners, we proved in Theorem 6 . 6  that enriching 
the coarse space by the introduction of additional basis functions for each skeleton node 
leads to an exact inverse gkel of A(a) (for zero overlap). While this is computa­
tionally as expensive as computing the exact inverse in an other way (for example by 
Gaussian elimination), it does however provide us with an interesting new parallelisa- 
tion strategy by splitting the problem into many local solves.
Between the node based preconditioners and the skeleton based version there is still 
some space for preconditioners, which by inputting some extra work compared to node 
based preconditioners could bring an improvement in terms of the dependence on h, 
H  and a  compared to them, but which still comes with a reduced setup cost and cost 
per iteration compared to the skeleton based version.
These immediate preconditioners might for example be based on preconditioning the 
Schur complement S  of Ag$ (as defined in Section 6.3). This could well be part of an 
interesting future project that might come out of this thesis.
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7.2 N um erical results for random  perm eability fields
7.2.1 O ne d im ensional problem s
Let us now check the convergence of the preconditioned conjugate gradient method 
by considering some numerical results. Let us therefore start by checking for random 
fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type on Q — (0,1) the condition numbers of the two level 
additive Schwarz preconditioned systems with linear, resp. (node-based and skeleton- 
based) multiscale interpolation, as well as the cg-iteration numbers, when using these 
preconditioners. Fix therefore h = 1/256, resp. h — 1/512, A =  10h and (3H — h.
D egrees of V ariance L inear in te rp o la tio n M ultiscale in te rpo la tion
freedom a2 * ( M 2 ,LnA (a )) Its . * {M2,MsM c*)) Its .
255 1 1.9 1 0 3 8 1 . 1 1 0 1 3
2 3.9 1 0 3 9 1 . 1 1 0 1 3
4 8 . 8 1 0 3 1 0 1 . 1 1 0 1 3
6 2.7 1 0 4 13 1 . 1 1 0 1 3
16 1 . 1 1 0 5 19 1 . 2 1 0 1 4
32 5.4 1 0 5 44 1 . 2 1 0 1 4
511 1 7.4 1 0 3 8 1 . 1 1 0 1 3
2 1 . 6 1 0 4 9 1 . 1 1 0 1 3
4 3.9 1 0 4 1 0 1 . 1 1 0 1 3
8 1.3 1 0 5 15 1 . 2 1 0 1 3
16 5.6 1 0 5 25 1 . 2 1 0 1 4
32 2.9 1 0 6 53 1 . 2 1 0 1 4
Table 7.1: Average condition numbers and average cg-iteration numbers of the pre­
conditioned systems for 1,000 fields with correlation of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type with 
correlation length A =  10h for overlap (3H — h
We compute the condition numbers and numbers of iterations for 1000 fields and 
give the average values in table 7.1. We observe that for linear interpolation both 
k (m ~  and the number of cg-iterations grow strongly with a2 as expected
by the theory. For MsFE-interpolation (i.e. here M 2_2/s =  ^ 2 Skel) 0 1 1  the other hand 
both stay almost constant and close to 1. (We obtain values slightly bigger than 1 here 
since we consider overlapping subdomains and the MsFE-preconditioner therefore is 
not the exact inverse of the global stiffness matrix A.)
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7.2.2 T w o d im ensional problem s
h Var.
a 2 Lin. In t.
A =  1/8 
Ms. In t. Skel. b. Lin. In t.
A =  1/16 
Ms. In t. Skel. b.
1/64 1 25 23 3 26 24 3
2 27 25 3 30 27 3
4 31 27 3 36 30 3
6 34 30 3 43 34 3
8 38 32 3 50 39 3
1 2 46 36 3 6 6 47 3
16 54 40 3 8 8 57 3
2 0 63 45 3 1 1 1 6 8 3
1/128 1 28 25 4 29 27 4
2 30 27 4 35 30 4
4 37 31 4 47 36 4
6 43 34 4 62 41 4
8 50 37 4 79 47 4
1 2 6 6 44 4 1 2 1 61 4
16 8 6 52 4 178 77 4
2 0 108 60 4 247 98 4
1/256 1 30 27 4 32 29 4
2 35 29 4 40 33 4
4 47 34 4 59 42 4
6 63 39 4 84 52 4
8 83 48 4 117 62 4
1 2 133 64 4 209 85 4
16 195 81 4 322 1 1 0 4
2 0 282 1 0 2 4 451 139 4
Table 7.2: Average cg-iteration numbers for 100 fields, H  — 1/16 and overlap (3H — 
1/64
For two-dimensional problems with domain =  (0, l ) 2, we expect to obtain exact 
inverses in the case of skeleton based interpolation and no overlap (i.e. (3 =  0). Let 
us now consider the cg-iteration numbers for h =  1/64, h — 1/128, resp. h = 1/256, 
H  — 1/16 and Overlap j3H = 1 /6 4  for 100 random fields with correlation lengths which 
are smaller, equal, resp. larger than the size of the subdomains (see Figures 7.2 and 
7.3). As expected by Theorem 6 .6 , the additive Schwarz preconditioners with skeleton 
based MsFE-interpolation lead to almost immediate convergence. (However
the iteration numbers are greater than 1 , since the overlap in these experiments was 
chosen greater than 0.) For node based MsFE-interpolation (with oscillatory boundary
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conditions for the construction of the coarse grid basis functions) the average number 
of cg-iterations is significantly below those obtained for linear interpolation especially 
for large variance a2 (up to a factor 5 smaller for our experiments).
h Var.
a 2 Lin. In t.
A =  1/32 
Ms. In t. Skel. b. Lin. In t.
A =  1/64 
M s. In t. Skel. b.
1/64 1 29 27 3 31 28 3
2 34 30 3 39 34 3
4 47 37 3 58 44 3
6 61 43 3 85 57 3
8 76 50 3 115 73 3
1 2 116 62 3 196 96 3
16 165 78 3 319 123 3
2 0 234 107 3 469 172 3
1/128 1 31 29 4 32 30 4
2 40 33 4 41 36 4
4 59 42 4 63 48 4
6 85 52 4 95 65 4
8 118 62 4 140 80 4
1 2 2 1 0 8 6 4 269 1 1 2 4
16 340 114 4 463 146 4
2 0 511 147 4 763 2 0 1 4
1/256 1 32 30 4 33 31 4
2 43 34 4 45 37 4
4 64 43 4 70 52 4
6 94 54 4 103 72 4
8 141 65 4 163 8 8 4
1 2 259 91 4 312 130 5
16 512 124 5 722 170 5
2 0 822 172 5 > 1 , 0 0 0 237 5
Table 7.3: Average cg-iteration numbers for 100 fields, H  — 1/16 and overlap (3H — 
1/64
7.2 .3  T hree d im ensional problem s
The same sort of behaviour can also be observed for three dimensional domains Q. = 
(0, l)3. Here we consider problems with 24,576 fine grid elements and two sets of 
parameters H  and (3, first H  =  Sh and (3H =  2h and then H  =  4h and (3H = h in both 
cases with linear boundary conditions for the construction of the MsFE coarse grid 
basis functions. In both cases we see a reduction of the cg-iteration numbers even for
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this small model problem when using MsFE-interpolation. Using oscillatory boundary 
conditions for the MsFE basis functions, these iteration numbers are likely to reduce 
further.
















Figure 7-1: CG iteration numbers for 24,576 fine grid elements and for 48 subdomains 
and overlap (3H — 2h (on the left) and 384 subdomains and overlap f3H =  h (on the 
right) for completely random three dimensional random fields
7.3 C om plexity
In this subsection we shall estimate theoretically how much computation will be done 
in the cg-iterations as well as when setting up the different two-level additive Schwarz 
preconditioners, that we defined earlier in the thesis. This analysis will be reflected in 
the actual computation times reported in Subsection 7.4. The complexity analysis can 
be performed in several different ways. In this thesis we limit our analysis to counting 
the arithmetic operations and will for simplicity ignore all time needed for memory 
access.
The overall complexity of a (unpreconditioned) conjugate gradient method is well 
known. It is therefore more interesting for us to find out how much more the use 
of MsFE-interpolation instead of linear interpolation in a two-level additive Schwarz 
method costs, and whether the MsFE-interpolation increases the order of the complex­
ity of the setup of the matrices involved in the computations or not.
For simplicity consider a domain D =  (0, l )d with fine grid nodes ( i \ /n , i2/n,  ...,*d/n), 
«i,z2,...,id G {0 , ...,n}, and coarse grid nodes ( j i /m , j2/m , . . . J d/m), j i , j 2 , - J d  € 
{0 , ...,ra}, m  < n , where n /m  is an integer, which are the nodes of a uniform fine 
and coarse grid triangulation (i.e. intervals in ID, triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in 
3D). Let f ( n ) =  0(g(n )), if limn-n*, \f(n)/g(n)\ < oo. We are then interested in the 
complexity bounds when m ,n  —> oo.
With this notation the domain contains O (nd) fine and O (m d) coarse grid elements.
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For the following complexity analysis, we would like to consider the following costs:
• Setup cost:
— Cost of finding the local (overlapping subdomain) matrices
— Cost of finding the coarse grid matrix in the case of
* linear interpolation
* MsFE-interpolation
— Cost of factorising the local (overlapping subdomain) matrices
— Cost of factorising the coarse grid stiffness matrix
• Iterative solution cost:
— Cost of one eg iteration (requiring backsolves with the factorised local and 
coarse grid matrices).
(A) M atrix sizes:
Let us for the moment concentrate on a subdomain Clj having an overlap PH  with its 
neighbouring subdomains, where 0 < P < 1. In this case the number of fine grid nodes 
in Clj is therefore O ((n /m )d). The coarse grid has got O (m d) nodes.
(B) Setup cost:
• Setup of the local matrices:
The local restriction matrices Rj  and extension matrices R j  do not depend on 
the sort of coarsening used in the preconditioner. Let rij denote the number of 
inner nodes in Clj, then Rj has got O (nd x rij) entries. An entry ^ R j^  of R j
is 1 if and only if x% € Clj and 0 otherwise. This means that for the setup of the 
local extension and restriction matrices and therefore also of the local stiffness 
matrices no computations are necessary. The matrices Rj and R j ,  j  — 1 in 
fact do not have to be set up explicitly (since we only have to solve linear systems 
with matrices A j , j  = 0, ...,p). Since we ignore memory access setting up the 
matrices Aj, j  = 1, ...,p, with Aj R jA R j  is therefore also of zero complexity.
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• Setup of the global matrices:
We next shall compare the setup cost of the coarse grid stiffness matrices Aq 
(linear interpolation) and Ao,Ms (MsFE interpolation). Let A ^ ,  resp. be




r C s u p p ( '0 ^ 'i n )n s u p p (V '/ :' i n )  T
E  | r | a TV ^ " ( m ’- ) - V ^ " ( m T),
r  C s u p p  (ip%tn  )  H su p p  )
assuming a  is constant and equal to aT on each r  and where m T is the centroid 
of fine grid element r ,  resp. by
A%m’ := E  | r | a TVV-f3 (mT)-VV,,Ms(mT) (7.5)
T C s u p p (^ ) j^ s ) f l s u p p ( ^ ^ s )
(since fcm, V ,0/'m, and V-0/Ms are constant on each fine grid element).
As there are 0 ( (n /m )d) fine grid elements in supp ('tpj^3) Hsupp (V^M s ) 5 the setup 
cost of each non-zero value A^, resp. a£)Ms (assuming that the values of the lin­
ear, resp. multiscale coarse grid functions at the fine grid nodes are given) is 
0 ( (n /m )d) for linear and multiscale interpolation due to the sum over the fine 
grid elements in (7.4), resp. (7.5). (Here the multiplicative factor of the cost, 
which is hidden in the (9-notation can be larger in the multiscale case, since 
'V'ipfc'171 and are constant on each subdomain, while V-0 j f 3 and V ^ Ms,
which depend on a, will usually only be constant on the fine grid elements.)
But what are the additional costs for setting up the coarse grid basis functions'? 
The linear coarse grid basis functions x f  € (resp. the vector of
their evaluations at the fine grid nodes) only have to be computed once and can 
then be used for all underlying fields. As in practice we have to solve the problem 
for many fields to then be able to apply some sort of Monte Carlo method, we 
can ignore the cost of evaluating at the fine grid nodes and their setup cost 
and can assume that they are known. The cost of computing a non-zero entry 
A ^  is therefore O ((n/m )d). Let b be the maximum number of fine grid nodes, 
that share a common edge with a fine grid node in the interior of fi. Since b 
(independent of n and m) is then also an upper bound for the number of coarse 
grid nodes x f1, that share a common edge with a given coarse grid node x ^ , the
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number of non-zero entries of Ao, resp. A q^ms is bounded by O (md). This finally 
leads to the setup cost of A q of O (nd).
In the case of MsFE-interpolation the computation of the coarse grid basis func­
tions ipj^3 is more expensive. Their setup cost cannot be neglected, as ipjf8 
depends on the underlying field and has to be computed for each field separately. 
On a subdomain fi* we have to find D basis functions, where D < d-\-1 and where 
D — d + 1  for the subdomains that do not touch the boundary T and D < d +  1 
for subdomains touching T assuming zero boundary conditions, i.e. w(x) =  0 , 
Vx E T. We can find each of them by solving a local linear problem.
We therefore have to set up a local stiffness matrix of size O ((n /m )d x (n /m )d) 
for each subdomain, for which the setup cost (see the bound for the local stiff­
ness matrices A {) is of complexity 0. Furthermore, we have to set up a different 
right-hand-side vector for each of the D  basis functions. These vectors depend on 
the boundary conditions that we choose for the construction of the MsFE basis 
functions. For 2D problems we gave explicit formulae for oscillatory boundary 
conditions (see subsection 6.13). The setup cost for the right-hand-side vectors 
does therefore only vary slightly compared to linear boundary conditions. For 
d > 2  we have to solve (d — l)-dimensional subproblems for the construction of 
the boundary conditions. This can be expensive, is however of cost of lower order 
w.r.t. n and m  compared to the computation cost of the values of the MsFE 
basis functions in the interior of the subdomains. We therefore can in all cases 
ignore the setup cost of these right-hand-side vectors.
One occurring problem now is the fact, that if we choose small subdomains, 
we only have to solve small local problems, but the coarse grid problem then is 
large. On the other hand if we keep the coarse grid problem small, we have to 
solve larger local problems. Let us however assume that we can choose m  in such 
a way, that the local and coarse grid stiffness matrices are small enough compared 
to the global stiffness matrix, so that we can solve the local and the coarse grid 
systems directly. When we have to solve a linear system with a r  x r  symmetric 
positive definite system matrix A  for some r £ N we could use for example the 
so called Cholesky-decomposition, i.e. we factorize
A  = LLT, (7.6)
where L is a lower triangular matrix. The cost of computing the factorization
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of A  in the Cholesky decomposition is 0 ( r 3) for r  —*• oo. When applying this 
decomposition to solve a linear system, we have to perform two backsolves which 
have complexity 0 ( r 2) for r —► oo.
For a sparse matrix A  (as in our case) this computational cost can however 
be reduced significantly (depending on the sparsity pattern of A). One direct 
method to use is a banded Cholesky solver (which is suboptimal for our problems, 
but gives some first idea of possible improvements, see Demmel [37], Chapter 6 ). 
Its complexity depends on the bandwidth B  of the matrix, i.e. the maximum 
number of subdiagonals resp. supdiagonals that non-zero entries are away from 
the main diagonal. Let us only consider the case of two dimensional domains as 
an example here (similar bounds can of course also be found for other dimen­
sions). Computing a factorization of the system matrix using this direct solver 
costs O (rF?2) , where for our matrices for d = 2 we have B  =  y/r. Therefore 
using a banded solver reduces the factorization cost for d — 2  from O (r3) of the 
Cholesky decomposition to O (r2) for r  —> oo. The cost for one backsolve then 
reduces from 0 {r2) to 0 { r B ) =  (9(r3/2).
However this is still not optimal yet. Many different methods have been devel­
oped in the last few decades and we do not want to compare these methods in 
this thesis or express our preference for any one of them. We therefore denote 
S{r) for the cost of the factorising of a r  x r  sparse system matrix and B(r) for 
the cost of one backsolve using this factorisation. The sparsity patterns of all 
stiffness matrices considered in this subsection are similar, as they are based on 
the same uniform fine grid and coarse grid and the same second order differential 
operator (with different coefficients a  perhaps). A complexity analysis without 
going into any detail of the exact type of direct solver therefore seems reasonable.
As for the computation of the multiscale basis functions we are dealing with 
sparse (local) matrices of size O ((n /m )d x (n /m )d) for the computation of the 
O ((n/m )d) values of in the interior of Oj, the cost of solving each of 
these sparse systems is then given by O (S [(n/m)d)). As fI consists of m d 
subdomains, the cost to compute the basis functions is therefore then of order 
0 ( m d - S ( (n /m )d)).
Setting up the matrices for the additive Schwarz preconditioner with multiscale 
interpolation is hence of order O ((n /m )2d 4 - m d • S  ((n/m )d)).
This shows that the extra cost of setting up MsFE-coarse grid matrices instead of 
linear interpolation matrices is given by O (m d • <S ((n/m )d)) for general sparse
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direct solvers and by O (m  2 n4) for a banded solver for d — 2 .
• Cost of factorising the local (overlapping subdomain) matrices
Having set up the matrices, we now have to factorise O (md) local stiffness matri­
ces (one for each subdomain Qj with (sparse) system matrices of size O ((n /m )d x (n /m )d) 
and one problem on the coarse grid with (sparse) system matrix of size O (m d x m d).
As we have to factorise O (md) local stiffness matrices, applying the local part 
of the preconditioner therefore has got a cost of O (m d • S  ((n/m )d)) for general 
direct solvers, resp. of O (ra_2 n4) for banded Cholesky solvers and d = 2.
• Cost of factorising the coarse grid stiffness m atrix
Applying the coarse part costs O (<S (md)), resp. O (m4), which means that the 
overall cost for factorising stiffness matrices is given by O (md • S  ((n /m )d) +  S  (md)) 
for general direct solvers, resp. by O (m~2n 2  +  m4) for banded Cholesky and 
d = 2 .
(C) C ost of applying th e  p recond itioner in  th e  cg-m ethod:
We now would like to compute the cost of applying the different preconditioners in the 
following version of the preconditioned conjugate gradient method:
(i) Choose an initial guess xo-
(ii) Compute ro := b — A xq , zq := M ~ 1tq and po := zq.
(Hi) For k = 0 , 1 , .. ., until convergence do,
(iv) &k := (r fc, Zfc) /  (Ap*;, p/.)
(v) Xfc "4" CXfcPk
(vi) *k+ 1  ::= r/j -  ajcApk
(vii) z k+ 1 ::= Af-^fc+i
(viii) Pk :=: (^fc+l5 z k+l) /  (*"fcj zfc)
(ix) Pfc+l •— zk+\ “I- PkVk
(x) end do.
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In the following analysis, M  1 := M 2 ^in in the case of linear interpolation and 
M ~ l := M ~ lMs for multiscale interpolation.
The dominating part in terms of complexity in a cg-iteration iteration is step (vii), 
i.e. the backsolves with preconditioner M -1 . Let us assume that the local matrices, 
resp. coarse grid matrix, that form the preconditioner were already factorised in the 
setup of the M -1 . We therefore only have to perform the (cheaper) backsolves instead 
of the whole factorising inside the cg-method.
As we have to solve O (m d) local problems, the backsolves in the case of applying the 
local part of the preconditioner therefore has got a cost of O (md • B ((n /m )d)) for 
general direct solves, resp. of O (m 2  • (n /ra)3) =  O (mTl • n3) for banded Cholesky 
solvers for d — 2. Furthermore we have to solve one coarse grid problem which adds 
O (B (wd)), resp. O (m3).
Since these backsolves are the dominating factors in the cost of cg-iterations, the com­
plexity of one cg-iteration step can be bounded by O (m d • B ((n/m )d) +  B (?nd)) for 
general direct solvers, resp. by O (m _ 1  • n 3  +  m3) for banded Cholesky solvers for 2D 
domains. These costs per iteration are the same for the conjugate gradient iterations 
with additive Schwarz preconditioners with linear and with multiscale interpolation.
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(D) Overlook of the costs in the case of linear and of MsFE-coarsening:
The upper bounds for the matrix sizes, setup costs of the preconditioners and costs 
of the cg-iterations axe also shown in a short overview in Table 7.4. Using a banded 
Cholesky solver for 2D domains, this table simplifies to Table 7.5.
Task Add. Schwarz with  
linear interpolation
Add. Schwarz with  
M sFE interpolation
Nodes of non-overl. subd. 
Nodes of overlap, subd.
#  coarse grid int. nodes
O ((;n /m )d) 
O (0n/m )d) 
G (m d)
O ((n /m )d) 
O ((n/m )d) 
0 ( m d)
Setup local part of precond. 
Setup coarse grid part of M ~ l
0 ( n d)
0 { n d)
0 ( n d)
0 ( n d +  
m d ■ S  ((n /m )d))
Cost of factorising local matrices 
Cost of factorising global matrix
O (m d • S  ((n/m )d)) 
0 ( S  (md))
O (md ■ S  {(n/m)d)) 
O (S (md))
Overall setup cost 0 (n  +  S  (md) 
+m d • S  ((n /m )d))
0 (n  +  <S (md) 
+md • S  ((n /m )d))
Cost of one cg-iteration 0 ( m d • B {(n/m)d) 
+ B (m d))
0 ( m d • B ((n/m )dj 
+B (md))
Table 7.4: Upper bounds for the c( 
conditioners with linear and with n 
a general solver with cost S(r) for 
matrix for the direct solves.
Task
)mputational complexity 
mltiscale interpolation w 
factorising and B(r) for
Add. Schwarz w ith  
linear interpolation
for additive Schwarz pre- 
ith minimal overlap using 
the backsolve of a r x r
Add. Schwarz with  
MsFE interpolation
Nodes of non-overl. subd. 
Nodes of overlap, subd.
#  coarse grid int. nodes
O {(n/m)'2) 
0 ((n /m )2) 
0 ( m 2)
O ((n /m )2) 
O ((n /m )2) 
0 ( m 2)
Setup local part of precond. 





Cost of factorising local matrices 
Cost of factorising global matrix
O (m_2 n4) 
0 ( m 4)
O
0 ( m 4)
Overall setup cost O (m_2 n 4  +  m4) O (m_2 n 4  +  m4)
Cost of one cg-iteration d (m - 1 n 3  +  m3) 0{m ~ ln6 +  m3)
Table 7.5: Upper bounds for the computational complexity for additive Schwarz pre­
conditioners with linear and with multiscale interpolation with minimal overlap for 
d = 2 using a banded Cholesky solver for the direct solves.
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From Table 7.5 we see that the overall setup cost can be minimised if m  =  n2/3, the cost 
for the cg-iterations if m  = n 3 / 4  (for minimal overlap, d = 2 and a banded Cholesky 
solver for the direct solves).
(E) Conclusions:
We see that the additional cost of setting up A q^ms compared to Ao is of the same order 
as factorising the local matrices. The MsFE-coarsening does therefore not increase the 
asymptotic complexity of the setup (but increases the multiplicative constant, which is 
hidden in the 0-notation). As the computation times in subsection 7.4 also show, for all 
numerical results considered, the extra cost of setting up the coarse grid matrices in the 
case of MsFE-interpolation can be neglected compared to the reduction in computation 
costs of the cg-iterations, when choosing this more sophisticated coarsening technique.
7.4 C om putation tim es
Condition numbers and cg-iteration numbers are interesting in theory, but in practice 
one is mainly interested in a reduction of computation times by using good precon­
ditioners. These (overall) computation times include both the time to set up the 
preconditioner (including the factorization of the local and coarse grid matrices) as 
well as the time needed to perform the cg-iterations. The times given in this section 
are for computations performed on a 1.5GHz Intel Pentium M processor with 496MB 
RAM. The code used was written in C+-1- (see Liberty [89]), using PetSc for the sparse 
matrices (see Balay et al. [8 , 9]) and the Libmesh library (see Kirk et al. [83]) for the 
management of the meshes involved.
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7.4.1 T w o d im ensional problem s
Gridsize Var. A = 1/8 A =  1/16
h <72 Lin. Int. Ms. Int. Lin. Int. Ms. Int.
1/64 1 9(4 +  5) 10(5 +  5) 9(4 +  5) 10(5 + 5)
2 9(4 +  5) 10(5 +  5) 10(4 + 6 ) 10(5 +  5)
4 10(4 +  6 ) 10(5 +  5) 11(4 +  7) 11(5 +  6 )
6 10(4 +  6 ) 10(5 +  5) 12(4 +  8 ) 11(5 +  6 )
8 11(4 +  7) 11(5 +  6 ) 13(4 +  9) 12(5 +  7)
1 2 12(4 +  8 ) 12(5 +  7) 16(4 +  12) 14(5 +  9)
16 14(4 + 10) 12(5 +  7) 20(4 +  16) 15(5 +  10)
2 0 15(4 + 11) 13(5 +  8 ) 24(4 +  20) 17(5 +  12)
1/128 1 21(5 + 16) 20(6 +  14) 21(5 +  16) 21(6 +  15)
2 22(5 +  17) 21(6 +  15) 24(5 +  19) 23(6 +  17)
4 25(5 +  20) 23(6 +  17) 31(5 +  26) 26(6 + 2 0 )
6 29(5 + 24) 25(6 +  19) 39(5 + 34) 29(6 + 23)
8 33(5 + 28) 26(6 +  2 0 ) 49(5 +  44) 32(6 +  26)
1 2 41(5 + 36) 30(6 +  24) 72(5 +  67) 40(6 +  34)
16 52(5 + 47) 35(6 +  29) 103(5 + 98) 48(6 +  42)
2 0 64(5 + 59) 39(6 +  33) 141(5 + 136) 60(6 +  54)
1/256 1 106(10 +  96) 98(12 +  8 6 ) 1 1 2 ( 1 0  +  1 0 2 ) 105(12 +  93)
2 1 2 2 ( 1 0  + 1 1 2 ) 105(12 + 93) 138(10 + 128) 118(12 + 106)
4 160(10 + 150) 121(12 + 109) 199(10 + 189) 146(12 + 134)
6 2 1 2 ( 1 0  + 2 0 2 ) 137(12 + 125) 279(10 + 269) 178(12 +  166)
8 276(10 + 266) 166(12 +  154) 384(10 + 374) 210(12 + 198)
1 2 436(10 + 426) 217(12 +  205) 679(10 + 669) 284(12 + 272)
16 634(10 + 624) 271(12 + 259) 1,040(10 + 1,030) 364(12 + 352)
2 0 912(10 + 902) 338(12 +  326) 1,453(10 +  1,443) 457(12 + 445)
Table 7.6: Average Computation times in sec per field 
Iteration time), H  =  1/16 and overlap f3H =  1/64
Overall time (Setup time +
For 12 =  (0, l ) 2  we obtain for h = 1/64, h = 1/128, resp. h — 1/256 and for H  =  1/16 
and overlap (3H = 1/64 for different correlation lengths Tables 7.6 and 7.7. While 
for h — 1/64 the setup time is approximately of the same order as the time for the 
cg-iterations, it becomes rather neglectable for smaller h. Especially for h = 1/128 and 
h — 1/256 we find a significant reduction of computation times (up to a factor of 5) 
when using MsFE-interpolation instead of linear interpolation in the preconditioners.
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Grids. Var. A = 1/32 A =  1/64
h n 2 Lin. Int. Ms. Int. Lin. Int. Ms. Int.
1/64 1 9(4 + 5) 10(5 +  5) 9(4 +  5) 10(5 +  5)
2 10(4 +  6 ) 10(5 +  5) 11(4 +  7) 11(5 +  6 )
4 12(4 +  8 ) 12(5 + 7) 14(4 +  10) 13(5 +  8 )
6 15(4 +  11) 13(5 +  8 ) 19(4 +  15) 15(5 +  10)
8 18(4 +  14) 14(5 +  9) 25(4 +  21) 18(5 +  13)
1 2 25(4 +  21) 16(5 +  11) 39(4 +  35) 22(5 +  17)
16 34(4 +  30) 19(5 + 14) 61(4 +  57) 27(5 +  22)
2 0 46(4 +  42) 24(5 + 19) 88(4 +  84) 36(5 +  31)
1/128 1 22(5 +  17) 2 2 ( 6  +  16) 23(5 +  18) 2 2 ( 6  +  16)
2 27(5 + 22) 24(6 + 18) 28(5 +  23) 26(6 +  2 0 )
4 37(5 +  32) 29(6 +  23) 40(5 +  35) 32(6 +  26)
6 52(5 +  47) 35(6 +  29) 57(5 + 52) 42(6 +  36)
8 70(5 + 65) 40(6 + 34) 82(5 +  77) 50(6 +  44)
1 2 121(5 + 116) 53(6 + 47) 153(5 +  148) 6 8 ( 6  +  62)
16 192(5 + 187) 69(6 + 63) 260(5 +  255) 8 6 ( 6  +  80)
2 0 286(5 +  281) 87(6 + 81) 425(5 +  420) 117(6 +  111)
1/256 1 1 1 2 ( 1 0  +  1 0 2 ) 108(12 +  96) 116(10 + 106) 111(12 +  99)
2 148(10 +  138) 121(12 +  109) 154(10 + 144) 130(12 +  118)
4 215(10 + 205) 150(12 + 138) 234(10 + 224) 178(12 +  166)
6 311(10 +  301) 185(12 + 173) 340(10 +  330) 242(12 +  230)
8 461(10 +  451) 230(12 + 208) 532(10 + 522) 294(12 + 282)
1 2 839(10 + 829) 303(12 + 291) 1,008(10 +  998) 428(12 + 416)
16 1,639(10 +  1,638) 409(12 +  397) 2,320(10 +  2,310) 556(12 + 544)
2 0 2,640(10 +  2,630) 562(12 + 550) > 3,000 770(12 +  758)
Table 7.7: Average Computation times in sec for 100 fields - Overall time (Setup time 
+  Iteration time), H  = 1/16 and overlap (3H =  1/64
7.4.2 T hree d im ensional problem s
We obtained similar results for small model problems on Q = (0, l ) 2  with 24,576 fine 
grid elements, H  — Sh and (3H = 2h, resp. H  = 4h and PH — h for completely random 
fields. Again we find some reduction of computation times for fields with large variance 
a2. Here we chose linear boundary conditions for the construction of the coarse grid 
MsFE basis functions. Oscillatory boundary conditions and finer meshes are likely to 
reduce the number of cg-iterations even further (judging from the 2D results).
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H O verlap Var. a 2 Lin. int. M s/L in .b .c .
8 h 2 h 1 29(13 + 16) 30(14 +  16)
2 29(13 +  16) 30(14 +  16)
4 31(13 + 18) 30(14 +  16)
6 31(13 + 18) 31(14 + 17)
8 32(13 +  19) 31(14 +  17)
16 34(13 +  21) 32(14 +  18)
32 40(13 +  27) 36(14 + 22)
4h h  1 15(7 +  8 ) 17(9 +  8 )
2 17(7 + 10) 17(9 +  8 )
4 21(7 + 14) 21(9 +  12)
6 27(7 +  20) 25(9 +  16)
8 33(7 +  26) 29(9 +  20)
16 69(7 +  62) 53(9 + 44)
32 181(7+174) 110(9 + 101)
Table 7.8: Average computation times for 3D fields discretised with 24,576 fine grid ele­
ments and for 48 subdomains and overlap (3H =  2h (on the left), resp. 384 subdomains
and overlap PH — h (on the right) for completely random fields
7.5 G roundwater application (M ixed finite elem ents)
After these quite theoretical considerations we now would like to come back to the 
groundwater flow problem (see Chapter 2)
a -1v + Vw = 0 , (7.7)
div (v) =  0 , (7-8)
in two dimensions, with the simple domain D =  (0 , 1 ) x (0 , 1 ) and the following boundary 
conditions:
u =  uq 7  ^0 on {0} x (0,1), (7.9)
u =  0on  {1} x (0,1), (7.10)
and
Vu.i/ =  0 on (0,1) x {0} and (0,1) x {1 } . (7-11)
In Chapter 2 we discretised this problem to obtain a mixed finite element formulation,
the saddle point problem
(7.12)
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Now let {zj} denote a basis of ker(5T) and let Z  be the matrix with rows z f ,  ...,zT.
O o  O 71
Furthermore let A(a) := Z M Z 1, let G := Z G and let V be the vector such that 
V  = Z T'V. Let J\fh denote the nodes in the closed domain Cl, Afj the nodes in its 
interior, A/^ the nodes on the Dirichlet boundary parts of Cl and let 
denote the sets of nodes in the maximum sized connected Neumann boundary parts 
rjy, . . . , r y  of Ci, with r N = r ^ u ... u  r y ,  n  =  0  for ail 1  < i ±  j  < sN . 
Note that if a node is an end point of both a Dirichlet and a Neumann boundary, we 
consider it to be a Neumann boundary node. Let f a  for i with G Af h (Q) be the 
basis of head functions with fafaj) =  5ij as defined in the beginning of Chapter 4 and 
illustrated in Figure 4-1. With this basis let
Aij(a) := [  a:- 1 (x)V</>j.V0jdx, for all x f , x^ G M h. (7-13)
J Q
Then define a matrix A  with entries
Aij(a) := Aij(ai), for all x j \x j  G Afj U A (7-14)
Moreover define matrices C  and D with
Cik ^  Aij, for all x f G A/j U A/J and k  =  l , . . . , S N ,  (7.15)
xi^N ,k
and
Dkl'=  for all k,l =  1 , ...,sN . (7.16)
Based on these definitions we can then decouple the velocity vector V from the pressure 
vector U in equation (7.12) to obtain the following proposition as shown in Scheichl 
[116], Proposition 4.2.
P r o p o s i t i o n  7.1
Let Cl be simply connected and ^  0. Then
V  = G. (7.17)A ( a ) V  =
A ( a )  C ( a )  
C T ( a )  D ( a )
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Let us now come back to the simple model problem on a square domain with Neumann 
boundary conditions on two opposite sides of the domain and Dirichlet conditions on 
the other two sides (as given in Figure 2-1). Since T/v in our model problem therefore 
only contains two components and system (7.17) simplifies to
A(a ) c(ct) 
cT(a) d{a)
V  = G, (7.18)
where A (a ) is a square sparse matrix, c(a) a single column vector and d(a) a scalar. 
Rewriting the vectors V  =  [1 7 ; p] and G =  (p; cj with scalars p, C and vectors rj, <p 
and one can apply a block decomposition technique reducing (7.18) to the following 
two linear systems, which we have to solve for vectors x and y
Am =  c, A y  = <p.
Then p is simply given by
from which one obtains
p =  (C -  cTy ) /  (d -  cTx) ,




It turns in fact out that for our model problem in which the Dirichlet data is constant 
on each component of T^, we obtain <p — 0 .
Therefore we get y =  0 as well as
P = C / { d ~  cTm)
and
V = ~px  -  ~ c/ ( d -  cTm) x.
All that remains to be done to solve (7.17) is to solve the linear system
Am =  c. (7.22)
As shown in Scheichl [116], Subsection 4.2.1, this system is exactly of the form of the 
systems considered earlier in this thesis and we can therefore test the newly developed 
additive Schwarz preconditioners with multiscale coarsening on this groundwater flow 
problem.
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Let us now define the following:
Definition 7.2
For a velocity Geld of a moving Guid we associate a velocity vector to each point in 
the Guid.
In Guid dynamics, stream lines are a family of curves that are instantaneously tangent 
to the velocity vector of the Gow.
We now finally consider plots of the velocity fields and streamlines for several perme­
ability fields.
The first two experiments are for two-media problems with a = 1 and a  =  a , a  /  1, 
in different parts of Q. In Figure 7-2 we choose a = a  inside a square with corners 
(0.25,0.25), (0.75,0.25), (0.25,0.75) and (0.75,0.75) and a = 1 everywhere else in the 
unit square domain (0,1) x (0,1). In Figure 7-3 we choose a field with a = a inside 
the triangle with corners (1.0,0.0), (1.0,1.0) and (0.5,0.5) and with a  =  1 elsewhere.
Last but not least we give the plots for realisations of random fields of Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck type with correlation length A = Ah, resp. A =  lO/i for several values 
of a2 (see plots of the permeability fields in Figure 7-4 and of the velocity fields and 
streamlines in Figure 7-5, resp. Figure 7-6). With increased variance a2 we observe 
(locally) stronger varying vector fields.
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(a) Velocity field - a  = 0.001
(c) Velocity field - a  =  0.1 (d) Streamlines - a  =  0.1
*   _
 f r r r r r
0.5 0.6 0.7 0A  0.0
(e) Velocity field - a  = 1000 (f) Streamlines - a  = 1000
Figure 7-2: Vector plots and streamlines for a field with a = a in the square 
[0.25,0.75] x [0.25,0.75] at the centre of the domain and with a = 1 elsewhere.
(b) Streamlines - a  =  0.001
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(b) Streamlines - d = 0.001(a) Velocity field - a  =  0.001
0.2 0.3 04  0JS 0 6  0.7 0 8  0.0
(c) Velocity field - d = 0.1
(e) Velocity field - a  = 1000
0 01 0.2 0.3 0.4 OS 0 6
(d) Streamlines - a  =  0.1
(f) Streamlines - a  = 1000
Figure 7-3: Vector plots and streamlines for a field with a = a in the triangle with 
corners (1.0,0.0), (1.0,1.0) and (0.5,0.5) and with a — 1 elsewhere.
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(b) A = 10h
Figure 7-4: Realisations of Gaussian random fields with covariance of Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck type with h — 1/128, a 2 = 4 and A = 4h, resp. A = lOh.
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(b) Streamlines - a 2 =  1(a) Velocity field - a
(d) Streamlines - a 2 =  4(c) Velocity field - a
(e) Velocity field - a 2 =  8 (f) Streamlines - a 2 = 8
Figure 7-5: Vector plots and streamlines for the realisation of a random field given 
above with h = 1/128, A = 4h and a 2 = 1, 4, resp. 8.
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(a) Velocity field - a 2 = 1 (b) Streamlines - a 2 = 1
0.2 0.3 0.4 05  0 6  0.7 0 8  0.8
(c) Velocity field - a 2 =  4 (d) Streamlines - a  =
' yZs fs -'-^ -ZLT'r
Z 7 }Z ^ 's7 ^ /,r^ > T jl
s7  lr -^ rr /
__
'-'V^^Frr7^ '  ^ ;
:r r :




m m7 / ^  * \  _









090.2 0.3 0.4 05 060 0.1
(f) Streamlines - a 2 = 8
Figure 7-6: Vector plots and streamlines for the realisation of a random field given 
above with h =  1/128, A = 10h and a 2 — 1,4, resp. 8.
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In this last chapter we first of all gave a short overview of the theoretical bounds, that 
were developed in the previous chapters. The theoretical results were then supported 
by a series of numerical results on the cg-iteration numbers for 2D and 3D problems 
with underlying random permeability fields. These showed how significantly multiscale 
interpolation can improve the convergence rate compared to linear coarsening and that 
the skeleton based preconditioners are in fact exact inverses of A{a) (in the case of zero 
overlap). Next we developed a complexity analysis which studied both the setup cost 
of the different two-level additive Schwarz preconditioners and the complexity of one 
cg-iteration step when using these preconditioners.
More important than condition numbers and cg-iteration numbers in practice however 
are computation times. We therefore studied these times for various random fields in 
2D and 3D to show that multiscale coarsening can really help to increase the speed of 
solvers and can therefore in many cases significantly save costs in practice.
Finally we finished the presentation of new results by applying our preconditioners to 
the groundwater flow problem (7.7, 7.8). We gave streamline and vector field plots for 
both simple two-media and random field problems and discussed these results.
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Finally we would like to give a short overview of what we think might be the most 
important contributions of this thesis and how they might result in interesting new 
projects in the future.
In Chapters 2 to 4 of the thesis we proved that groundwrater flow problems can be 
very ill-conditioned due to underlying permeability fields. We then showed how ran­
dom fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type can be used to model the permeability and how 
the condition number of the resulting stiffness matrix when discretising with the help 
of finite elements depends on the parameters of these fields, their variance, mean and 
correlation length. By combining results from stochastics, linear algebra and numerical 
analysis we showed, how ideas from different fields of mathematics can sometimes help 
other areas to get new important insights. Poisson clumping heuristics to our best 
knowledge for example were never used for the analysis of multiscale problems before. 
We gave sharp bounds for the maxima of random fields and of global and local ratios 
of these fields and showed how these bounds can be used in practice to help to estimate 
expected computation times when using a large number of fields. This might aid to 
planning security for researchers, companies, etc. that model with the help of random 
fields. Although there is no closed formula for probability distributions of general ran­
dom fields, similar bounds to those derived in Chapter 3 can be found for fields with 
different covariance and we hope that our analysis might inspire others to do more 
research in this area.
In Chapter 5 we then focused on a first class of preconditioners for the groundwater 
flow problem, the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioners with linear interpolation. 
While previous research mainly discussed the case in which the coarse grid resolves the 
permeability field, we now tried to work out how the condition number of the precon­
ditioned matrix depends on the underlying field, if we cannot or do not want to adapt 
the coarse grid to the underlying field. We therefore gave sharp upper bounds for the 
condition number for deterministic permeability as well as for random permeability 
fields of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type.
Since these theoretical and numerical results show that preconditioning with additive 
Schwarz preconditioners with linear interpolation can still lead to very ill-conditioned 
systems especially if the underlying field has got short correlation length and large 
variance, we then tried to find better coarsening operators. These are based on the
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multiscale finite element method and we showed that this method cannot only be used 
to increase the accuracy of computations on coarse meshes, but that it can also be 
applied to speed up computation times. We used multiscale finite elements for the first 
time as part of an additive Schwarz preconditioner and discussed the importance of 
the boundary conditions for the construction of the multiscale basis functions. The 
method was analysed for some simple model problems. A more detailed discussion will 
be given in Graham et al. [60]. We showed that in certain cases MsFE-coarsening can 
achieve independence of the convergence of the preconditioned system on the perme­
ability field, if the field is constant in the overlap of the subdomains. Furthermore we 
gave some first idea, why the size of the overlap can be crucial for the convergence. 
A similar analysis could be done in future projects for the multiplicative and hybrid 
Schwarz preconditioners, that we have introduced in Subsection 5.1.4. We analysed the 
complexity of the setup of the preconditioners described in this thesis as well as the 
cost of applying them within a conjugate gradient solver. Next we discussed why these 
algorithms can be very well parallelised. With respect to this classification it might be 
interesting to find out more about the possible preconditioners that one could find with 
complexities between the node- and skeleton-based additive Schwarz preconditioners 
with multiscale coarsening. Also the possibilities that MsFE-coarsening could have for 
non-overlapping domain decomposition methods like Bramble-Pasciak-Schwarz precon­
ditioners (see Bramble et al. [15]) or vertex space preconditioners (see Smith [121, 122]) 
should be mentioned in this context.
The numerical results for ID, 2D and 3D domains for two media problems as well 
as for problems with underlying permeability fields, that we gave in Chapters 6  and 7, 
supported the theory and gave an idea of the potential of MsFE-coarsening for ground­
water flow problems. While this class of problems allows a detailed analysis, it seems 
that interpolation with the help of multiscale basis functions could also be applied to 
a much larger range of problems. In fact for many problems with strongly varying 
coefficients the newly developed techniques might mean significant improvements in 
computation times. Multiscale coarsening methods therefore seem to be a tool, that 
could provide ideas for many areas of research and we hope that this thesis can help 
to see their potential.
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Some basic results on eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors
In this appendix we would like to give some definitions and simple lemmata on eigen­
values and eigenvectors that are used throughout this thesis (for proofs see for example 
Golub and Van Loan [58]).
D e f i n i t i o n  A . l
(i) For a given matrix A  G MnXn its eigenvalues A G C and eigenvectors v G 
<C"\ {0 } are the solution of
Av — Av.
(ii) The set of eigenvalues o f A  are called the matrix’ spectrum  and is denoted by 
o(A).
(Hi) The spectral radius is defined as
p(A) := max {|A|}.
A € a ( A )
(iv) I f  ||-|| denotes a matrix norm, the condition num ber of an invertible matrix A  
is defined to be
k ( A )  := ||A|| ||A- 1 ||.
(v) Given a second matrix M  G Rnxn the generalized eigenproblem of the two 
matrices is finding eigenvalues A and eigenvectors v such that
Av = A Mv.
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(vi) I f  all its eigenvalues have positive real part, then A  is called p o sitive  definite.




w i t h  I [ v j 14  v t A v .
With these definitions the following statements follow.
Lemma A.2
Let A, M  £ RnXn be two symmetric positive definite matrices. Then we obtain:
(i) The following eigenvalue problems have the same eigenvalues
A v = A Mv,
M ~ lA v  - Av,
(M - 1 / 2 AM-1/2) V  = Av,





The eigenvalues are all real and positive.




,  . f  v t A v  v t A vAmin — im t  -h r i ^max — SUp
v G R n V T M \ ' veY» v ^ M v ’
M -'A \\a = | |M -M ||m = Amax =  p (M - lA ) , 





KA (M ~lA) =  k2 =  W U .  (A.8 )
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Appendix
The Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient 
Method
The Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Algorithm (PCG) can be used to solve sym­
metric, positive definite (spd) equation systems. Consider therefore the spd system
Ax =  b, A E Rnxn, x, b  <E Rn. (B.l)
In the groundwater flow problem matrix A  is typically ill-conditioned due to the behav­
iour of the underlying PDE. Let us now assume that we can find a spd preconditioner 
M, which approximates A in the sense that the condition number of M ~lA  is signif­
icantly smaller than that of A. Furthermore, for practical reasons, we require for M, 
that M x =  b is inexpensive to solve, as in the PCG algorithm a linear system with 
matrix M  has to be solved in each step. The preconditioned system is then given by
M ~lAx. =  M - 1 b, M, A  e  Rnxn, x, b  e Rn. (B.2 )
M ~lA  is not necessarily spd, if A  and M  are spd, but for the algorithm to work, we
will have to make sure that this is still the case.
We can then formulate the following version of the P recond itioned  C onjugate  G ra­
d ien t A lgorithm , which is suitable for implementation on a (serial or parallel) com­
puter:
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(i) Choose an initial guess xo.
(ii) Compute ro := b — Axq, Zq := M -1r
(Hi) For k — 0 , 1 , . . un til convergence c
(iv) &k :== (^ fc5Zfc)/ (-^PfcjP/c)
(v) ^ fc + 1  •— T QJfc Pfc
(vi) **fc+i •— — o tk A p k
(vii) Zfc+i := M ~lvk+1
(viii) Pj := (rfc+i ,z fc+i ) / ( r fc,Zfc)
(ix) P f c + i  z fc+i ~t“ /^fcPfc
(x) end do.
Im p o rta n t fea tu res of th e  m ethod:
• The cost of each iteration step is dominated by the cost of the matrix vector 
multiplication with A  (in (iv) and (vi)) and the solution of the linear equation with 
M  in (vii). Furthermore we only need to compute four dot products, three scale 
operations, three vector-vector additions/subtractions and two scalar divisions.
• The storage requirements for the algorithm axe only four vectors of length n 
(z,p,u and r), two scalars (a  and (5) and whatever storage is needed to solve 
z =  M ~ l r.
• The algorithm can be parallelised effectively. This almost optimal parallelisation 
includes the preconditioner, if we choose an additive Schwarz preconditioner, as 
shown in Chapter 6 .
• The matrices A  and M  appear only through their action. Therefore we do not 
have to set up A  and M  explicitly, e.g. we can have A  in form of element or local 
stiffness matrices.
• The convergence rate of the PCG method is directly related to the condition
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number of the preconditioned system by
"x _ x o l u  (R3)
where H-H^  is the norm induced by A  (see Appendix A). This is also the main 
motivation of using preconditioners in the first place, as this means that if M  
approximates A  well enough and can be inverted without large extra cost, the 
overall amount of work can be reduced.
• Stopping criterion: Let us suppose that the PCG method runs until the relative 
error satisfies a pre-selected tolerance, 6, i.e. ||x — x -^U  ^/  ||x — xoll^ < 6. With 
the previous observation, this tolerance satisfies the inequality
„ ^ , /y«(M-u)~iy =9 / _ 2/v«(m-u) y
~ {M~lA) +  1 /  V 1 +  W «  {M~l A) J
If we now take the logarithm on both sides of this inequality and use the fact 
that log ^ 1  — ^ ^  ^  ~  —2 /\ / /c  (M ~ l A ) for large k (M _ 1 A), we obtain 
an upper bound for the number of PCG-iterations
* s | | l ° g  (0/2)1




Symbol D efinition Page
C h ap te r 1 :
- dynamic viscosity 1
a — permeability 1
V - velocity 1
u - pressure 1
ft — open, bounded and connected subset of M.d 1
X - vector in Q C 1
r = rD u rN - boundary of Q, partitioned into its Dirichlet part, and 
its Neumann part, VN .
1
V — outward unit normal from fi at x  G T 1
U, V = approximations of u and v in finite dimensional spaces 2
W (a) = mass matrix arising from the discretisation of the operator 
v i— ► //a -1v
2
B t -- discrete divergence operator 2
nh = number of degrees of freedom in Q 2
A(a) - symmetric positive definite rih x rih stiffness matrix 2
S(x,y) — covariance for random field at points x ,y  Gfi 3
A — correlation length of a random field 3
K(A(a)) — condition number of A(a) 3
M ~l - preconditioner of A(a) 4
flj — open, non-overlapping subdomains of f 2 , j  = 1 , ...,p 4
flj = open, overlapping subdomains of ft, j  = 1 , ...,p 4
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Sym bol D efinition Page
C h ap te r 2:
V = specific discharge /  Darcy velocity 9
Ur residual pressure 9
z - fluid height 9
P = density 9
9 = acceleration 9
L2(fy = {u : ft —> R | ffiU2 < oo} 13
i f 1 (ft) — { u : n - > R  I u , f , f | 6 L2 (fi)} 13
V [v : ft —► R | v G i f 1 (ft), v(x) — 0 for x g T o } 13
— {v : ft —> R | v G i f 1 (ft), v(x) =  g for x  G I\d} 13
(u ,v)Hi(fytCt - f n a(x)V u(x).V v(x)dx 13
L(y) - In  f(x )v (x )d x  +  / rjv 5 f(x)n(x)dx 13
T h(Q) - triangulation of ft with closed elements r / 1 of diameter h 14
oh
Ti = interior of (fine) grid element r / 1 14
yh - {n/j G C(ft) | Vh\T linear Vr G T h(Q) and v =  0 on T^} 15
Vhy9 = G C(fi) | linear Vr G T h(Q) and n =  g on ro } 15
M h{ ft) set of nodes x ^1 of the triangulation T h{Q) 15
$i,j - Kronecker delta 16
Aij — with (fine grid) hat functions 4>j 16
fi L(4>i) with fine grid hat function fa 16
tf(div,Q) = jw  G (L 2 (Q))d : div(w) G L2 (ft)j 17
(v > w )//(div,fi) = (v.w +  div(v) • div(w)) dx 17
= I q U2 (x ) dx 17
n = //o,A/(div, il) (:= {v € //fdiv. Uj | v.i/ =  0  on IV}) 17
s = i 2( n) 17
(9 ,™ )l2{Td) = f r D 9r  " dx 18
Kh, $h finite dimensional subspaces of 7£ and «S 18
w ( v ,  r) — 18
6(r,s) = -(d iv(v),« )L2(n) 18
G(r) = 18
Tir, 7ls — dimension of 7?.^ , resp. of 19
{ ri,...,r„ r } basis of 7?^ 19
{si, Sns} basis of 19
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Sym bol D efinition Page
W ij(a) = w(ri,Tj) (:= entry of Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec mass 
matrix)
19
B ij (a ) =  6 (rj, Sj) (:= entry of discrete divergence operator in 
matrix form)
19
ker(A) =  kernel of matrix or linear operator A 2 0
Z = matrix with rows zi, where {z*} is a basis of ker(i?T) 2 0
0
A = z m z t 2 0
0
G = ZG 2 0o
V = {rh e n h : b (rh, sh) =  0  for all sh € S h} 2 0
Chapter 3:
- single random variable 25
/ P 0 - probability density function 25
Efe(X)] J - m 9(x ) f ( x )d-x (:= expectation of function g(X)) 25
m - - m x  := E[X] (:= mean/expectation of X) 25
a2 = := Var[X] := E [(X — m)2] (:= variance of X) 25
Y — exp(Z) (:= lognormal Gaussian random variable for a 
Gaussian random variable Z)
26
Z( x ) — Gaussian random field for x G 26
P = probability 29
Z = ( Z ( x i ) , Z ( x n)) (:— vector of values of a random 
field Z  at points xi, ...,xn € fi)
29
c = E [ZTZ] (:= covariance matrix for random vector Z) 30
L = lower triangular matrix 30
JV„(0,C(Z)) — vector of n  iid. variables Zi  with mean 0  and 
and covariance C(Z)
32
number of elements in T h(Q) 35
x + <S — {x  + y :  yG  5, S  C R d} 42
\S\ = Lebesgue measure of a set S  G 42
V = process rate 42
Mn = supxGfi (Z( x) ) 42
mn - - infxen (Z(x)) 46
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Symbol Definition Page
M n := infxGft (ar(x)) 46
mn := infxGQ (a(x)) 46
C h ap te r 4:
ar := p j | Ta  (:= constant permeability value on t) 53
supp (</>) := support of the function </> 53
Afh(Q) := set of degrees of freedom in Q 53
:= maximum, resp. minimum eigenvalue of A 54
C h ap te r 5:
A ,A j •— operator such that A  : u i— ► —div (aVu(x)) for 
all u E C 2 (ft)
64
p H - minimum overlap of the subdomains with 0  < P < 1 6 6
v,- — {ufc E Vh : supp (vh) C  f y } 67
T h ( Q ) = coarse grid with elements Qi, 1 < i < p of size H 67
n H - cardinality of T H (fi) 67
= fine grid with elements r  of size h in 67
rij = cardinality of T h{£lj) 67
= local extension operator, maps Vj —> Vh, j  = 1, ...,p 67
A? = R jA R j , j  = 1, ...,p, local stiffness matrix 67
M ~l = R [ A ^ 1Ri +  R% A ^ 1 R 2 1  one-level additive Schwarz 
preconditioner for two subdomains
69
A ff 1 = Y^j=1 R j 1 R j , one-level additive Schwarz 
preconditioner for several subdomains
69
Qj = closure of an open subdomain Clj C  fl, j  =  1, ...,p 69
LJi = interior ((Jn^xfefy with e  ^ ( 0 ) 70
un .j — Ujfe:nfc€r*(n),nfcn fi^ 0 n Jfe =  neighbourhood of 
subdomains
70
Vo — space of coarse grid functions 70
m = coarse grid basis functions 70
" [*02, •••> V’n tfL  n h x  n H  global extension operator 70
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Symbol
^ 2 , A S
a(v,w )
Nc




^ 2 , Lin





R oA R q , coarse grid stiffness matrix 
E Pj=oRJ Aj lR j = M \ l +  R qA q1Rq, two level 
add. Schwarz preconditioner
,p, projections, self adjoint with
respect to a ( . , .) 
w t A v
minimum number of colours in the colouring argument
linear coarse grid basis functions
[0 fm, ...,V ^ 1] > n h x nH global linear extension
operator
Ro,LinARo Lin, Hnear coarse grid stiffness matrix 
Mf 1 +  RoM nAoM n^Lm , two level 
add. Schwarz preconditioner with lin. coarsening 
partition of unity, j  =  1 , ...,p
1 , if d =  1
(1 + log(H/h)), if d = 2
(.H /h ), if d =  3
finite element interpolation onto V^1 
average of Xi °ver T
V  
w 1
( lHu) (x f )  := quasi-interpolant := <
otherwise,/  u(x)dr, 
dQ j\T , j  =  l,...,p
U fr A r > i  =  i . - j P



















C h ap te r 6 :
W } := MsFE coarse grid basis functions 109
R 0 , M s
:= ..., - 0 ^ ] , rih x n H  global MsFE extension operator 109
A ,Ms R o , M s A R q  Ms, MsFE coarse grid stiffness matrix 109
^2,Ms := M-f1 +  R S msAqm sRoM*’ two level additive Schwarz 
preconditioner with MsFE coarsening
109
^ i , j := boundary condition of on Qj 113
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Symbol Definition Page
E  E := coarse grid edge between and including x .f  and xj*, resp. 
x and xj*
114
Hi := diam(coj) 118
7 (V0, a)
(:= coarse space robustness indicator)
118
ns := number of skeleton nodes in ft 139
r T^0 ,S kel := •••, ^n3a\i nh x n S  global skeleton MsFE extension 
operator
140
A o ,S k e l RoiSkeiA R lSkel, skeleton-based MsFE coarse grid stiffness 
matrix
140
^ 2 , Sleet := M f 1 +  R o ,S k e l^ o ^ S k e l^ o ,S k e h  two level additive Schwarz 
preconditioner with skeleton-based MsFE coarsening
140
J,<S := set of indices of fine grid nodes inside ft, but not on the 
skeleton, resp. inside ft on the skeleton
141
Chapter 7:
n := number of fine grid nodes in each coordinate direction 149
m  := number of coarse grid nodes in each coordinate direction 149
such that n /m  is an integer
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